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The purpose of the dissertation was to develop and
comprehensively document the methodology used in the se-
lection process, the first step of teaching by the inquiry
methodology, and to evaluate from the author* s perspective the
selection process* effectiveness as a beginning step in
teaching by inquiry. A comprehensive definition of inquiry
was formulated by the author through the use of the litera-
ture and through the author's personal experience. From
this definition, the author chose one aspect, self direction,
and developed it into operational terms.
The empirical model used for the development and testing
of one aspect of inquiry, the selection process, was divided
into four phases. Phase one involved the development and
statement of the methodology for the selection process; phase
two was field testing the methodology in the science methods
course; and phase three was evaluating the field test accord-
ing to the author's perspective. The final phase dealt with
making substantive modifications in the methodology based on
the evaluation in phase three.
The methodology developed during phase one included
all
rules and procedures for the selection process and the
goals
for this process broken down into observable and/or measurable
form. The methodology has been stated in such terms that a
qualified teacher could follow the rules and procedures
and measure according to the author's goals.
The major goal for the field test was for the student
to make self-directed selections in areas in which she would
inquire. Field testing, as a step in the empirical model,
allowed for evaluation of the component parts of the major
goal and gave meaning to recommendations for future use and
testing. The field test included nineteen junior students
and lasted fourteen weeks.
Results used in phase three showed that none of the stu-
dents was able to repeat the goal-defining process on her
own. They were, however, able to operationalize a goal to
a level which allowed them to select learning opportunities.
Fifteen of the sixteen students who remained in the study com-
pleted the minimum of fourteen activities. The selection
process worked in varying degrees with the sixteen students.
Problems were most noticeable in the goal-defining process
because the steps were not taught in such a manner that the
students were able to re-use them.
Modifications to alleviate problems discovered in the
selection process methodology were listed in a redesigned
methodology. The majority of the changes were in the goal
defining process with minor changes suggested for the meeting
schedule. A recommendation for the methodology to include
some form of training for an instructor was also suggested.
Other aspects of the methodology of teaching by inquiry
need to be developed. Once developed they should be field
tested with the selection process so that the total method-
ology can be communicated. Through successive iterations
the first methodology of teaching by inquiry will be avail-
able for a teacher to use.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction to the Methodology
Purpose of the Chapter
The purpose of Chapter One is to give an overview of
this dissertation. This overview begins with a brief de-
scription of inquiry followed by a definition formulated
from the author's view of inquiry and from definitions in
the literature. Next, the need for a methodology in teach-
ing by inquiry is introduced. Included is a short descrip-
tion and history of the course used in the first step of
teaching by the inquiry process. The statement of the prob
lem and its rationale summarize the Chapter. One omission
from the overview should be noted. The evaluation section
is too extensive for a brief summary and requires the com-
prehansive documentation given in Chapter Three, thus, in
this Chapter only elements of evaluation are mentioned.
Formulating a Definition of Inquiry
The definition to be formulated will be derived in
part from the work of others and in part from the author
s
work. The material selected from scientists and authors
has been chosen because, in the author's opinion,
it most
closely represents the inquiry process in science.
2The notion of inquiry is germane to the field of science,
the student solve problems in the laboratory or class-
room has often been described as inquiry. However, what is
specifically meant by a person when he uses the term inquiry
can vary from situation to situation. A strategy that has
recently become popular is the "black box" method of inquiry.
This usually involves solving the problem of what is in a
sealed carton or about the arrangement of materials in the
carton. The problem is to be solved without looking into
the "black box" and is solved by a variety of approaches.
The box provides the stimulus for a person to inquire and
methods used by the person will vary widely. Other situations
or problems common in the elementary school science program
are labeled as inquiry, such as discovering what makes a drop
of one liquid a more powerful magnifier than a drop of another
liquid. The previous examples imply that inquiry takes place.
The two previous descriptions may encompass some form of
inquiry. The inquiry in these cases has not been clearly
presented, thus the teacher and student are not clear about
the steps one must go through, nor are they clear as to the
outcome which may be expected. Inquiry in certain instances
has been explained in terms of a number of segments which
combined make up the whole. The best known of these instances
is the scientific method; however, it falls short in that
defined steps and defined outcomes are not given.
3The fact that a methodology for inquiry has not been
defined and documented is a significant problem. Joseph
Schwab (1962, pp. 4-5) states that there is a "...need to
maintain and support a mode of scientific enquiry which has
never been so urgently required, so visible to the naked,
public eye, and understood so little by so few.
What will fulfill this need can be stated in equally
simple terms. It is, ironically enough, that science be
taught as science.*' Teaching science as science is diffi-
cult for most teachers for the methodology for an inquiry
approach has not been recorded in the literature.
An initial problem encountered in the design of a
methodology is a definition of its purpose. Here the con-
cern is a definition of inquiry. Before deriving a specific
definition of inquiry, however, it should be mentioned what
inquiry is not. The association of inquiry and discovery
as being the same is an unfortunate connection, for dis-
covery may be only a part of inquiry. Suchman ( 1969 * P* 215)
states, "It seems unwise to use the term 'discovery' to
describe any of the cognitive acts in inquiry. But the sense
of discovery, the 'aha' feeling, does seem to accompany the
sudden attainment of meaning, understanding, or recognition.
Bruner ( 1969 ) reinforces the idea that discovery differs
from inquiry. He looks at inquiry as being the larger part
of a possible end product. "It is through the effort of
discovery that one learns the working heuristic of dis-
4covery, and the more one has practice, the more likely is
one to generalize what one has learned into a style of
problem solving or inquiry...." (Bruner, 1969
, p. 208)
The term discovery is placed in its proper perspective by
Seifman (1971, p. 56 ) in his statement, "The act of dis-
covery occurs when the learner grasps the organizing principle
governing a concrete instance or series of instances." In-
quiry is a process aiming toward discovery.
In summary, the focus on discovery as a teaching process
is a confusion of process and product. Discovery is in
fact the product of the process and what is more critical in
teaching is teaching the process that results in discovery.
This process is called inquiry.
The term most closely associated with inquiry is problem
solving. Bruner (1969* p. 212) says "It is evident then
that if children are to learn the working techniques of
discovery, they must be afforded the opportunities of problem
solving. The more they practice problem solving, the more
likely they are to generalize what they learn into a style
of inquiry that serves for any kind of task they may encounter •
Bruner views problem solving as a large part of inquiry, but
not equivalent to inquiry.
Inquiry is a mode of learning, but what characterizes
this mode is difficult to define. Gagne (1971, P« W) states
that "...enquiry is the terminal thinking process we want
the student to be able to engage in, after he has taken all
5the necessary previous steps in learning." He suggests the
following steps of inquiry! observation, measurement, dis-
tinguishing between what is observed and what is inferred,
inventing interpretations, brilliant leaps, and drawing
conclusions. Hyman (1964) suggests similar process of in-
quiry* formulation and selection of problems, observation
and collecting facts, processing and analyzing facts, ex-
plaining data, and communicating or reporting data. Both
Gagne and Hyman define inquiry in terms of learner adaptation
to the scientific method; however, the scientific method is
not always a reflection of the processes scientists use.
Hawkins ( 1965 ) » in his three-phase approach to science,
builds a strong case for the process of "messing about," a
process not usually included in the scientific methods.
Atkins (19?0, p. 161) states that if one asks a variety of
scientists about the processes they use one "...will certain-
ly get an entirely different view of science."
Kuslan and Stone (1968, p. 138 ) define inquiry as
studying "scientific phenomena with the approach and the spirit
of the scientist." Jacobson (1970b, p. 15) expands this
definition to include the idea of finding answers* "Inquiry
is the attempt to find some answer or resolution to a problem.
Inquiry in the laboratory, field, and classroom is central
to science." The two definitions reflect the importance of
inquiry in science and the spirit of the scientist or learner.
Gagne (1971) reinforces the importance of the spirit or
6attitude of science as does the statement by Bruner (1969,
p. 20 ?)» "There appears to be... a series of activities and
attitudes, some directly related to a particular subject
and some of them fairly generalized, that go with inquiry
and research. They have to do with the process of trying to
find out something and while they provide no guarantee that
the product will be any great discovery, their absence is
likely to lead to awkwardness, or ardity or confusion. Kar-
plus and Thier ( 1967 ) have proposed a process in teaching
science lessons that addresses the spirit of science and
processes of science. The three-part process includes: ex-
periencing—the learner works with the material and develops
questions to be solved; invention—a concept is invented; and
discovery—new relationships are found based on the invention.
Another dimension of inquiry that needs to be considered
is brought out by Bruner ( 1969 , p. 298 ): "Practice in inquiry,
in trying to figure out things for oneself, is indeed what
is needed...." The importance of this statement is that the
person inquiring is the person making the decisions within
the inquiry. Suchman (1969t p. 219) expands the decision-
making power of the inquirer by stating: "...the process of
information gathering and conceptual reorganization comes
more under the control of the learner himself"; and "through
inquiry, the learner influences and actually programs his own
learning in terms of his cognitive needs."
7The Author's Definition of Inquiry
From the previous definitions it is possible to formu-
late a definition of inquiry that includes the five aspects
the author believes are necessary for inquiry* (1) self-
direction (implies a goal), (2) unique attitudes, (3) unique
processes, (4) unique activities, and (5) unique arrangement
of attitudes, processes, and activities. Inquiry is a self-
directed mode of learning in which the learner selects and
organizes unique attitudes, activities, and processes for the
attainment of a goal. The attainment of the goal may take the
form of discovery, but this is not a necessary condition.
Using this definition the author will systematically
develop the inquiry methodology. The first aspect of the
definition, self-direction, forms the basis for the selection
process; it is this self-direction process which will be
developed and operationally defined into the selection process
methodology.
Conditions for Teaching by Inquiry
Conditions for teaching by inquiry are viewed by the
author as a conscious strategy on the part of the teacher.
They set the stage for producing behavior of the students.
Since setting conditions for inquiry involves an active man
8ipulation on the part of the teacher, the author will include
any conditions necessary for inquiry as part of the teaching
strategy.
Various authors have spoken of the sequential conditions
necessary for inquiry to take place. Gagne (1971) lists
four conditions: (1) knowledge and practice of the science
processes, (2) disciplined exercise of the method of inquiry,
(3) a broad and critical knowledge of the principles of science,
both content and method, and (4) practice of inquiry itself
along with continuation of substantive knowledge. It is im-
portant to note that the four conditions start with the learn-
er in a guided situation and move to a situation in which the
learner is able to self-direct his inquiry. Hawkins ( 1965 )
describes three conditions or phases in the learning process.
Contrary to Gagne, he states explicitly that there is not
a determined order to the process of (1) "messing about,”
(2) "multiply programmed material," and (3) "theory."
Conditions outlined by Suchman ( 1969 ) as being necessary
for inquiry include: (1) focus—direction toward a goal,
(2) freedom—both external to the learner (constraints upon
operations) and internal (self-directed), and (3) response
obtaining needed data. When these are present it is felt that
inquiry will most likely emerge as the dominant mode of
learning.
Gagne's conditions center mostly on the process and
activities of learning, while Suchman's center on the atti-
9tudes necessary for the inquiry process. By the author's
definition both Gagne's and Suchman's conditions—individual
processes, activities, and attitudes--are necessary for in-
quiry. However, the arrangement of the conditions, so that
the integrity of inquiry is maintained, is unclear. Bruner
(1969, p. 208) states "...the more one has practice, the
more likely is one to generalize what one has learned into
a style of .. .inquiry. . .but what is unclear is what kinds
of training and teaching produce the best effects." Gagne
(1970, p. 4l4) reinforces Bruner's statement in calling for
a methodology in inquiry* "...the form that such learning
should take is not known in detail...."
The Need for a Methodology in Teaching by Inquiry
Few, if any teaching methods in science education have
been defined. "Often, problems are defined in such a way that
great efforts lead to seemingly meaningless or relatively in-
consequential results. The classic example involves the large
number of studies of the relative effectiveness of a labora-
tory approach as contrasted to a lecture-demonstration approach
to science teaching. There have been over one hundred studies
of this question, and the results have been inconclusive.
(Jacobson, 1970, p. 4) These approaches or teaching method-
ologies are ill-defined, making it impossible to replicate
10
studies and form well-founded conclusions. The fact that a
teaching methodology for inquiry needs to be defined is ger-
mane to any additional study, "In research, it would be more
useful to study what approaches are most effective under what
conditions to achieve specific objectives with various kinds
of students." (Jacobson, 1970a, p. 4)
Documenting and evaluating a methodology of inquiry would
be a significant contribution. Through documentation inquiry
teaching will become reproduceable for future studies. In
this dissertation the self-direction attribute of the defi-
nition of inquiry will be considered.
A methodology that would guide students through part of
the self-directed process of inquiry is found in the work of
Hutchinson and Benedict (1970). The methodology originally
developed by Hutchinson is further explained in "Self Instruc-
tional Module for Learning the Hutchinson Method of Operation-
alizing a Goal or Intent." (Allen, £t. al. 1971)
Adaptation of fuzzy concepts, successive breaking down
of an abstract idea into behavioral statements, provided a
basis for the first part of a methodology of inquiry teaching,
namely the self-direction aspect. An inquirer used parts of
the process of fuzzy concepts while defining self-direction.
The methodology for the first step of teaching by inquiry-
the selection process (self-direction in the definition of
inquiry)—delineated how learners determined their goals,
broke them down into operable components, and evaluated,
11
provided a basis for effectiveness. The selection process
methodology centered upon the inquirer directing himself
toward a goal, thus meeting Suchman's condition of focus and
the other condition of self-direction.
In order for a methodology of inquiry teaching to be
documented or evaluated, a course structure had to be de-
veloped in such a way that it was congruent with the strategy
of inquiry. Similar to the scientist who is developing a
new chemical procedure—building a chamber to hold the
specimen for the new procedure—so too must the educationist
build a course for students to try out the new procedure.
A course that served as a vehicle for instruction by
inquiry had its beginnings in the Model Elementary Teacher
Education Project. (A Feasibility Study on the Model Elemen-
tary Teacher Education Program Phase II, 1970) The Project
was designed to prepare teachers through the use of per-
formance criteria in the area of human relations, behavioral
skills, and subject matter knowledge. Behavioral objectives
were developed in the areas such as science, math, and language
arts. Each objective or performance level usually offered
alternative routes for reaching the stated objective. Some
performances stated that the student need only participate
in the experience, for the outcome was different for each
individual and a stated behavior or minimum performance level
could not be defined. These experiences were different from
all other objectives in that no pre-test or post-test was
12
given; the student was required to participate. The science
section of the Model Elementary Teacher Education Project was
divided into content, skills and pedagogy, defined in per-
formance or expressive experience terms, with two or more
instructional routes for each non-expressive performance, and
was given to pre-service students in elementary education.
The student was encouraged to pretest-out of any objectives
that he had mastered prior to entering the methods course.
After two years of development, including a feasibility
study, the science component indicated that "it would seem
that performances which show creativity and an appreciation
for divergence of opinion and action must be an integral
part...." (A Feasibility Study on the Model Elementary
Teacher Education Program Phase II, 1970, p. 189).
Education 262/562 was developed as an extension of the
Model Elementary Teacher Education Project. Activities in
Education 262/562 varied in time, content, method, and
philosophical approach, similar to variations in performance
criteria in the METEP. The difference between the two pro-
grams (other than the fact that Education 262/562 had more
expressive experiences) was student identification of experi
ences they would be taking; previously the METEP model pre-
scribed which performance criteria a student should take.
Student identification of experiences left the ultimate de-
cision for specific learnings up to the student while the
instructor decided what content areas the students would
13
learn, such as experiences in science methods. This meant
that the faculty decided what the parameters of the course
would be and the student decided on the learning experiences
within these defined parameters.
With students determining a part of their learning in
the course, there was a need to evaluate the student's in-
quiry. The evaluation was of the nature that facilitated
the student's inquiry and assessed the success of the stu-
dent's functioning in the inquiry process.
Statement of Problem
The problem was* To develop and comprehensively docu-
ment the methodology used in the selection process, the
first step of teaching by the inquiry methodology, and to
evaluate from the developer's perspective the selection pro
cess' effectiveness as a beginning step.
Rationale of the Problem
With a comprehensive methodology of teaching by inquiry
lacking in the literature, it was the purpose of this study
to begin developing and documenting the first step in teach-
ing by the inquiry process--the selection process. Because
a method of teaching by inquiry has not been previously de-
14
veloped
,
"the study had to include a comprehensive documentation
of the methodology used in the beginning phase of the inquiry
process, and an assessment of this process. The science
course used in the instruction by inquiry served as a vehicle
for letting this process take place. Thus the science course
(Education 262/562) served as the black box in an inquiry
problem.
The first step of teaching by the inquiry process was
the selection process 1 it was this phase that was documented
and enclosed in the study. Other parts in the process of
teaching by inquiry were viewed at this point only in their
relation to the selection process.
Documenting the methodology of the selection process
and evaluating its effectiveness was a logical first step.
This parsimonious step of recording and evaluating teaching
by the inquiry process allow further researchers a clearer
picture of the first step in the process. By attacking
the simplest problem first, the researcher was able to find
out if the simple test works and base recommendations, changes,
or alteration on the results of the test. This theory modifi-
cation technique was akin to a scientist recording and evaluat-
ing his first preparation of a chemical before he analyzes or
compares his product to other samples. In such cases, the
scientist does the most parsimonious test first.
The empirical model used for the selection process was
divided into four phases. Phase one involved the stating
15
of the methodology for the selection process j phase two
was field testing the methodology in the science methods
course; and phase three was evaluating the field test
according to the developer's perspective. The last phase
dealt with making substantive modifications to the methodology
based on the evaluation in phase three. Additional comments
were made concerning future directions for the methodology.
Successive iterations through these four phases provided po-
tential for systematic development of a methodology that
will accomplish its objectives through empirical measure-
ment control.
Important to understanding the problem are the elements
of evaluation used in the study. Three elements were desig-
nated, each having a unique characteristic. The key to the
uniqueness of each lay in the perspective from which the
evaluation was being done. One evaluation was from the
perspective of students in the study, and will henceforth
be referred to as self-evaluation. The second element of
evaluation was evaluation of the students by the instructor,
and will be referred to as instructor's evaluation of students.
The third element of evaluation was the evaluation of the en-
tire selection process, and will be referred to as the select-
ion process evaluation. Thus self-evaluation, instructor s
evaluation of students, and selection process evaluation,
referred to the three different perspectives involved in
the
study.
16
Evaluation and documentation of the methodology from
the perspective of the developer is important. The study was
primarily concerned with a teaching methodology, this sub-
stantive study needed to be explicitly spelled out and
evaluated so that replication can take place and judgments
made of the process and criteria used to evaluate the method-
ology for future learners, teachers, and researchers is
salient to education and society.
17
CHAPTER TWO
Toward a Specification of a Selection Process
Purpose of the Chapter
This Chapter further develops inquiry and how it re-
lates to teaching by the selection process through the in-
troduction of the concept of methodologies. The definition
for inquiry in Chapter One defined inquiry as a self-directed
mode of learning in which the learner selects and organizes
unique attitudes, activities and processes for the attainment
of a goal. Through this definition a structure for inquiry
emerges. "...Inquiry engages the skills, interests, and atti-
tudes of the person in an interaction with the substantive
and cognitive demands of a problem as he makes efforts to ra-
tionally cope with it." (Learning Through Inquiry, p. 3 )
Background for the Selection Process
Suchman (1967) has proposed a theoretical model for
the process in inquiry. The purpose of the model is to show
how meaning comes into being for the learner.
18
INTAKE
IK
ENVIRONMENT
STORAGE
CONTROL * MOTIVATION
ACTION
E = Previous encounters
S = Systems, categories, variables
D = Data
G = Generalizations
,
conclusions,
theories
1 Closure
2 Curiousity
3 Power to Pre-
dict, Control,
or Explain
In order to handle a new encounter or stimulus, the learner
calls on four organizers: (a) previous encounters, (b) sys-
tems, (c) data, and (d) inferences. As the new encounter is
recognized, it can be organized by previous encounters, classi-
fied or analyzed by a system which in turn generates data.
A conclusion or inference can then be drawn.
The learner is a dynamic system and is able to provide
action to his environment or action to provide more intake.
The intake serves the purpose of selecting and grouping new
encounters or stimuli. The relationship between the stimu-
lus and the learner's actions are new encounters which in
turn generate more information and new data. This relation-
ship is not linear; thus the control serves as a mediation
process. The learner does not take action on all stimuli, nor
does he take in all stimuli. It is the role of the control
to filter and mediate. The control is influenced by the
19
motivation of the learner. Motivation is broken down into
closure, curiosity, and the power to predict, control or
explain. (Suchman, 1967)
The model provides one way in which the inquiry process
functions* however, if methodologies of teaching are to be
developed, the interface between learner and teacher must be
specified. Using this model of inquiry for the learner the
first step of teaching by inquiry would focus on the "Action"
and "Intake" processes. Continued development in the method-
ology of teaching by inquiry could focus on other areas in
the model (control, motivation, storage) and the interface
between learner and teacher.
A model which has addressed itself to the interface be-
tween teacher and student in the process of inquiry is the
Inquiry Role Approach model developed by Richard Bingman and
associates. The following stair step models are given (Learn
ing Through Inquiry, no date, pages 7 and 8)
»
20
A
H
A. Depending on teacher for all direction
and information.
B. Individual learning of role
principles
.
C. Implementing teamwork.
1. Practicing role responsibilities
in team.
2. Using Inquiry Guides.
Inquiry
Time
3. Refining teamwork.
D. Building Inquiry Guides.
E. Analyzing and evaluating student-
built Inquiry Guides.
P. Analyzing and evaluating scientific
papers
.
G. Directing own inquiry.
1. Carrying out an investigation
involving inquiry processes.
2. Reporting own procedures and
findings
.
H. Analyzing and evaluating student
inquiry reports.
A. Directing all student activity
and relating facts.
B. Building teamwork,
1. Delegating authority.
2. Providing Inquiry Guides.
Inquiry
Time
3. Guiding the development of
group process abilities.
C. Using direct influence.
1. Building Inquiry Guides.
2. Kanaging discusiions.
D. Managing Inquiry Guide building
by students.
E. Managing analysis and evaluation
of student-written guides.
P. Kanaging analysis and evaluation
of scientific papers written by
students or scientists.
G. Acting as a resource person.
H. Observing and reporting on
student report analysis.
21
The model is procedural and does not propose why inquiry
takes place, as Suchman's does. It does, however, give the
relationship between what a student does and what a teacher
does. The value of the Bingman model is that it outlines the
cooperative role for both teacher and student. The strong
notion of teamwork or a partnership in inquiry is developed.
Realizing that inquiry is complicated and has many parts,
Schwab (1962, p. 65 ) states*
The teaching of science as enquiry is ambiguous.
It means first, a process of teaching and learning
which is itself an inquiry, ’teaching as enquiry'.
It means, second, instruction in which science is
seen as a process of enquiry, 'science as enquiry'.
The ambiguity is deliberate. Both of these meanings
are part of the idea in its complete form. The
complete enquiring classroom would have two aspects.
On one hand, its material would exhibit science as
enquiry. On the other hand, the student would be
led to enquire into these materials. He would
learn to identify their component parts, detect
the relation among these parts, note the role
played by each part, detect some of the strengths
and weaknesses of the enquiry under study. In
short, the classroom would engage in an enquiry
into enquiry.
The distinction between the inquiry into the subject
matter and inquiring about the process (inquiring into
inquiry) should be carefully noted. If teaching by the in-
quiry method is to take place the nature of the inquiry
must be at both levels, especially if the student is going
to learn an inquiry process as content and objective.
Schwab (1962, p. 66) speaks of roles for the student
and roles for the teacher*
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The student must change from being a passive learn-
er dependent of a textbook and lecture as an authori—
tive science into an active inquirer who uses the
text and lectures for critical analysis. He views
the text not as truths but as a report of an in-
quiry. The shift is from what is said to what is
done* the words only report the enquiry being
done. He is not merely to discover what the
scientist did and thought, but what each thought
and action contributed to the enquiry and how
effectively it contributed.
The teacher has the job of leading the inquiry. Most
students have little experience in classroom inquiry and
need guidance. In teaching the students how to learn,
the teacher uses questions to enhance the process* the
questions are those very questions the teacher herself uses
for inquiry. Thus, the teacher not only encourages the stu-
dent to inquire through guidance but also encourages the
student to inquire by presenting a role model. The student
has a model to observe and follow. She is shown a pathway
for inquiry and through successive paths of attacking a prob-
lem the student is shown that it is possible for her to be-
come a successful inquirer. This transfer of the success
of inquiry from the model inquirer, the teacher, to the stu-
dent is important if inquiry will continue as a mode of
learning for the student. The inquirer must realize that
in order for her inquiry to be a success, she must have as
a foundation raw materials or data which form an alternative
answer to a question—not the only possible answer, but an
answer that is strongly supported by data. (Schwab, 1962)
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In addition to Schwab's (1962 f p. 71) description of the
roles of students and teachers in inquiry he also describes
how inquiry takes place. "It is through discussion that the
skill of enquiry into enquiry can be conveyed, and it is
through discussion, too, that the art once learned, can be
carried on in a group." Schwab's (1962, p. 71) notion of
teachers and students becoming "cooperative and communicating
pursuers of a common problem" is central to the teaching by
inquiry. This is the case in Epstein's (1970) research method
of teaching. The method involves both student and teacher
in the research field of the teacher. The teacher selects six
to ten original research papers in the field that he has
chosen. The students then read the papers one at a time
and hold discussions which focus on what the scientist has
done to obtain results. In the process of these discussions
the students must learn any connected terminology or related
processes. It is the role of the teacher to explain terms
and process in terms of their relationship to what the
scientist did.
Richard Suchman (1966) has developed the Inquiry De-
velopment Program. Each session begins by providing the
student with a problem. An event takes place, questions
are raised about the event 1 the purpose of the questions is
to provide a focus to the problem. Once the teacher is
sure that clear focus has been provided, the inquiry session
begins and primarily concerns data-gathering questions pro-
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posed by the student and answered by the teacher.
Six rules guide Suchman's "inquiry” session, helping
to insure that inquiry takes place. Basically the rules regu-
late a session in which the student asks the teacher questions
which are not statements of theories, or which seek the teach-
er's approval and can be answered "yes" or "no." Thus the
students ask questions which establish conditions, synthesize
experiments or verify. The student's inquiry is directed by
his own ideas and the teacher is the source of information for
this inquiry. Suchman's strategy is consistent with Schwab's
notion of science being seen as a process of inquiry. Stu-
dents select theories and validate these theories through
data. However, suchman's method does not provide a role
model for students to follow. It is this role model, the
teacher as inquirer, which encourages the student to inquire.
By not providing a model inquirer the power of the inquiry is
weakened for the students.
A teaching strategy has been defined as "a pattern
and a sequence of teaching behaviors designed to accomodate
all important variables, consciously and systematically."
(Taba and Hills, 1971* P« 5D The idea of teaching strate-
gies is expanded upon by Seifman (1971» P* 51) » who pro-
poses a "continuum of teaching stragegies" ranging from ex-
pository, in which the presentation is made by the teacher, to
heuristic, in which the learner finds out for himself. The
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idea of a range of teaching strategies which incorporate
aspects of Taba*s definition would he a step in the right
direction. It must, however, go further than Seifman has pro-
posed. In order for the range of teaching behaviors to be
clearly documented and their purposes known, teaching
methodologies must be developed.
A methodology is "systematic, standardized, operational-
ized rules and procedures for the accomplishment of the pur-
pose." (Hutchinson, 1972, p. 2) According to Hutchinson,
methodologies cannot exist without a defined purpose or
without rules and procedures stated in such a way that their
results can be measured according to the operationalized
purpose. In an operationalized purpose it is implicit that
statements are measurable and/or observable. Thus, if a
group of evaluators gathered data on one of the observable
and/or measurable components of the purpose, they would
gather the same type of information. The standardized set
of rules and procedures must be in such a form that a
qualified person can follow them within their defined limits.
This means that qualifications of the person using the method-
ology must be given.
A methodology for teaching by inquiry is lacking in
the literature. In many cases [Karplus and Thier ( 1967)1
Hawkins ( 1965 ), and Epstein (1970)] a strategy is given to
the teacher, but in none of the above-mentioned cases is a
methodology given. It should be mentioned that in the above
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three specific cases the developers' purposes were not
stated as the followingi to develop a pure inquiry strate-
gy, However, the strategies are inquiry oriented programs.
In order for a teacher to teach by any method for the
attainment of specific goals, a methodology must be developed
and made clear for the teacher, evaluator and designer. The
most complete strategy for teaching, or a partial methodology,
as it will be referred to here, is Epstein's (1970) "research
method" of teaching. This partial methodology develops a
complete set of rules and procedures, but does not operation-
alize the purpose to be accomplished. Thus we cannot know
its effectiveness in operational terms. The model gives in
detail how the teacher introduces and conducts class through
the use of original papers of research. Emphasis is placed
on problems encountered in the process and the procedures
the scientist used.
As mentioned previously, one of the strengths of the
partial methodology is the development of a unique relation-
ship between the students and the teacher. This relation-
ship is reflected in the fact that the teacher is not able
to master all of the content in any one area. "...Students
simply sense the relative ignorance of the instructor who
is talking about matters concerning which he has only text-
book knowledge." (Epstein, 1970 » P» 51) Thus, the student
and the teacher are on nearly equal levels of inquiry for
some problems. This method attempts to alleviate the tradi-
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tional problem of the teacher as an oracle and works toward
the development of a cooperative effort between student and
teacher through the investigation of a research question or
questions. The author sees this as a very long step in
breaking the myth of the teacher imparting all knowledge and
the student absorbing what he can.
Included in Epstein's partial methodology are examples
of research papers used in a field test. These examples,
along with the step-by-step procedure and anecdotal records,
clearly illustrate the new relationship developed through
this method of teaching.
Another partial methodology recorded in the literature
is Richard Suchman's Inquiry Development Program (1966). In
this program the behavior of the teacher is clearly stated,
so that a teacher is able to follow a step-by-step procedure.
The rules and guidelines set forth allow the child to in-
quire as determined through field tests. Goals for this
partial methodology are lacking. There are, however, Question
Record Sheets for analyzing the student's inquiry! this is
not a comprehensive set of goals for the strategy, a require-
ment if it is to be a methodology.
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Summary-
In the preceding pages the author has discussed scientific
inquiry and its relationship to teaching by inquiry and the
methodologies which relate to teaching by inquiry. Among
the reasons for singling out these two thrusts was to give
the reader focus for the type of inquiry methodology developed
in the selection process, and to bring the reader's attention
to the state of methodologies in teaching. The information
selected from the literature should serve as a basis for
the methodology of the selection process—the first step of
teaching by the inquiry method.
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CHAPTER THREE
Methodology for the Selection Proofs
Purpose of the Chapter
The purpose of this chapter is to present to the reader
the selection process* the first step of teaching by inquiry
methodology. It will be accomplished in three parts. The
first section will introduce the methodology by stating why
it is practical, desirable, and able to be accomplished?
the second section will present the time schedule of the
methodology, stating the steps that took place on each day?
and the third section will give the goals and operationaliza-
tions for the methodology. Viewed in another manner, section
one is the foundation for the time sequence of the content
and purposes of section two and the goals of section three.
Throughout the Chapter there will be references to stu-
dents, children and pupils. To avoid confusion the term
"students" will refer only to college-age students while
the terms "pupils" and "children" will refer only to ele-
mentary-age children. In addition, the terms "instructor,"
"author" and "faculty member" will be synonymous.
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Section One
Introduction to the Methodology-
According to Hutchinson (1972, p. 1), "the word
methodology is defined as a systematic, operationalized,
standardized set of rules and procedures designed to
accomplish a defined purpose." The duplicability of the
process is inherent in any methodology; thus the methodology
for teaching by inquiry can be reproduced in relation to
its purpose. Also inherent is the presentation of the pur-
pose in such a form that a competent teacher of inquiry will
be able to judge whether or not the purposes are met.
The purpose of the methodology for the selection pro-
cess was for the student to make self-directed selections
of the areas in which she would inquire. In order to make
these self-directed selections the student must first in-
quire about herself, her goals and aspirations. Only
then is the student in a position to make a rational de-
termination of the areas about which she desires to inquire.
The Incapability of Accomplishing Outlined Purposes by
Existing Methodologies
As noted in Chapter Two, a methodology for teaching
by inquiry that will accomplish the outlined purpose does
not exist. The Suchman (1966), Epstein (1970), and Bingman
(1970) models do not allow student self-directed selection
of the goals of their inquiry.
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The Practicality of* the Methodology
Schwab (1962, p. 48), in the Inglis Lecture, argues
that students need a "competence in inquiry," so that a
change in authority is not viewed as confusion but as the
progressing of inquiry. Thus a transition from Newtonian
Physics to Einsteinian Physics would be much more fluid
than static to a student competent in inquiry.
A competence in inquiry will also give rise to "multi
-
lineal inquiry" or diverse approaches operating on the same
problem.
The multilineality of inquiries in the
behavioral science is germane here because
of the union of two factors. One is the
fact that. so many of our national problems
are political, economic and social-psyco-
logical. The other is the fact that the
very multilineality of the behavioral sci-
ences has produced in our publics a deep
suspicion and fear of these sciences.
Having learned from conclusional rhetoric
in the sciences the false meta-lesson that
scientific knowledge is always and eternally
one and true, our publics can hardly view
the behavioral sciences, other than bodies
of warring and entirely unsubstantiated
opinion. (Schwab, 1962, p. 51)
The Desirability of a Teaching Methodology
As mentioned in Chapter One there have been over one
hundred studies contrasting the laboratory method and the
lecture method of teaching. These studies suffer from a
lack of definition (Jacobson, 1970). If a methodology of
teaching is to arrive at a stage where comparative studies
are made or studies of variables within the method are re-
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searched, the methodology must be documented. It is diffi-
cult to find a teaching methodology in science education.
If a variety of teaching methodologies were available for
teachers, choices could be made about approaches to learning.
Recently developed science curricula in the elementary
school focus upon inquiry. Teachers need to be prepared
to present science and the content of the new science curricu-
la through the process of inquiry. If the teachers are ex-
pected to teach by inquiry and understand its function they
should be instructed in the operational steps that they must
perform.
The selection process defined for the science methods
course will allow the students to practice the selection
process! the first step of inquiry. The teaching methodology,
which includes conditions determined by the author and which
allow the students to practice the selection process, will
now be presented in its complete form.
Section Two
Methodology for Teaching by the First Step
of Inquiry! The Selection Process
This section will give the methodology for the process
of selecting learning opportunities in the framework of the
science methods course to be outlined in this chapter. In
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order to relate the process to the reader, an example of a
student going through the methodology will be used.
Figure A, entitled "Sequence and Schedule for the
Selection Process" is provided in the folder at the end of
the dissertation and should be referred to when reading the
methodology. This sheet should be kept beside the docu-
ment so that references can be made as the reader proceeds.
In viewing the overall methodology, the process can be
broken down into three time segments within a fourteen-week
semester: (1) an eight-day formal goal-defining period
whose last three days overlap with (2) a thirteen-week
period of selecting and attending activities, and (3) a
final evaluation the last day of class for the semester.
As can be seen on Figure B the goal-defining continued in-
formally throughout the semester. The student defined her
goals for teaching elementary science during the first eight
days, met her goals through learning experiences during the
thirteen-week period and evaluated the process on the last
day. These times were arbitrary and should be viewed only
as a working model of the methodology.
Day One
The methodology began the first day by covering the
following tasks, listed on Figure A: (Task 1) an intro-
ductory explanation of the selection of the learning oppor-
tunities, (Task 2) the requirements for passing the course,
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(Task 3 ) the definition of roles for the teacher and the
student, and (Task 4) the initial phases of goal-deciding,
parts (a), (b), and (c).
In the introductory remarks, (Task 1), the student was
given the time sequence illustrated in Figure B. She was
told that the inquiry process would begin with each student
determining her goals in science methods, and as illustrated
in the figure, the process would continue for fourteen weeks.
As the student would define her goals in operational terms,
this was done by a process of breaking down goals into
manageable components. Once a student broke down a goal or
operationalized it (the first week), she was free to begin
the second phase of the process (the subsequent thirteen
weeks): choosing activities within the course, requesting
offerings from the instructor or devising experience not
offered in the course. That is, any activity given by the
instructor or another individual was undertaken because it
satisfied a previously determined and defined need. The
evaluation made on the last day concerned the relationship
between activities and goals.
The requirements for the course (Task 2) included a log
to be kept by each student which contained: (a) the
student's opinion of each experience and (b) why the student
did the experience. A list of required meeting dates was
given each student. These meetings were required to insure
that the student would be exposed to the goal-deciding phase
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and the activity-selecting phase of inquiry. The student
was also required to schedule an appointment with the in-
structor and to turn in one copy of all work completed on
goals, operationalizations and evaluation. These require-
ments were given verbally and presented in writing in the
following formi
Requirements for students enrolled in Section A
of the methods courses, Spring, 1971
(1) You must keep a log for each of the meth-
gds course (Language Arts, Math, Science & Social
Studies). Please record everything you do in thelog book as it is the one record of your performancem each methods course. If you attend a class,
read a book, view a tape, visit a school, etc.,
this must be recorded in your log. Please state
(1) your opinion of the experience and (2) why
you did the experience.
Log books are due May 11th, at 12 00 in room
226
.
(2) Required attendance
Observation Date Time
Mon.
,
Feb. 1 Feb. 1 8-12
Tue. Feb. 2 Feb. 2 9-12
Thu. Feb. 4 Feb. 3 8-9
Feb. 4
Feb. 5 8-11
Feb. 8 8-9
Feb. 9 12! 20
1«15
Mar. 2 9-11
(3) A copy of all the work done on goals
(4) A copy of all work done on ways of meeting
goals
(5) A copy of all work done on evaluation
(6) Pay all lab fees
(7) Appointment between Feb. 9 - Mar. 2 with Carl
3 ?
The observations on the left side of the form gave the
dates of the classroom visits, times for these visits were
arranged according to each student's schedule. The date and
time on the right-hand side of the paper gave the students
the schedule of meetings to determine goals.
The beginning phase of the process introduced the stu-
dent to the content area of the science methods course. Para-
meters of the course were defined so that the student could
decide what goals were congruent with the course. That is,
the student's goals had to be within the area of science
methods as defined below. Education 262/562 was defined as
methods which could be employed to teach science to elementary
school children. These methods could include the use of
strategies, equipment, techniques, and devices useful in con-
veying science to elementary school children.
It was highly probable that each student would view the
defined parameters of the course (methods employed to teach
elementary school children science) differently. This was
expected and encouraged. Differences in approaches to teach-
ing science in the elementary school arrived at through inquiry
were considered congruent with the philosophy of scientific
inquiry.
The student needed a reality base knowledge of the sub-
ject area in order to formulate goals within the defined
area. Just as a designer of an airplane needs to know shapes
which will cause an airplane to fly, so do the students in a
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methods class need to know the children and their behavior
in order to prepare to teach them. By having a knowledge of
elementary school children and their activities in the elemen-
tary school science classroom the student was able to develop
a reality base for goals. A student needed to know what
might be expected by the personnel of a school (reality base)
in order to become aware of possible goals.
All students had a minimum reality base for they had
taken science in public school and had observed at least one
science lesson in an elementary school classroom prior to
enrolling for the course. In order to expand the student's
knowledge, visits to an elementary science classroom were
scheduled on days two, three, and four.
The process of inquiry also involved defined roles for
the teacher and student (Task 3)» It was important to
make these roles known from the beginning so that the student
was able to function in the inquiry environment. The student
was told that she was the decision maker and would decide on
her goals for her inquiry. She received information and
suggestions from a variety of sources, but she made the final
decision. The faculty member was the inquiry leader. His
job was to serve as a model inquirer and to provide informa-
tion for the student (decision maker). The faculty member
helped provide data which the student (decision maker) might
use
.
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The first task of goal deciding (Task 4) was for the
student to describe an ideal science methods class where the
student is doing the necessary things for her to be prepared
to teach elementary school science (Task 4a). Some students
wanted to think of the actual situation of teaching elementary
science in an elementary school and what they would do as an
ideal teacher in that situation. They were given the freedom
to choose either the preparatory or the actual situation and
write down all the things they observed in their perfect
situation.
Student #10 chose as her situation "a first grade class
with twenty pupils. The children were from upper middle
class homes and there were no behavior problems. The pupils
were seated in a circle and all had the 'best' new science
books. The room was carpeted and brightly colored. Any
materials needed for experiments or demonstrations were
available in the supply closet."
The following was observed by Student #10 in the ideal
situation.
1. I know what levels of knowledge are appropriate
for grade and age levels.
2. I laugh even when wrong.
3. Admit I don't know.
4. Encourage my students enough so they want to
ask questions.
5. I know different techniques of teaching science.
6. I know what a child is feeling.
7. I express myself coherently.
8. I feel competent.
9. I know how to prepare lesson plans in science.
10. I know how to present these lesson plans in class.
11. I know any own knowledge is accurate.
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12. I know fun projects for kids to do.
13. I know about free materials available to teachers.
14. I keep my self control.
15* I use science to make children more aware.
16, I am creative and imaginative.
1? • I keep (the children's) minds from wandering.
18. I know how to evaluate the class.
Student #10 observed eighteen factors during the half-hour
time period allotted. In doing this, the inquirer, Student
#10, was deriving goals for inquiry in science methods.
Following the one-half hour period (Task 4b), the blank
paper method was used to generate more goals for inquiry so
that each student could see a wider variety of goals for the
science methods course. In the blank paper method, three
sheets of white paper were hung on the board, the first en-
titled, "What I need to know in order to be an elementary
science teacher," the second, "What I need to feel in order
to be an elementary science teacher," and the third, "What
I need to do in order to be an elementary science teacher."
Each student was given a colored marker and placed in one
of three groups. Without talking, students in each group
were asked to write statements pertaining to the topic on
one of the pieces of paper. After they had written a word
or statement on the paper they were asked to change colored
markers with another person so that ideas would not be
associated with individuals. When the number of ideas being
written on each paper began to wane, the students were asked
to walk from paper to paper and place ideas on each. This
tended to generate many more alternatives as students had been
thinking in one specific area of the problem and this pro-
cedure expanded ideas into other areas. After the number
of new ideas began to diminish using this rotating technique
a line was drawn after the last idea on each paper and the
students were asked to write down statements they were sure
they did not need in order to be an elementary school science
teacher. It was felt that the large number of goals generated
through this method would help the student consider more of
the alternatives in his ideal situation.
The following is a complete list of ideas generated
using the blank paper method. As noted above, statements
included below the dotted line are negative.
Paper A
. What I need to know in order to teach science
to elementary children*
1. What children are interested in.
2. Predator-prey relationships.
3. The environment.
4. Where to find answers when questions are asked.
5. How to laugh.
6. What level to begin at.
7. To be able to say I don't know the answers to
all questions.
8. How the kids feel about each topic.
9. To relate what I want to teach to what the kids
are interested in learning.
10. General knowledge of scientific facts.
11. Nature.
12. Everything.
13. Nothing.
14. How to teach by learning facts from a book.
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B
. What I need to feel in order to teach scienceto elementary children*
1 . Love
.
2. Confidence.
3. Understanding.
4. Be on the children's level.
5. Feel what the child is feeling.
6. Want students to understand.
7. Feel a community with the child.
8. Enjoyment for all to learn science.
9. Competent.
10. Sensitive to the environment.
11. That my own knowledge is accurate.
12. Feel that a pond would be enjoyable to visit.
13. Feel that I am playing a part in the growth of
the children.
14. Feel self control and not let my emotions or
temper get the best of me.
15. Anger and frustration.
16 . Hate
•
17. Science is only a school subject.
18. Afraid.
19. Indifference.
20. Impatient.
21. Stupidity if I don't know an answer.
22. Like a teacher.
23. No emotion.
24. Superiority.
Paper C . Things I need to do in order to teach science
to elementary children.
1. Do every thing in science methods.
2. Experimental methods.
3 . Manipulate materials
.
4. Read up on material.
5. Seasons.
6. Find out how much kids know.
7. Be sure experiment will be successful.
8. Use resources wisely and fully.
9. Find out what is expected of the kids.
10. Preparation.
11. Let children make up their own experiments.
12. Actively participate with children in learning.
13. Be creative and imaginative.
14. Re-learn and rediscover what I've forgotten
since I was in elementary school.
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15.
16
.
17.
18.
Keep the children's minds from wandering
Take the class outside
Be interested in almost anything.
Stop hating studying science.
19. Have a PAD.
20. Force the children to do what you want.
21. Teach.
22. Treat the children as inferiors.
23. Be conventional.
24. Be '’the teacher."
The student was then asked to use the ideas or goals on
the white papers and others generated in class as her beginning
list. Over the weekend each student was to generate as many
goals as possible, using the one hundred percent ideal situa-
tion.
The instructor then explained the concept of delineating
the parts in a situation where the goal was one hundred per-
cent lacking (Task 4c). The student was to create a situation
in which her ideal situation was one hundred percent missing
or negative and write down all. she observed. Thus, the student
listed goals which she was sure were not necessary to teach
science in an elementary school. It was explained that
when the negative list was developed the student should go
back and consider each of the negative statements as though
they were facets of the positive goal. Thus, some of the
dimensions that the student was sure were not part of the
goal would be considered.
Student #10 generated the following list of negative
goals
:
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!• dislike my students
2. have a closed mind
3 • do nbt know needs of my students
4. do everything a student does
5» have kids thinking about science every secondb. not try anything new
7 • be angry every day
8» do stupid things in science
9. not understand the children
Through viewing each of the above negative goals as positive
Student #10 decided to include goals four and five in the
positive list# The wording of each was changed:
4. to experience personally as many things as
possible
5« to keep minds from wandering
Day Two
The second meeting consisted of Task 5, an observation
followed by a discussion (Task 4d) t expression of the in-
structor's expectation of students in an elementary science
methods course (Task 6), breaking goals into a single idea
(Task 4e), the use of additional sources, and a test of
completion (Task 4f )
.
In the observation the students as a group visited a
fourth grade classroom doing a science lesson on meal worms.
The only introduction given to the students was background
information: the grade level, the fact that this was the
first day the children were to work with meal worms and the
fact that the teacher had ten years of experience. During
the observation the students were free to move about in the
classroom and talk with the children.
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Student #10' s log shows the following entryi
Today I observed Mrs. Finck's science class inMark s Meadow Grammar School. The lesson was on
that sh^diH
Wh
5
t 1
5
0ticed Particularly wasY
}
e dld not Preface the class with any in-troductory remarks. She simply passed out thelet
+J
he ^d ^ investigate them I
'
l
h^hl\^h0d w*s g00d (1) because it didn't
??? chlldren with facts they were as yet
unfamiliar with, (2) it made the class more ofa game and so stimulated and sustained interest,
and (3) any questions the children asked were
asked because they wanted to ask them. Thevlearned what they were interested in enoughto ask about and not just what the teacher
told them.
Following the observation a discussion was held. Stu-
dents had many questions about techniques used by the elemen-
tary school teacher and the classroom in general. In the
beginning stage of inquiry it was important for the science
methods instructor not to exert a strong influence in this
discussion; every effort was made not to make biases known
at this point in the instruction of inquiry. The reason for
restraint was so that each of the alternatives would be ex-
plored by the student. Giving opinions might have shut out
other alternatives because they differed from the instructor's.
The importance of the discussion lay in questions it brought
about. From these questions and from the observation in
general new alternatives or goals could be generated.
One question which arose from the discussion was what
the science methods instructor felt a student should know in
order to teach elementary science. Even though the instructor
did not make his opinions of the classroom observation known
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it was important that his opinions on preparing elementary
teachers be given. Ideally it should be given when requested
by the students. Setting up an observation and a discussion
can be a manipulation that creates the "need to know" on the
part of the students and can be used by the instructor to
present content and process as he feels are necessary for an
elementary science teacher (Task 4d).
Below are notes from Student #10's log concerning ex-
pectations of the science methods instructor!
Programs in elementary science
(1) ESS
(2) SCIS
(3) SAPA
Whose philosophy these are based on.
Whether these are conceptually developed.
What type of science they deal with.
Sequence of learning.
What each program's philosophy is about equipment.
What grades or ages each program is designed for.
Theories of child development
Piaget
(1) how children learn
(2) his classification system
Bruner
(1) how children learn
(2) sequence of learning
Gagn£
explanation of his theory
Evaluation
What is a behavioral objective
How it's used
Advantages and disadvantages
When do you evaluate the classroom
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Experiments
What is philosophy about them
Who should participate in them
What they should be
How you should go about doing them
Whether they should place weight on qualitative
or quantitative data in the elementary school
Questioning techniques
What type of questions promote a discussion
Convergent - divergent type questioning patterns
What's role of facts in elementary school science
curriculum
How do you use a field trip
Effective use of films in elementary science classroom
Process of inquiry
How do you promote it
What is it
Attitudes
What kind promote learning
What kind promote inquiry
What are their roles in the classroom
The group was asked to complete the list of goals and
turn in one copy to the instructor at the third meeting. It
was stated that each statement should be one goal. For
example, to know and be competent in science experiments can
be broken down into two goals i (l) to know science experi-
ments and (2) to be competent in science experiments.
A list of goals that students in the course previous
semesters had drawn up was handed out and viewed in terms
of breaking down goals into a single goal. The list of
goals provided the student with an additional source of
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goals to consider for his list (Task 4c).
Below is the list of goals given the student. Note
that goal six and others contain two ideas
»
1. To learn various techniques in methods of teaching
science.
2. To make science more
. interesting in the classroom.
3* To learn about the different science curricula
used by schools.
4. To better understand science.
5. To learn to like science a little better ourselves.
6. To learn how to prepare and present plans in
science
.
7. To learn about fun projects for kids to do.
8. To gain confidence in my ability to teach science.
9. To find free materials available to teachers.
10. To be able to work with equipment effectively.
11. To find new ways to teach old things.
12. To get a job.
13 • To have a better understanding of the age group
you will be teaching.
14. To make science a necessary part of each day's
awareness
.
15 • To experience scientific tasks before trying to
teach them.
16. To better understand kids and how they think.
17. To fulfill a requirement for practice teaching.
18. To discover how children feel working with
different projects.
19. To be able to gather interest and attention.
20. To be able to use science in connection with
other subjects.
21. To pass.
22. To meet the needs of my students.
23. Get more ideas about science than one person
could have individually.
24. To help me decide if I really want to teach.
25. To learn what is good to teach at what grade level.
26. To maintain an open mind and attempt to experi-
ence as many things as possible.
27. To learn to be critical only through experience.
28. To make everyone think about science, the scienti-
fic method and the challenge that it can be.
29. To learn how to present a unit of science in
the classroom.
30. To learn different techniques of approaching
science in the classroom.
31. To get the feeling of wanting to try new things,
then doing it.
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32. To understand the operation of scientific
reasoning in certain lessons.
33. To develop some skills in science.
34. To develop my own ideas as to how to teach
children science in an interesting and productive
way
.
35. To make lessons more beneficial for children.
1° ?
ake science meaningful to the individual.
37. To learn about new ideas that can be used in a
class
v i.e.
,
cardboard carpentry.
A test of completion (Task 4f) was used at the end of the
session to find out if as many alternatives as possible were
included in the student's list of goals. Groups of two or
three students formed, with each student considering the
other's goals; thus the completeness of each student's list
was checked against other lists.
Day Three
This meeting included Task 7. an observation in an open
space classroom; Task 8, collecting the student's goals for
inquiry in science methods; Task 4g, instructions for priori-
tizing goals and breaking down prioritized goals; Task 4h,
checking to see if the goals were observable and/or measurable;
and 4i, repeating the outline procedure. Students were free
to observe science lessons in the laboratory school during
the afternoon. The observation was made optional and those
students who chose to could observe in an open space class-
room in the lab school. In this observation, as with the
first observation, the students were free to talk to the
children.
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The third observation which had been scheduled for day
five was not required, as stated on the requirement sheet.
Instead, the open space classroom was made available for stu-
dents at any time during the first two weeks.
Student #10 turned in the following goals (Task 8 ).
Goals for science methods*
1. To have self-confidence in my ability as a
science teacher.
2. To learn about new programs of science
instructed (e.g., ESS, SCIS, SAPA)
.
3. To respect my students.
4. To know what levels of knowledge are appro-
priate for different grade and age levels.
5. To laugh, even when I'm wrong.
6
. To admit when I don't know.
7. To encourage my students enough so they
want to ask questions.
8
. To facilitate, not to "teach".
9. To explore the different science book series.
10. To learn different techniques of teaching sci-
ence
.
11. To know what a child is feeling.
12. To make science more interesting to the
children.
13. To express myself coherently.
14. To learn variations in science curricula.
15. To feel competent,
16. To better understand science.
17. To be sensitive to the environment.
18. To learn how to prepare lesson plans in
science.
19. To learn how to present these plans in the
class
.
20. To be sure my own knowledge is accurate.
21. To learn about fun projects for kids to do.
22. To make a field trip an enjoyable experience.
23 . To find free material available to teachers.
24. To play a part in the growth of the children.
25. To be able to utilize equipment in my class.
26. To keep my self control.
27. To have a better understanding of the age
group I will be teaching.
28. To be able to determine how much the stu-
dents already know.
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29* To use science to make the children more aware.
30. To use resources wisely and fully.
31. To understand how children think.
32. To find out what the childrens' expectations
are
.
33 • To be able to gather interest and attention.
34. To let children make up their *
35* To be able to use science in connection
with other subjects.
36 . To be creative and imaginative.
37 • To meet the needs of my students.
38. To relearn and rediscover what I've forgotten.
39. To learn what is good to teach at each level.
40. To keep minds from wandering.
41. To keep an open mind.
42. To learn NOT to be conventional.
43. To experience as many things as possible
personally .
44. To learn NOT to treat the students as inferiors.
45. To learn to be critical in a gentle way.
46. To learn where to find answers when questions
are asked.
47. To learn how to present a unit of science
in the class.
48. To learn about theories of child development.
49. To try new things.
50. To find out how children learn.
51. To understand the operations of scientific
reasoning.
52. To know what a behavioral objective entails.
53. To develop skills in science.
54. To know when to evaluate the class.
55 • To develop personal ideas on methods to
teach science.
56. To develop good questioning techniques.
57. To make science meaningful to the individual.
58. To use films effectively.
59. To promote inquiry.
60. To stimulate good attitudes.
The process of prioritizing goals (Task 4g) involved
rank-ordering them. The most important goal, according to
the student's criteria, was first, the second most important
* Student did not complete this goal.
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was next, and the list continued until the most important
goals were ranked. After this was accomplished the student
could readily view his most important goals for science
methods and their relative importance to one another.
Student #10 's prioritized goals weret
1. To have confidence in my ability as a science
teacher.
2. To know what levels of knowledge are appropriate
for different grade and age levels.
3 • To facilitate, not to ’teach."
4. To encourage my students enough so that they
want to ask questions.
5» To learn different techniques of teaching science.
6. To utilize all materials available for teaching
science
.
7. To make science more interesting to the children.
8. To have a better understanding of the age group
I will be teaching.
9» To meet the needs of my students.
10. To keep an open mind.
11. To learn how to present a unit of science in
the class.
12. To develop personal ideas on methods to teach
science
.
In presenting Task 4h, goals were considered to be opera-
tionalized or properly broken down when they could be measured
or observed and when there was commonality of meaning among
individuals. For example, in breaking down the goal "to be
kind to my students," one operationalization might be "to know
each child," which is not measurable or observable in that
form, nor does it have commonality of meaning among individu-
als. On the other hand, breaking down "to be kind" into the
operationalization "to smile" (only one of many possible
breakdowns) is observable and has commonality of meaning
among individuals.
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Each student was asked to pick one of her prioritized
goals and break it down as she had previously done (build the
one hundred percent positive case, use other sources, build
a one hundred percent negative case, etc.)i thus, she re-
peated the task (4i). In the process of breaking down a
prioritized goal, the student did not need to go through the
white paper strategy of generating goals; however, it was
emphasized that if a group of students wanted to use the
strategy it would probably be very beneficial. It was also
possible that one of the student's prioritized goals might
have been broken down or operationalized as much as it needed
to be, thus, the repeating of steps 4a through 4g was not
necessary. The student had completed the process for that
part of the goal for the time-being.
The student first looked to see if a goal were ob-
servable or measurable and had commonality of meaning. If
the goal did not meet both conditions it was not useable for
inquiring and further breakdown was necessary. The breakdowns
were prioritized and the process was continued on the most
important operationalizations until the final breakdowns
met the two conditions.
The strategy of prioritizing enabled the student (the
decision maker) to view her most important goals or parts of
goals, thereby allowing her to focus on these parts and set
aside less important parts. If it were not for this process,
defining goals could be an endless process.
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The student was asked at the end of day three to bring
to the fourth meeting one goal which was completely operation-
alized or was close to being operationalized.
Day Four
The purpose of this meeting was to introduce to the stu-
dent how goals could be self-evaluated (Task (), to reempha-
size how a student would know a goal was operationalized to
the appropriate degree (Task 4h) and to identify students
who were having problems with the goal-deciding procedure
(Task 10). The procedure was set up so that individuals
who were having problems could meet with the instructor. The
procedure for identifying these students was unknown to the
student.
The purpose of the self-evaluation (Task 9) was to help
the student achieve success. With this concept in mind the
student was instructed to view what she was doing during the
semester in relation to her goals. If what the student was
doing during the semester did not relate to her goals either
she was doing the wrong activities or she had not defined
her most important goals. By making a list of what she was
doing and comparing the list with her goals, evaluation could
take place.
The two criteria (observable and/or measurable and
commonality of meaning among individuals) for an operational-
ized goal (Task 4h) were reemphasized and each student's
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operationalized goal was evaluated by the instructor in terms
of the criteria for operationalization. This evaluation was
to insure that the goal was broken down into measurable or
observable components and that the breakdowns had commonality
of meaning# The instructor as an evaluator provided informa-
tion that the student could usej thus it was incumbent upon
the instructor not to ask the student to change goals, but
to provide information or alternatives to facilitate student
decisions
.
The following procedure (Task 10) was used to find out
if the student had operationalized a goal. Each student
received a minimum of one instructor-evaluation meeting. If
this evaluation was positive the student could then operation-
alize on her own. If the criterion (measurable and/or observ-
able) were not met the instructor asked that the student self-
evaluate her own goals in terms of measurability and/or observa-
bility, continue to operationalize and attend a second in-
structor-evaluation meeting. If, after the second meeting,
the instructor-evaluation was positive, the student was free
to operationalize on her own. If negative, the self-evaluation
and student operationalization continued and a third meeting
was held with the instructor. After the third instructor-
evaluation session the student was free to proceed on her
own regardless of the feedback given by the instructor
•
Through this process the student knew whether her evaluation
of the operationalized goals were consistent with the in-
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strue tor's evaluation.
Days Five. Six, and Seven
All individual student evaluation meetings (Task 11) were
scheduled appointments on days five, six, and seven, with the
student unaware of the procedure described above. The meetings
were held in an informal manner* a general conversation at
the beginning of the interview followed by a discussion of
the goal and the instructor's evaluation of whether or not the
goal was operationalized.
At the first instructor-evaluation meeting Student #10
presented the following goal*
Goal* To know what levels of knowledge are appropriate
for different grade and age levels.
I. What children are interested in
A. To have a better understanding of the
age group with which I will be working
1. to know what a child is feeling
2. to understand how children think
a. what they already know
b. what they want to learn
3. to learn about theories of child de-
velopment
a. Piaget
(i) how children learn
(ii) his classification system
b . Bruner
(i) how children learn
(ii)^ sequence of learning
c . Gagne
-his theory
II. How I can more effectively help children in
different grades explore their interests
_
A. learn about new programs of science instruction
-ESS, SCIS, SAPA
1. their philosophy
a. on which they're based
b . on equipment
c . on learning
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2.
grade level or age for each
"to explore "the different science book series
1 • language
2. appeal
3. attitude on method of instruction
4. effectiveness
a. children’s looking for books
b. their reluctance to put books down
c. enthusiasm to use books
to learn variations in science curricula
1. texts
a. same as science series
b. their place in a course
2. equipment's place in the course
3. method of presentation
Based on this goal the instructor felt that the student
had not operationalized the goal completely and that addition-
al work would be needed before the student was certified to
work on goals individually. Problems in the operationalization
were dealt with. For example, the topic "different grade
and age levels" was discussed as to whether they were two
different things or the same thing. Student #10 decided that
what she meant was "the age group I will be working with" (five-
year-olds). Another example dealt with in the discussion
was "to know what a child is feeling." Student #10 realized
that it could be further operationalized and it was agreed
that after additional work the student would meet with the
instructor again. At the second meeting Student #10 was
evaluated as being capable of operationalizing a goal and
was allowed to continue on her own.
The following goal was presented by Student #10
t
Goal: To have a better understanding of the age group
I will be working with
B.
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I. To know what a child is feeling
A. Listen to all his conversations (as many aspracticable)
1. in school
2 . at play
3 • in groups
B. Ask his opinions
1. On science
(a) on books
(b) on equipment
(c) on tests
(d) on teacher and her presentation
2. on studying
(a) does he study
(b) how does he study
(c) does he like or dislike studying
(a) does he like school
(b) what he likes best, least
(c) if he was in charge how would school
be different
C. Experience with him
1
.
play
(a) his games
(b) my games
(c) science activities
2 . work
(a) in school
(b) in extracurricular activities (re-
lated to school)
(c) in outside activities
(i) physical
(ii) mental
D. To understand how children think
1. what they already know
(a) have him check off on list
(b) have him tell me orally
(c) have him discuss with other students
(d) have him write it down
2. what they want to learn
(a) check off on list
(b) tell me
(c) by questions they ask
(i) about science
(ii) about studying
(iii) about school
(d) through suggestions I make
(i) about school
(ii) about science
(iii) about studying
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1
° 1
piaget
b°Ut theories of child development
(a) how children learn
( i
)
memory
(ii) coding
(iii) classification
(iv) retention
(b) his classification system
(i) what the parts are
(ii) what is his rationale for the
different parts
2
. Bruner
(a) how children learn
(b) sequence of learning
3. Robert Gagne - his theory
The author's log contained the following comments about
the individual meetings:
Student #10 had the most operationalized goals
I've seen. She said that she had spent five hours--
three hours straight on her goals and they still
were not complete.... Student #10 felt that the
process was really worth it and she was going to
do it in other methods courses. Time, however,
was a factor in her operationalizing every goal
for every course.
Day Eight
On day eight the self-evaluation (Task 9) was reemphasized,
the outline of the course was presented (Task 12) and the
requirements for passing reemphasized (Task 2). Self-evalua-
tion emphasized the recording in the log of why the stu-
dent went to an experience and what her opinion of the ex-
perience was. Each student had her own list of goals and
it was her responsibility to evaluate whether or not the
offerings were meeting her goals. Each student was to com-
pare what she was doing with what her goals were; if the be-
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haviors were different, that is, if the offerings were not
meeting her goals she could change her goal or adjust, her
selections accordingly. In adjusting her selections many
options were openi ask the instructor for offerings or in-
formation that could satisfy a goal, select different offer-
ings in the course, or use outside sources such as other
teachers, books, etc.
The student was encouraged to write down all the things
she was doing, to see if they related to her goals, She
was asked to compare her goals and schedule of activities,
investigating them for inconsistencies. She was also en-
couraged to consult the instructor, who as evaluator would
provide her, the decision maker, with a means to additional
information or ways to discover new alternatives.
The course—the schedule of the activities and learning
experiences—was presented to the students (Task 12) verbally
and in writing. Students were first asked to read the first
three pages of the introduction. The first three paragraphs
read as follows*
Imagine a Swedish smorgasbord—a table piled
high with appetizers, main courses, desserts and
beverages. Everyone approaches the table differ-
ently, picking and choosing what looks delicious
and what he knows to be good. Some pile main
dishes on their plates, others, appetizers or
desserts, Many eat a balanced meal.
Science Methods 262/562 is designed much. as
a good Swedish smorgasbord. An annotated list of
offerings or experiences is listed on the. follow-
ing pages. You are to select those offerings
which look appetizing and have meaning for you.
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borne of them are schedules at a specific time whileothers might be undertaken anytime during thecourse. Many of the experiences are offered morethan once, affording most the opportunity toparticipate in the activity.
Our approach to the methods course is very
simple* we trust you and we attempt to provide
a free atmosphere for learning. Your choices are
your own, and we believe that your choices
will be appropriate. This does not negate mistakesyou might make in a free atmosphere, but we believe
that mistakes made will prove to be valuablelearning experiences. If you find yourself unable
to make selections in the atmosphere provided, itis your responsibility to ask one of the instructorsfor advice (rooms 130B or 130D)
. Your role is todetermine your needs if necessary and to provide
experiences that satisfy everyone's needs.
It was explained that what was being presented on day
eight was what was usually presented on the first day of
the regular methods class--the schedule of learning activities.
Since the students in the study group had been going through
the selection process the course was presented to them after
they had decided upon some of their goals. They were to use
the offerings in the course to satisfy their goals. If they
could not satisfy their goals through the planned activities
they were to seek other experiences through their own search-
ing, asking the instructor, or by other means.
The activities within the course and how they were
scheduled were presented both verbally and in writing. Each
offering was described so that the student would be able to
determine whether or not it would meet a predetermined goal.
An example of one description follows*
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The purpose of ’observations* is (1) to makethe student aware of the necessary requirements for
scientific observation and (2) to make the student
aware of the strategies of instruction used by ateacher during the lesson. Each student will ob-
serve objects and record his observations. The
workshop relies upon students 'doing' and then
discussing. It should give each student a betteridea of the types of experiments elementary childrendo and how one goes about teaching such a lesson
to the pupils.
A schedule of the offerings was in the back of the cata-
log! all scheduled activities were on Tuesday afternoons.
Each student was free to attend as many sessions as she de-
sired in order to meet her goals. Each description of an
activity contained the following information!
Tuesday, February 9 Date
Room
Time
-228
A r»+ i tri +*r2*30
What's in
the bag?
,To Vvri
hb U-L V X Uj
,Tr»c+m i r* +nriiiO ui UU vUl
Many non-scheduled offerings were also listed. A
bibliography of books and teacher's guides was in the cata-
log, along with lists of videotapes and packets of printed
material available in the library. Students were free to
use the materials at their convenience.
Elementary school classrooms were also available for
the students to work in. Units could be prepared and taught
in the classrooms. The student was asked to sign up for
these activities so that they could be integrated into the
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children’s program.
Once the activities and schedule had been covered, the'
requirements for passing the course (Task 2) were restated.
(1) to keep a log of all the activities done during the
semester including (a) an opinion of the activity and (b)
why the activity was undertaken, (2) to set up a meeting with
the instructor to discuss progress, and (3) to attend a mid-
semester meeting and a meeting at the end of the semester.
In addition, four informal meetings (Task 13) were held which
did not require the student’s attendance. These meetings were
used for concerns of individual students or groups of students.
The students wanted some activity to take place at each of the
meetings so it was decided to spend half of the meeting on a
project and the other half discussing concerns. It was also
agreed that the projects to be done could only be projects
suggested by the students. A summary of each meeting and the
number of students who attended is included in Appendix A.
The purpose of the meetings was to afford students an
opportunity to discuss their concerns, become aware of other
students* concerns and provide a relaxed atmosphere for
students to voice requests and feelings. This meant that
the faculty member served as a group discussion leader who
tri^d to include each individual. Also it was important that
the instructor state opinions since the student had already
determined his goals. By stating opinions, yet not closing
off discussion, the instructor was a role model with whom
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the students could interact and observe.
To voice opinions and not close out discussion takes a
very sensitive and observant instructor. Cataloguing the
behaviors necessary would be a research project in itself,
however, the author would like to advance three behaviors
that enhance a discussion yet do not infringe on the right
of the teacher to express his opinion:
1# State opinions clearly but not in such a mannerthat the issue is polarized. For example,
stay away from such absolutes as onlv. one. thpbest or the worst .
2. Repeat to yourself what each person has said,
3. Use ten percent or less of speaking time for
your opinions.
Discussions in the informal sessions and on an individual
basis cannot be overemphasized. They served as a source of
information for the student, a time for the student to view
the instructor as a role model and an opportunity for student
requests. An example of how a conversation developed into
a student request is given below:
In a conversation, Student #3 stated that she did not
know what grade she wanted to teach. The author asked if it
was one of her goals to find out what grade she wanted to
teach. The student said yes. The author then asked how she
might go about deciding. The student made some suggestions
and decided to observe classes in each grade level. When
asked how she would arrange for the observations she first
stated that she would talk to a teacher about it. Later she
asked if the author could make the arrangements for her. The
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author set up the observations and the student carried through
with her plans. Student #3 then returned to the instructor
and asked to set up another set of observations.
The major point of the above description was that through
the discussion the author recognized a student request and
was able to satisfy the request. Thus, a goal may have been
met and the legitimacy of asking the instructor to help the
student fulfill a goal became a reality.
vVhen the students left class on day eight they knew the
schedule of activities, the dates and procedure of the four
informal meetings, the requirements of the course, the dates
of the final evaluation, and whom to contact if problems arose.
Weeks Three through Fourteen
As the student continued his inquiry process the role
of the faculty member became one of picking up cues. Re-
quests from students were recognized and met if possible.
These requests did not always come as direct questions to the
instructor but were oftentimes said in terms such as "I wish
I could.,.". The instructor had to recognize these requests
and probe the student to determine whether or not it was a
true request. It was the expectation of the instructor that
each student was capable of inquiry and that inquiry could
be reinforced through the teacher's behavior. This meant
complimenting the student for her progress, analyzing her in-
quiry and giving the student the instructor's opinion when
she was ready to hear it.
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The all-group meeting (Task 14) was similar to the four
non-required meetings in that a discussion was held and stu-
dents were able to voice concerns. In addition, new offerings
were announced and any changes in the schedule were given to
the students. The midterm meeting served the purpose of
the students together so that each could get an idea
of the others' processes of inquiry, their feelings, results
and evaluations.
Final Evaluation
The final evaluation meeting (Task 15) served as a
summarizing experience for each student. The meeting was
held on the last Tuesday of scheduled classes in the semester.
Two weeks in advance of this meeting each student was given
a sheet titled "Operationalizing a Goal" and asked to turn in
an operationalized goal at the final evaluation. In addition
to the operationalized goal each student turned in the log
she had been keeping during the semester and completed the
evaluation forms. The forms were used to help evaluate the
operationalization of goals set by the instructor, goals for
the methodology of teaching by inquiry. The Final Evaluation
Sheet was filled out by each student} then each student was
asked to fill out an Activity Sheet for the first five and the
last five activities in her log. The forms have been included
for the reader to peruse; however, the purpose for each quest-
ion only becomes clear after reading the goals in section
three of this chapter.
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FORK A
ACTIVITY SHEET
Science Methods
Name
Log Activity No.
last five
e
fln+iSf+?
he
^
irst fir activi 'ties and each of the
.
tivities m your log, please fill out an ACTIVITY
situati on?
SW6r 6a° qUestion that is applicable to your
1 . Was this activity based on one of your goals? Yesif yes, answer only questions A-D
—if no, answer only questions E-H
No (circle)
A. State the goal this activity was based on.
B. Tell how the goal and activity are related.
C. Did the activity satisfy the goal? Yes No (circle)
—if yes, tell how
if no, tell why not
D. What plans (if any) did you have concerning the goal
or activity after you completed the activity?
Why did you go to the activity?
Was the activity what you expected? Yes No (circle)
If the above was no, explain why.
What did you decide to do based on the activity
(short range or long range plans)?
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FORM B
Final Evaluation - Science Methods
Name
Please complete each of the questions. On questions 1, 2, and
6 you are asked to make an x at the appropriate spot on the
line.
1.
The process whereby we were able to decide what we wanted
to do (goals) and select (activities) in science methods
was
:
} $ ? ‘i j f ?
of extremely high average of very
value value low value
2.
My attitude toward the process whereby we were able to
decide and select what we wanted to do in science methods
is *
1 ? ? ‘i j $ ?
very
.
ambivalent very
positive negative
3.
Would you take another course in which you decided what
you wanted to do and then selected offerings based on
what you decided to do?
yes maybe no (circle one)
Please explain your answer.
4.
Did you select activities in other methods courses based
on your operationalized goals?
Social Studies yes no
Math yes no (circle one
Language Arts yes no for each course)
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Explain why you selected or did not select activities for
each of the courses.
Social Studies*
Math*
Language Arts*
5, Below are descriptions of three fourth grade elementary
science classrooms. Pick which classroom you would like
to teach in and tell the reason(s) why.
Classroom A
The teacher puts a list of topics on the board and the
students are asked to choose a topic they are interested
in. Once the topic is chosen from the list on the board,
the student is to investigate the topic by looking up
background information in the library before performing
an assigned experiment that relates to the topic. The
student is to summarize what he has learned in a written
report.
Classroom B
A class of students is asked to list possible topics for
study on the board. Each student is to pick a topic from
the list on the board or select a topic of her own. The
student is then asked to determine what she wants to
learn about the topic. After the student has decided
what are the most important facets to learn about the
topic, she is free to investigate the aspects of the
topic. The student may summarize her learning by any
method she chooses.
Classroom C
Each student is diagnosed by the teacher. Based upon
this diagnosis the student is assigned a topic to be
studied in science. Included as a part of the assigned
topic is a list of books which the child is asked to
read. A list of enrichment books is also included along
with an experiment. The student is free to begin the
experiment after she has completed the reading list. The
summary by the student is to be a paper recording results
from the experiment, and an explanation of what she has
learned
.
Choice* A B C (circle)
Reason(s) why*
The value which the process used
have upon my future is*
in science methods will
i £
a very
large
amount
? ‘i 5
fair
amount
i_ 1
little or
none
Describe how you will use the Science Methods
process in the future in teaching.
course
In other situations:
What suggestions do you have for future science methods
courses that are similar to section A?
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FORM C
OPERATIONALIZING A GOAL
NAME
Below is a goal that must be operationalized for our
last meeting on May 11th. The goal has been chosen because
of its importance to beginning teachers. Please break the
goal down to its lowest levels i feel free to use information
that I have available in my office and that others working
on the same goal (Section A) can give you.
Goal i to learn discovery techniques in the science
methods course
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Section Three
Goals for the Selection Process
The purpose of the methodology for the selection process
was for the student to make self
-directed selections in the
areas in which she would inquire. The following goals for
achieving this were derived by the instructor through the
goal-defining process for the selections process methodology
outlined under Task 4 (see Section Two, Figure A).
Each goal or component has been assigned a number so
that it may be identified from all others. The numbering
system also indicates the order of goals. For example,
goal 1.01.01.00 comes after goal 1.01.00.00; it also is
a part of goal 1.01.00.00.
1.00.00.00 The student will have knowledge of the selection
process
.
1.01.00.00 The student will state the parts of the process
of defining goals. The parts of the process arei
1.01.01.00 Imagining a situation in which the goal exists
one hundred percent (an ideal setting with
furniture, materials and anything else needed
to make the situation perfect) and writing down
what is observed in that situation.
1.01.02.00 Brainstorming ideas through such means as the
white paper method of generating information
about the goal.
1.01.03.00
Using other sources for possible dimensions of
the goal. Examples are previous students' dimen-
sions and teachers' dimensions.
1.01.04.00
Imagining a situation in which the goal does not
exist and writing down what is observed in that
situation.
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1 . 01
. 05.00
1 . 01 . 06.00
1.01.07.00
1 . 01 . 08.00
1 . 01
. 09.00
1.01.10.00
1.01.10.01
1.01.10.02
1 . 02 . 00.00
1.01.01.00
1 . 01 . 02.00
1 . 01 . 03.00
1.01.04.00
Considering each specific observation of the
where the goal does not exist(1.01.04.00) as if that negative aspect were apositive part of the goal. (By doing this the
student may find out that conditions she had
ruled out are, after all, a part of her goal.)
Comparing one's own list of dimensions with
another person's list.
Considering dimensions which have nothing to do
with the goal and looking at them to see if theydo have anything to do with it.
Prioritizing the list of dimensions generated,
using steps outlined in 1.01.01.00 through
1 . 01 . 07.00 above.
Repeating the outlined procedures ofi 1.01.01.00
through. 1.01.07 .00 for the most important
prioritized dimensions and continuing until
i
Stopping work on the goal because ofi
Time - the student determines when no more time
is available.
The goal is observable and/or measurable, i.e.,
broken down to its lowest level.
The student will list the sequential order of
the parts of the goal-defining process. ( The
steps retain their original numbers
.
)
Imagining a situation in which the goal exists
one hundred percent and writing down what is
observed in that situation.
Brainstorming ideas through such means as the
white paper method of generating information
about the goal.
Using other sources for possible dimensions.
Examples are previous students' dimensions and
teachers' dimensions.
Imagining a situation in which the goal does not
exist and writing down what is observed in that
situation.
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1.01.05.00 Considering each specific observation of the
situation where the goal does not exist(1.02.04.00) as if the negative aspect were apositive part of the goal.
1.01.06.00 Comparing one's own list of dimensions with
another person's.
1.01.07.00 Considering dimensions of the goal which have
nothing to do with the goal and looking at them
to see if they have anything to do with it.
1.01.08.00 Prioritizing the list of dimensions generated,
using steps outlined in 1.02.01.00 through
1.02.07.00
above.
1.01.09.00 Repeating the outlined procedures of 1.02.01.00
through 1 . 02 . 07.00 for the most important priori-
tized dimensions and continuing until 1
1.01.10.00 Stopping work on the goal because of»
1.01.10.01 Time - the student determines when no more time
is available.
2
The goal is observable and/or measurable, i.e.,
broken down to its lowest level.
1.03.00.00 The student will show awareness of the selection
process during the field study.
1.03.01.00 The student will write comments in her log about
the selection process.
1.03.01.01 The author will judge the comments by placing them
into one of three categories*
Category one - The process helped in selecting
activities
.
Category two - The process did not help in
selecting activities.
Category three - Cannot be placed in one of the
above two categories.
1.03.02.00 The student will make comments in the author's
presence about the selection process.
1.03.02.01 The author will judge the comments by placing them
into one of three categories*
- The process helped in selectingCategory one
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1 . 04 . 00.00
1 . 04 . 01.00
1 . 04 . 02.00
1 . 04 . 02.01
1.05.00.00
1.05.01.00
1.05.02.00
1.05.03.00
1 . 05 . 04.00
1 . 05 . 05.00
1.05.05.01
activities
•
Category two - The process did not help in
selecting activities.
Category three - Cannot be placed in one of the
above two categories.
The student will operationalize one of her goals.
The lowest level of the goal will be observable
and/or measurable.
The lowest level of the goal will have commonality
of meaning.
The author and a rater will judge the lowest
level of one of the goals to determine if common-
ality of meaning exists. It will be placed in
one of the following two categories*
Yes category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would be the
same.
No category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would not
be the same.
The student will select activities based on goals.
The student says the activity selected was based
on a goal.
The student can identify the specific goal the
activity is related to.
The student can explain how the activity was
related to the goal.
The student can state whether or not the goal, or
part of the goal, was satisfied.
The student will record in her log the reason for
doing an experience.
The author and a rater will read each activity
in the student's log and place it in one of the
following two categories*
Yes category - The student referred to one of
her goals in stating the reason
why she participated in the activity.
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No category - The student did not refer to one
of her goals in stating the reason
why she participated in the
activity.
2.00.
00.00 The student will have a positive attitude towardthe selection process.2.01.00.
00 The student will state that she has a positive
attitude toward the process.2,01.01.00
The student will make positive comments in her
log.
2.01.01.01 Writing in the log the goal for participating in
the activity is a statement of a positive attitude.
2.01.01.02 The author and a rater will read each write-up
for an activity and place it in one of the
following categories
i
Category one - The student referred to one of her
goals in stating the reason why she
participated in the activity. This
is a positive statement.
Category two - The student did not refer to one
of her goals in stating the reasons
why she participated in the activity.
This may not be interpreted as
positive or negative. It will be
considered as the omission of a
positive comment.
2.01.02.00 The student will make positive comments to the
instructor about the selection process.
2.01.02.01 The author will classify the comment into one of
three categories*
Category one - The comment was judged by the
author to be positive.
Category two - The comment was judged by the
author to be negative.
Category three - The comment could not be classi
fied positive or negative by
the author.
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2.01.03.00 The student will say that she has a positive atti-tude toward the process,
2.01.03.01 The student will answer the questions 1
1.
The process whereby we were able to decide
goals and select activities in science
methods was*
* l l $ 5 § 7
ex- average of very
tremely value low value
high value
2,
My attitude toward the process whereby we were
able to decide and select what we wanted to do
in science methods isi
l ? ? fr j $ ?
very very
positive negative
3.
Would you take another course in which you
decided what you wanted to do and then se-
lected offerings based on what you decided
to do?
yes maybe no
2,02,00,00 The student will operationalize one of her goals
for the science methods class.
2.02.01.00 The lowest level of the goals will be observable
and/or measurable.
2.02.02.00 The lowest level of the goal will have commonality
of meaning among individuals.
2.02.02.01 The author and a rater will judge the lowest
levels of a goal to determine if commonality of
meaning exists. They will classify the break-
downs into two categories 1
Yes category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would be the
same.
No category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would not
be the same.
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2.03.00.
00
2.03.01.00
2.03.02.00
2.04.00.
00
The student will select activities based on goals.
The student will say the activity was based on
The student can identify the specific goal theactivity was related to.
The student will use the selection process in
other methods courses.
2.04.01.00
2.05.00.00
2.05.01.00
2
. 06 . 00.00
The student will answer the question i Did you
select activities in other methods courses based
on your operationalized goals?
Social Studies
Math
Language Arts
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
The student will complete fourteen experiences.
The author will count the number of experiences
recorded in the student's log.
The student will choose the selection process
method over other methods of instruction.
2.06.01.00 The student will complete the following activityi
Below are descriptions of three fourth grade
elementary science classrooms. Pick which class-
room you would like to teach in and tell the
reason(s) why.
Classroom A
The teacher puts a list of topics on the board
and the students are asked to choose a topic they
are interested in. Once the topic is chosen from
the list on the board the stude nt is to investi-
gate the topic by looking up background informa-
tion in the library before performing an assigned
experiment that relates to the topic. The stu-
dent is to summarize what he has learned in a
written report.
Classroom B
A class of students is asked to list on the board
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2
. 07 . 00.00
2.07.01.00
2.07.01.01
2.07.02.00
2.07.02.01
student may summarize her learning by any method
she chooses.
Classroom C
Each student is diagnosed by the teacher. Based
upon this diagnosis the student is assigned a
topic to be studied in science. Included as a
part of the assigned topic is a list of books
which the childis asked to read. A list of en-
richment books is also included along with an
experiement. The student is free to begin the
experiment after she has completed the reading list.
The summary by the student is to be a paper re-
cording results from the experiment and an
explanation of what she has learned.
The student will illustrate commitment to the
selection process.
The student will record in her log a goal as the
reason for doing an activity.
The author and a rater will count the number of
times a goal was recorded in the log as the
reason for attending an activity.
The student will indicate the value of the se-
lection process for her in the future.
The student will answer the questions
The value which the process used in science
methods will have upon my future iss
i i i t i \ ?
very
great
amount
fair
amount
little
or no
amount
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SUMMARY
This chapter has presented the methodology for the
selection process, the first step of teaching by inquiry,
which includes the goals in a measurable form. The fifteen-
step methodology in an abbreviated form isi
1 • Introduction to the selection process.
2 « Requirements for successful completion of the process.
3. Definition of the roles for the students and the
instructor.
The Goal-Defining Process
a. Constructing a situation in which the goal is
one hundred percent ideal.
b. Brainstorming, using the blank paper method.
c. Constructing a situation in which the goal is
one hundred percent negative or lacking.
d. Instructor's expectations for student learning.
e. Using additional sources.
f. Testing of completion—does the goal contain as
many dimensions as possible?
g. Listing goals in their order of importance
—
prioritizing.
h. Breaking goals down until they are observable
and/or measurable.
i. Repeating the above outlined procedure.
5 , Observation and discussion of teaching science to
elementary school children.
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6. Breaking goals into single ideas.
7 • Classroom observation .
8. Collecting student goals.
9* Self-evaluation of the selection process.
10 . Procedure for meeting with students who are having
problems with the process.
11 • Scheduling of individual meetings.
12. Course activities and schedule.
13. Informal meetings .
14. All-group meeting .
15 • Evaluati on on final day of the course.
The major goal for the selection process was for the student
to make self-directed selections of the areas in which she
would inquire.
The development of the methodology was a significant
accomplishment. It provided a systematic approach and a
measurement mechanism for a field test which was carried
out after the methodology had been developed and is presented
in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Field Test
The Place of the Field Test in the Study
The field test, as a step in the empirical model,
allowed for evaluation of the stated purposes and gave mean-
ing to recommendations for future use and testing. The method-
ology had a myriad of possibilities on a continuum from work-
ing perfectly to failing completely. From the field test
results, the effectiveness of the methodology could be de-
termined (Chapter Five) and recommendations and modifications
suggested (Chapter Six).
The Purpose of the Field Test
The purpose of the field test was to determine to what
extent the methodology, outlined in Chapter Three, would
attain the goals set forth. Each goal was separated into
component parts and results for each part were recorded
according to the predetermined criteria. This manner of
presentation allows the reader to view each result in terms
of the author's expectation and to view each separately
from other goals j results of this chapter logically proceeded
to the interpretation of data in Chapter Five.
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Population Used in the Field Study
The purpose of the study was to determine the extent to
which the methodology worked for the selected group; there-
fore, random selection of a group was not necessary. General-
ization was not made to a population nor was the design used
in the study of the type (experimental) which called for
random! zati on
•
There was a conscious attempt on the part of the author
to include students in their junior year who had not pre-
viously done their student teaching and who would be taking
the three other methods courses (math, language arts, and
social studies) in preparation for student teaching. A list
of 150 students who met these criteria was compiled. These
students were selected because the other methods courses
were designed to prepare students to teach in an elementary
school, thereby sharing a common goal with the science methods
course. The author felt that the more hours spent in courses
which had a common goal, the more focus would be provided for
the selection process. Also, since most junior students
would be engaged in student teaching the semester following
the four methods courses, the author felt that the desire for
preparing to teach in an elementary school would be strong
among this group.
To select the group without major bias, the author chose
nineteen names from the list of 150 on the basis of very com-
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mon names and very unusual names. Randomization might have
been used in this case* however, since, as mentioned earlier,
generalization would not be made to a population, randomization
was not mandatory.
The University required that each student carry a total
of fifteen semester hours in order to remain a full-time stu-
dent; thus each student in the study carried courses other
than the four methods courses which comprised eight credit
hours (two credit hours each—social study methods, science
methods, language arts methods, math methods). A chart
showing the number of hours carried by each student is given
in Appendix G.
Courses Taken During Field Test
Students took a full university course load during the
field test. A limited amount of control of these students
was exercised by the instructor in the other methods courses--
social studies, language arts and math—while complete con-
trol within the confines of the University requirements was
assumed for the science methods course. In the math, social
studies and language arts methods courses the author had the
authority to determine the criteria for successful completion
and to award grades. Since all grades to undergraduates in
the School of Education were on a pass/fail basis, each stu-
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dent received a »P" or was given an incomplete (“I") until
all work was satisfactorily completed.
The requirements for the three methods courses were set
up so that an optimum possibility existed for the student to
use the inquiry methodology in other courses (one of the
purposes of the study)
. The student was required to keep a
log of experiences for each of the other three courses and
asked to record her opinion of the experience and why she
did the experience. Other courses outside the control of the
author consisted mainly of pass/fail courses within the
School of Education (see Appendix G) and a limited number of
courses outside the School of Education.
Mechanics of the Field Study
The field study lasted fourteen weeks. Days one through
eight involved scheduled meetings every day as outlined in
the methodology in Chapter Three, while the remaining thirteen
weeks included activities scheduled on one day of the week
(Tuesday), which the students were free to attend plus inde-
pendent activities which were on an unscheduled basis and
could be undertaken on any day. The final Tuesday was set
aside for the final evaluation of the selection process. The
requirement set up for the student in the math, social studies,
and language arts methods courses was the keeping of a log
8?
for each course. These courses were also set up with a varie-
ty of experiences from which the student could choose. Every-
thing done in the course was to be recorded in the log, and
the log was the student's record of performance in a methods
course. Two specific directions were given to the student
for filling out her log books i (1) to state her opinion of
the experience and (2) to state why she did the experience.
The books were due on the final day of the semester.
A log book was also to be kept in the science methods
course and similar instructions were given for the science
log book. In addition, the student was asked to give a copy
of all goals for science methods and operationalizations
of these goals to the instructor. The student was required
to make an appointment with the instructor between Frbruary 9
and March 2 to discuss progress. A lab fee of $2.00 was also
required.
The content of the science methods course, or activities
presented for the student's inquiry, consisted of material
which reflected what science educators feel pre-service
elementary teachers need in order to teach elementary science,
blended with special offerings by a variety of individuals.
Topics which would prepare teachers to be elementary science
teachers and which involved processes a scientist goes through
defined the parameters of the course. In order to organize
the topics into a framework that had meaning conceptually
they were put into three areas* (1) expressive experiences,
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which involved "the students in activities for elementary
school children, (2) philosophical or psychological reasons
behind the activities done in an expressive experience, and
(3) teaching or procedures relating to teaching, i.e., actual
in-class teaching, teaching to role playing groups and in-
formative sessions dealing with such topics as safety, the
use of media, etc. The conceptual scheme was structured so
that students could take a large concentration of expressive
experiences in the beginning of the course, a concentration
of philosophy and psychology in the middle portion, and a con-
centration of teaching and procedures related to teaching
toward the end of the course.
Each of the sessions was a one, two, or three -hour time
block each Tuesday throughout the semester. Nearly every
session was offered more than once, many sessions up to
five times. Thus, if a student missed an earlier session,
she had the opportunity to attend a later session or, as one
student in the study did, compare the same topic presented by
different instructors.
The course content was set up in such a way that it was
consistent with the notion of inquiry. In each expressive
experience in which a concept was investigated and an approach
studied, the emphasis focused upon the learner identifying
and drawing conclusions about the process she had experienced.
For example, in a lesson in which clay, water, a container
for the water, and standardized weights were given to a class,
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the teacher asked the question "Can you make your clay stay
on top of the water?” Once the student was provided this
task, the teacher's role became one of guiding the student's
inquiry through questions*
Student* Why does the clay float when it was in
the shape of a boat?
Teacher* What could you do with the clay and
water to help you answer that question?
The student was encouraged to inquire into a concept, after
which a discussion was held about the strategies that the
teacher used in guiding the inquiry. The true focus of the
lesson was not upon the inquiry with clay and water but upon
the strategy the teacher used in facilitating the inquiry.
A concrete experience of inquiry was given the student and her
job was to inquire into how the inquiry came about.
In addition to the scheduled activities in the content
section of the course, there was a variety of unscheduled
activities which could be completed at the student's own
pace. These involved viewing video tapes of lectures or
classes and reading books or packets containing appropriate
articles. Also, classrooms were available for teaching child-
ren. All grade levels were represented and a wide range of
group sizes available. The student could teach in a class-
room for periods ranging from one week to sixteen weeks.
The other alternative which was open to students was re-
quests made to an instructor. If, during the student's in-
quiry, a topic needed to be explained or special arrangements
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were needed, the student was told to place demands upon the
instructor. The instructor had the job of recognizing stu-
dent requests, providing the students with materials or mak-
ing arrangements which facilitated the student's inquiry.
A total of twenty-seven instructors worked in the course,
many of them offering only one session, or offering their
classrooms for students to teach in. A core of seven in-
structors handled most offerings. It should be noted that
the group of instructors had 318 students enrolled in the
course at large, including the nineteen students involved in
the inquiry study. The nineteen students were free to attend
any offering, without having to sign up prior to the experience.
Others in the course were required to sign up for an offering
prior to attending. Thus, every class session was available
to the group of nineteen students.
Results of the Field Test
The data from the field test was gathered throughout
the study. These results were collected and organized so
that the purposes of the methodology could be measured.
In reporting the data the author has given the goal
first, followed by the data which determined the degree to
which the goal was met. Each major goal was broken down
to component parts and finally into the observable or measur-
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able units. So that the reader can logically follow the pur-
poses, a complete set of them has been provided in the folder
at the end of this document. It is advised that the reader
place these alongside the document while reading.
The goal (1.00.00.00) "The student will have knowledge
of the selection process" has five components which are
consecutively numbered 1.01.00.00, 1.02.00.00, 1 . 03 . 00 . 00
,
1.04.00.00, and 1.05.00.00. The first component, 1.01.00.00
"the student will state the parts of the process of determin-
ing goals," is broken down into ten parts and are listed
below under the goal 1.00.00.00,
1.00.
00.00 The student will have knowledge of the selection
process.
1.01.00.
00 The student will state the parts of the process
of defining goals. The parts of the process aret
1.01.01.00
Imagining a situation in which the goal exists
one hundred percent (an ideal setting with fumi
ture, materials and anything else needed to make
the situation perfect) and writing down what is
observed in that situation.
1.01.02.00 Brainstorming ideas through such means as the
white paper method of generating information
about the goal.
1.01.03.00 Using other sources for possible dimensions of
the goal. Examples are previous students*
dimensions and teachers* dimensions.
1.01.04.00 Imagining a situation in which the goal does not
exist and writing down what is observed in that
situation.
1.01.05.00 Considering each specific observation of the
situation where the goal does not exist as if that
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1 . 01 . 06.00
1 . 01 . 07.00
1.01.08.00
1 . 01 . 09.00
1.01.10.00
1.01.10.01
1.01.10.02
negative aspect were a positive part of the goal.(By doing this the student may find that conditions
she had overlooked are, after all, a part of her
goal.
)
Comparing one's own list of dimensions with
another person's list.
Considering dimensions which have nothing to do
with the goal and looking at them to see if they
do have anything to do with it.
Prioritizing the list of dimensions generated,
using steps outlined in 1.01.01.00 through
1 . 01 . 07.00 above.
Repeating the outlined procedures of 1.01.01.00
through 1 . 01 . 07.00 for the most important priori-
tized dimensions and continuing untilt
Stopping work on the goal because of:
Time—the student determines when no more time
is available.
The goal is observable and/or measurable, i.e.,
broken down to its lowest level.
During the final week of the study each student was
asked to operationalize the goal "to learn discovery tech-
niques in the science methods course." At the final evalua-
tion meeting, these goals were passed in and each student was
asked to outline the process she went through to operationalize
the goal. It was the assumption of the author that the stu-
dent would use the steps given above (1.01.00.00 through
1.01.10.00). The extent to which the student reported using
the steps would indicate her willingness to use and report
the process and also give an indication of the student s
knowledge of the process.
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Table One lists the steps of the process each student
reported going through, component 1.01,00.00. For the sake
of clarity
,
the term "step" refers to one of the ten observable
parts of the defining process (i.e., 1.01.08.00 prioritizing
the list of goals generated. A blank spot in a box indicates
that the student did not report doing the step. The number
or numbers in each box indicate the order in which the step
was taken. For example, Student #9 did step 1.01.00.00 in
second and third order; twice she imagined a situation in
which the goal existed one hundred percent. Fourth she did
step 1 . 02 . 07 . 00 .
It should be noted that data does not exist for Students
Thirteen, Fourteen, and Seventeen on Table One and throughout
the study. The reason for Student Thirteen dropping out
of the study will be presented at the end of this Chapter
in the section entitled Anecdotal and Unanticipated Material.
Students Fourteen and Seventeen withdrew from the School of
Education at the very beginning of the field test.
The total number of steps listed for each student does
not equal the total number of steps reported by each student.
The difference is reflected on Table One which shows that
number to be forty-two. This difference occurred because
students recorded steps that were not a part of the selection
process. Steps not included in the selection process are
listed on Table Two. Examples of such steps are thinking,
reading and procrastinating. Because the purpose of the table
TABLE
ONE
Stape
Each
Student
Raportad
Tor
Final
Goal
Oparatlonallxatlon
(1
.
01
.
00
.
00
)
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was to obtain information on how well the student learned the
selection process, these additional steps included by the stu-
dent were viewed only as they related to the expressed pur-
pose. Others, such as "forgot until late" were not classi-
fied within parts of the process but did have an indirect
effect upon the process. Only three cases of an indirect
relationship to the process were recorded. These cases were
attributed to undetermined outside influences and for the
purposes of this study will not be analyzed.
The largest number of steps of the selection process
reported as being used by a student was five. Thus, in the
best two cases (#4 and #7)* only half of the selection
process steps were reported as being used. In the poorest
cases (#2, #5, and #19) only one of the steps was reported as
being used. The average number of steps reported as being
used was thirty-one percent, if one discounts the fact that
many of the steps were used more than once.
From the summary of the steps reported by the students
in Table One and Table Two, it was concluded that the stu-
dents reported using a maximum of fifty percent of the steps
for operationalizing a goal. Of importance was whether or
not the students were actually ignorant of a minimum of
fifty percent or more of the steps or did they just not re-
port using the steps. In other words, did the student use
the processes and not report using them or did the student
not use the processes and thereby not report using them?
TABLE TWO
Steps Reported by Students but Not Included In Table One
Student Steos Not Included
Directly
Related to
Selection
Process
Indirectly
Related to
Selection
Process
#1 2 thought about what goal meant yes
3 decision how to anproach yes
4 read sheet in Carl's office yes
8 combined and condensed list
9 copied onto one sheet
#2 6 mind blank yes
7 wrote more things
8 copied on sheet
#3 1 read and thought yes
2 procrastinate yes
#4 1 thought of dis on (parameters) yes
2 what did during course yes
3 why wanted to learn dis tech yes
#5 2 copied over yes
#6 none
#7 1 received goal yes
6 outlined yes
7 copied yes
9 made changes yes
#8 1 forgot until late yes
2 parameters of goal yes
5 operationalize (?) yes
#9 1 think about what goal was yes
constructed for
#10 1 thought about semester yes
5 wrote down yes
8 wrote down draft yes
9 reread yes
10 elaborated yes
11 clarified it yes
12 wrote down final copy yes
14 brought it to meeting yes
15 questioned myself yes
#11 3 remember how I operationalized yes
goal
7 couldn't think of anything else yes
#12 ' 1 what teacher wanted yes
2 review past exp. yes
3 decision to list what did yes
5 wrote down yes
#13 —
#15 1 thought about goal yes
#16 1 thought about goal yes
2 wrote out parts yes
#17 —
#18 1 defined parameters yes
4 started to operationalize yes
#19 none
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Using the steps involved was more important than being able
to verbalize the steps of the selection process. If the stu-
dent knew the steps but did not use them, she had, for the
purposes of this study, not learned the process. In the
selection process the student must use the steps in defining
goals* stating the process used to define a goal was only an
indication of the student actually using the process—it meas-
ured the student's ability to report the process. Further
information was needed to evaluate the student's use of the
steps in determining goals. This information can be obtained
by reconstructing Table One and viewing it in terms of the
sequential order of steps taken by the student. A reconstruct-
ed table with these modifications has been designated as Table
Three.
The component for determining the sequential order is
1 . 02 . 00
.
00
,
the student will list the sequential order of
the parts of the goal-defining process. This meant that
the student was to list the steps contained under 1.01.00.00.
(Note that the steps retain their original numbers.) The
parts of the process are*
1.02.00.
00 The student will list the sequential order of the
parts of the goal-defining process.
1.01.01.00 Imagining a situation in which the goal exists
one hundred percent and writing down what is
observed in that situation.
1.01.02.00 Brainstorming ideas through such means as the
white paper method of generating information
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1.01.03.00
1.01.04.00
1.01.05.00
1 . 01 . 06.00
1 . 01 . 07.00
1.01.08.00
1 . 01 . 09.00
1.01.10.00
1.01.10.01
1.01.10.02
about the goal.
Fv=^i°ther sourc? s for Possible dimensions.Examples sre previous students' dimensions andteachers* dimensions.
Imagining a situation in which the goal does not
exist and writing down what is observed in that“
Considering each specific observation of the
situation where the goal does not exist (1.01.04.00)
as if that negative aspect were a positive part
of the goal.
Comparing one*s own list of dimensions with
another person's.
Considering dimensions of the goal which have
nothing to do with the goal and looking at them
to see if they have anything to do with it.
Prioritizing the list of dimensions generated,
using steps outlined in 1.01.01.00 through
1.01.07.00 above.
Repeating the outlined procedures of 1.01.01.00
through 1 . 01 . 07.00 for the most important priori-
tized dimensions and continuing until*
Stopping work on the goal because of:
Time—the student determines when no more time
is available.
The goal is observable and/or measurable, i.e.,
broken down to its lowest level.
On Table Three the number given for each step indicates
the order in which the steps took place. For example, Student
#1 did step 1 . 01 . 03.00 in first, sixth and seventh order.
Note that the steps she did second, third, fourth, eighth,
and ninth are missing 1 these steps, given by Student #1, could
not be classified (Steps Not Included) as one of the steps
TABLE
THREE
The
Sequential
Order
of
Stepa
Each
Student
Reported
Accomplishing
for
the
Final
Goal
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outlined as part of the process and were therefore given in
Table Two. Table Three reflects emphasis placed on process
1 . 01 . 03 . 00
,
using other sources for possible goals, process
1.01.09.00, repeating the outlined procedure for the most
important prioritized goals and process 1.01.10.00, stopping
because of lack of time or because the goal was observable and/
or measurable. The student could use steps 1.01.02.00,
1 . 01 . 03.00 and 1.01.04.00 in any order while the other steps
had to be used in the order given. As was the case in Table
One, all numbered steps were not included, for some steps
were only a part of the selection process and not an entire
step (see Table Two).
On Table Three each student has a category for the total
number of sequential steps she reported. Included are only
those cases where steps were sequential from process to pro-
cess. For example, Student #7 completed step 1.01.02.00
third and step 1 . 01 . 03.00 fourth, thereby totaling one se-
quential process.
The total number of sequential steps reported by the
group was six. In several instances the same step was re-
peated sequentially; had those been counted the number of
steps in sequence would certainly be higher than six.
Additional information was gained about the students'
uses of the selection process throughout the semester. Com-
ponent 1 . 03 . 00.00 gives the number of times the selection
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process was mentioned in the log (1.03,01.00) and the number
of times the selection process was mentioned in the author's
presence (1,03.02.00). The author placed a value on each
student statement in the log and in the author's presence
on the topic of the selection process. The components and
breakdown are given below*
1.03.00.00 The student will show awareness of the selection
process
.
1.03.01.00 The student will write comments in her log
about the selection process.
1.03.01.01 The author will judge the comments by placing
them into one of three categories*
Category One - The process helped in selecting
activities.
Category Two - The process did not help in
selecting activities.
Category Three - Cannot be placed in one of the
above two categories.
Results for component 1.03# 01. 00 are shown on Table Four.
1.03.02.00 The student will make comments in the author's
presence about the selection process.
1.03.02.01 The author will judge the comments by placing
them into one of three categories*
Category One - The process helped in selecting
activities.
Category Two - The process did not help in
selecting activities.
Category Three - Cannot be placed in one of the
above two categories.
Results for component 1.03.02.00 are shown on Table Five.
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A
TAELS POUR
Comments Written in the Log Concerning the Selection Process
(1.03.01.01)
Student Number
( helpful) (not helpful)
^auc^ux
.y 3
(absence of
helpful comments)
#1 11 1
#2
#3
#4 diriiTrtii- 11 mi TtU. Ill
#5 1111 'mi. 1
#6 mi 1 mi -mi 1111
#7 Tri-il 1 mi 1111
#8 1
#9 • 111
#10
#11 -mi 111
#12 111
( #1 o\\7T -L J / ——
—
#15
#16 mi 1 1
\ftlf)
#18 1 1
#19
Totals 46 1 49
Percentage of
all comments 48$ 1$ 51$
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TABLE FIVE
Comments Made to the Author During the Process
(as recorded In the author's log)
(1.03.02.01)
Student Number Category 1
( helpful)
Catep-orv 2 Category 3
(not helpful) (absence of
helpful comments)
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
1- Feb. 4
1- Mar. 8
1- Mar. 1
1- Jan. 29
1- Jan. 24
1- Feb. 1
1- Feb. 2
1- Feb. 24
1- Feb. 4
1- Feb. 25
1- Mar. 1
1- Feb. 4
1- Feb. 5
1- Feb. 26
1- Feb. 2
1- Feb. 23
1- Feb. 4
1- Feb. 4
Totals
1- Feb. 1
1- Feb. 5
20
1- Feb. 3
1- Apr. 20
1- Feb. 1
1- Feb. 4
1- Feb. 4
1- Feb. 4
1- Feb. 1
1- Feb. 4
1- Mar. 1
1- Mar. 16
10
1- Jan. 29
1- Feb. 1
1- Feb. 23
1- Feb. 26
1- Feb. 4
1- Feb. 26
1- Mar. 1
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Table Four shows a strong tendency for student comments
in category one (46) and category three (49). The second
category (the process did not help) occurred only once.
Table Five reflects a strong weighting in the helpful column
(category one). The comments recorded tended to be from the
beginning of the semester. This was because the students
spent more contact hours with the author at the beginning
of the process and because other interactions with students
tended to be concerning actual content of the course.
Component 1.04,00.00, the student will operationalize
one of her goals, has two parts* 1.04.01.00, the lowest
level of the goal will be observable and/or measurable, and
1.04.02.00, the lowest level of the student's goal has
commonality of meaning. Component 1.04.01.00 has been broken
down into its lowest level while component 1,04.02.00 becomes
measurable through further breakdown.
1.04.00.
00 The student will operationalize one of her goals.
1.04.01.00 The lowest level of the goal will be observable
and/or measurable.
Table Six contains the number of goals operationalized
by the student during the semester and the percentage each
goal was operationalized. The percentage was arrived at by
the author counting the number of the lowest level break-
downs of the goal and dividing that number into the number
of the lowest level breakdowns that were observable and/or
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measurable as determined by the author. For example, the
goal "to be kind" may be broken down into:
1. smile every morning when entering the classroom
( observable)
2. be friendly to students
say things students want to hear (not observable
in this form)
3. treat each student in a pleasant way (not ob-
servable in this form)
The total number of lowest level breakdowns for this goal is
3 (#1, #2a, and #3). The number of observable and/or measur-
able breakdowns is 1 (#1), thus the goal is 33% operationalized
(1 « 3 = 33%).
Also included on Table Six are results on:
1.04.02.00 The lowest level of the goal will have commonality
of meaning.
1.04.02.01 The author and a rater will judge the lowest
level of one of the goals to determine if common-
ality of meaning exists. It will be placed in
one of the following two categories:
Yes category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would be the
same. For example, both count the
same number of smiles.
No category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would not be
the same. For example, one is
counting the number of smiles and
the other is counting the number
of times the person says "good."
The author and the rater examined one goal from each
student to determine if commonality of meaning existed. This
data served as a check on the author’s ratings of other stu-
dent goals.
TABLE SIX
Percentage (rounded-off) Each Student's Goals Were Operationalized
(1.04.00.00)
Goals (percentage operationalized)
Student 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Author Rater
|
(Author)
#1 90* 94)6 29% 0% 0# 19* 252 19*#2 75 71 40 0 43 40
#3 75 73 8 20 25 0
#4 25 45 58 63 85 35
#5 54 62 86 84
#6 83 83 100
#7 90 90 83 48
#8 50 51 100
#9 58 85
#10 76 78 76 28 42
#11 64 72 47 63 55
#12 75 72 39
#13 —
#14 —
#15 75 81 64 6o 76
#16 70 80 76 69 38 68
#17 —
#18 75 75 92 100
#19 12 38 100 0
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1 . 05 . 00 . 00
,
the student will select activities
based on goals, is broken down into four major components
and a fifth component which serves as an indicator for goal
attainment
.
1.05.00.00 The student will select activities based on goals.
1.05.01.00 The student says the activity selected was based
on a goal.
1.05.02.00 The student can identify the specific goal the
activity is related to.
1.05.03.00 The student can explain how the activity was re-
lated to the goal.
1 . 05 . 04.00 The student can state whether or not the goal,
or part of the goal, was satisfied.
1.05.05.00 The student will record in her log the reason for
doing an experience.
1 . 05 . 05.01 The author and a rater will read each activity
in the student's log and place it in one of the
following two categories*
Yes category - The student referred to one of
her goals in stating the reason
why she participated in the activity.
No category - The student did not refer to one
of her goals in stating the reason
why she participated in the
activity.
The fifth component ( 1 . 05 . 05 . 00 ) and its breakdown was a
secondary check on the goal 1.05.00.00 and was based on
instructions given the student about recording activities in
the log. On February 9 » 1971 » the student was instructed to
record her opinion of the experience and why she did the ex-
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Jierience. The purpose of component 1.05.05.00 was to de-
termine how many of the experiences were undertaken because
of a goal, as recorded in the log. It was possible for the
student to have participated in an activity or experience
based on a goal and not written the connection downj there-
fore, part of component 1.05.05.00 was measuring the student's
ability or willingness to write down connections. The author
was most interested in whether or not a relationship actually
existed between activities and goals? thus, components 1 . 05 . 01,00
through 1.05.04.00 served as a measure of attainment, while
component 1 . 05 . 05.00 served as an indicator of whether or
not connections were conscious at the time of the activity.
In order to measure component 1.05.05.00, further breakdown
was necessary.
Criteria 1.05.01,00 through 1.05.04.00 were assessed
on the May 11 final evaluation; 1.05.05.00 was measured after
the students had turned in their log books . To evaluate the
first four the student filled out an Activity Sheet (Form A,
pages 67 and 68 ) for the first five and last five activities
in her log. Thus, a picture was obtained for each student's
activities during the beginning of the course and during the
end of the course. Information on every activity was not
obtained for this criteria because the time required to fill
out forms for the ten evaluations took over one hour, and
evaluation of a longer period of time ran the risk of the
student becoming tired and writing insufficient data on the
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form.
Note that Form A begins by asking the student whether or
not the activity was based on a goal. If the answer was "no,"
the activity was not based on a goal, the student was asked
to answer questions E through H, while the student answering
"yes" was asked to answer questions A through D. Questions
A through D and E through H asked for the same information
for criteria 1. 05*01.00 through 1.05*04.00 and each group
(A through D or E through H) took approximately the same
amount of time* thus, there was no time advantage to answering
either "yes" (A through D) or "no" (E through H) . This
equality of time was intended to encourage the student to
record her true reactions. Results are listed on Table
Seven (one table per student) with a composite of these
reactions on Table Eight.
The summaries at the bottom of each student’s Table
Seven include the percentage of responses in the "yes" cate-
gory for the ten activities. Also given is the number of goals
stated in the log as agreed upon by the rater and the author.
Table Seven shows that averages for each of the four
major criteria (1.05*01.00 through 1.05*04.00) exceeded the
50$ level for the ten activities assessed for each student.
The secondary check for recording the goal of attending
an activity (1.05.05.00) however, revealed that in more than
50$ of the cases the reason for going to an activity was
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not recorded. These results will be discussed in Chapter
Five.
Ill
TABLE SEVEN (A)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doinp an Experience(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the students lop)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
A
Student # 1
Activity Number
.01 .02 Tor .04 .05 I
Activity joal Explained i Activity Student hefe rred to
(#) is form number Based on Identi- tHow Goal I Satisfied Goal in Lop as :ated
Goal fled Related 1 Goal bv: Author Hate r»
1 (#1) |yes #18 yes yes 1 No No 1
2 (#2) yes 1 #27 yes yes No No
j3 (#3 ) yes #19 yes yes No No
!
4 (#4 ) yes #27 yes yes No No
1 | yes #27 yes yes No No
$ No No
1 7 No No
8 No No
; 9 No No
! 10 No No
i
U No No
i 12 No No
I 13 No No
i
1* No No
15 No No
16 ,(#6) •yes #45 yes tyes No No
17 (#7 ) yes NHG* yes yes
I
No No
! 13 (#8) yes #27 yes yes 1 No No
19 (#9 ) yes #45 yes yes No No
20 (#20) yes #45 yes yes No No
; 21 Yes Yes
! 22 Yes No
23 Yes Yes
I 24 No No
1
25 No No
I 26 No No
|
27 No No
i 28 No No
! 29 No No
!
30 No
31 No
! 32
! 33 1
I 3d »
' .. ..
! 3UKHARY *
•^Based on Goal (. 01 ) 10 I
j
!
!
.rGoals Identified (. 02 ) 10
j
^Sxnlained Ko;v Goal
j
Agreed yes 2 1%
Related ( . 03 ) 10 , Asrreed no i 28 ~WP
! #Activities Satisfied
1
|
Nor.-
bv Goal (. 04 ) J 10 a^reerr.ent : 1 31 .
1 Percent XOCi looT **OO “Too? i
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (b )
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's log)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student # 2
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (C )
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doinp an Experience(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's lop)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student #3
Activity Number
.01 .02 .03 To .05
Activity 'Goal Explained Activitv Student Referred to 1
(#) Is form number Based on jldenti- (How Goal Satisfied 1 Goal in Lopt as Rated
jGoal !fied 'Related Goal by: Author t e p—
1 (# 1 ) no No No
2 (# 2 ) no • No No
3 (#3) no _ no No No
4 (#4) no - yes No No
5 (#5) no — yes No Yes
6 (# 6 ) no - - no No No
7 Yes Yes
i 2 No No
! 9 No No
' 10 Yes Yes
i H Yes Yes
!
12 Yes Yes
I
13 (#7) no - yes yes Yes Yes
14 (# 8 ) no - yes yes Yes Yes
1
15 (#9) no — yes yes No No
16 (# 10 )
! 1
7
no - yes yes No No
i 18
|
19
!
20
21
! 22
1 23
' 24
25
i
26
1 27
' 28
;
29 j
30
i
31
1 32
1 33
34
3UHKARY 3r
/Based on Goal (.01) a
—
1 | „#Goals Identified (.02! 0 Li_
#£xolained How Goal Agreed yes 6 ! 39?
Related (.03) 4 Asrreed no 1 9 • 66?
#Activities Satisfied Non- |
bv Goal ( . 04 ) 6 agreement I 1
: 6?
Percent 0% i 0*- 40? 5oi i
A
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (D)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's log)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student #4
.01 .02 1To! rTo^ .05
Activity Number Activity Goal Explained Activity Student Referred to
(#) is form number Based on jldenti- Bow Goal Satisfied
;
Goal in Log as t.ated
Goal ified Related Goal bv: Author ?ater
i
1
1 Yes Yes
2 No No
3 Yes Yes
4 Yes Yes
5 Yes Yes
6 Yes Yes
1 7 Yes Yes
i
8 Yes Yes
1
9 Yes Yes
10 (#D yes #5-#10 yes • yes Yes No
11 (#2) yes NNG* yes yes Yes Yes
1 12 (# 3) yes • NNG* yes yes Yes Yes
i 13 (#4) yes NNG* yes yes Yes No
14 (#5) yes NNG* yes yes Yes Yes
1
Yes Yes
16 Yes Yes
|
17 (#6) yes NNG* yes yes Yes Yes
! IS (#7) no - - - Yes Yes
19 (#8) no - - - Yes Yes
20 (#9) no - - Yes No
21 (#10) no . - - Yes Yes
22 Yes Yes
!
23 Yes Yes
24 Yes Yes
! 25 Yes No
i
26 Yes No
1 27
1 28
i
29 J
|
30
31
! 32
33
34
1 SUMMARY f
-
"
•
. 1
|
./Based on Goal (.01) 6 !
j—36—r Goals Identified (.02
j
6 1
j
Agreed yes id : 7 r£
Related (.03) 6 1 Agreed no i 2 Q% !
#Actlvities Satisfied
{
Non-
bv Goal (.04) i 6 agreement
!
5 19*
‘ Percent 60$ 60i . 6,0*_ 6o3 1
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (E
)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's lop;)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student #5
.01 .02 ro3 r .04 .05
—
Activity Number ictivity iGoal ixplained Activity student Refe rred to
j
(#) is form number iased on ildenti- |:iow Goal ] Satisfied Goal in Log as Rated !
Goal Tied ’Related Goal by; Author
i
Rater 1
i
-
i
~
1 (#1) no _ No No
2 (#2 ) yes | #72 yes yes No Yes
3 (#3) yes #72 yes yes No No
4 (#4) yes #72 yes yes No No
5 (#5) yes #72' yes yes No No
6 No No
7 No No
8 No No
O No No
i 10 No No
I 11 (#8) no - - • No Yes
! 12 (#6) yes #77 yes yes No Yes
i 13 Yes Yes
1 14 Yes Yes
15 No Yes
16 No Yes
17 Yes Yes
18 Yes Yes
19 No No
20 No Yes
1 21 Yes Yes
|
22 No No
23 (#7) yes NNC-* yes yes No No
24 Yes Yes
i 25
1
26
No
No
No
No
1
27
! 28
!
29
1
31 (#9)
32
No
No
No
No
i Yes Yes
Yes Yes
yes NNG* yes yes
1
yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
1 33 (#10 )
i 34
yes NNG* yes No
Iin
No
JLo
1 SUMMARY | | 1
yGoals Identified (.02)
^Explained How Goal
Related (.03)
#Activities Satisfied
by Goal ( .04)
Percent ~5oiT
Agreed yes ] q 26%
Agreed no l 10 56#
"SoiT
B
Non-
agreement 6 .las.
* Number Not Given
TABLE SEVEN ( P)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's log)
(1.05,01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student ,f6
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (G)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording; of the Reason for Doing; an Experience(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's log)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student #
7
.01 .02 703 To^ .05 1
Activity Number
(#) is form number
Activity jGoal
3ased on jldenti-
j
Goal :fled
Explained
How Goal
Related
Activity
Satisfied
Goal
Student hefe
Goal in Lop
by: Author
rrecl to
as -ated
? a t e r
1 (# 1 ) yes
j
#6 yes yes Yes 1Yes
2 (#2) yes #4 yes yes No No
3 (#3) no - - yes No Yesb (#4) yes #25 yes no No Yes
5 (#5) yes #25 yes yes No No
6 No No
Yes Yes
8 No No
No Yes
Yes Yes
1 11 No No
1 12 No No
;
13 No Yes
i Yes No
15 Yes No
!
16 Yes Yes
Yes Yes
! 18 Yes Yes
1 1? (#6) yes #5 yes yes No Yes
|
20 (#7) yes #11 yes yes No No
! 21 (#8) no _ _ _ No Yes
! 22 (#9) yes #4 yes yes No No
1 23 (#10 ) no - - . No No
25
26
1 27
i 28
! 2
0
i
30
! 31
!
32
i
33
j
34
SUMMARY 1 [
1
gSased on Goal (.01) 7
i
I
j
#Goals Identified (.02! 7
j
%.
^Sxnlained How Goal 1 Agreed yes 6 .26*
Related ( . 03) 7 i Agreed no 1 9 : 39*
^Activities Satisfied
i
hon- J . 1 . _
bv Goal (.04) 7 a^reerr.ent rx -J
Percent
—
1 70* 1 70%
,
211%— 1
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (H)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's log)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student # 8
.01 ! 02 1 .03 To*! T .OS* 1
Activity Number
(#) is form number
Xctivity Goal (Explained
!ased on ildenti- How Goal
loal 'fieri delated
Activity
Satisfied :
Goal
Student Referred to
Goal in Log as Rated
by: Autho^i 'ater* 1
1 (#2) yes
j
#20 yes yes i No
1
No
2 (# 3) no No No
3 (#4) yes #9 yes no No No
4 (#5) yes #9; yes yes No No
5 (#6) no - _ yes No No
6
7
No No
8 No No
0 No No
10 (#6) no - - • No No
11 (#7) yes #18 yes no No No
12 (#8) yes #9 no no No No
13 (#9) no - - Yes Yes
14 (#10) no #15 - yes
i
15
16 I
17
18
19
' 20
I 21 "Student # stated t.hat:
! 22 "I die . not inc! ude my reasons fotr particip ating in the previous
! 23 page I fee] , for a'. .1 the experiences. that the reas >ns are
24 obvi< us ...
"
25
26
27
I 28
1 29
!
30
!
31
! 32
33
1
5U!'i :'iARv
1 II
ySased on Goal (.01)
#Goa Is Identified (.02)
#Exolained Kow Goal
Related (.03)
|
#Activlties Satisfied
bv Goal ( .OS)
' Percent
5
6 j *
Agreed yes 1 ?*
4 I Agreed no 13 93*
so* - 60* _ 40*
4
40*
|
Non-
agreement
i
9
* Number Not Given
TABLE SEVEN (I
)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doinp; an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's lop:)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student # 9
.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 ' 1
Activity Number Activity 'Goal Explained Activity Student nefe rred to 1
(#) is form number Jased on 'Identi- IHow Goal Satisfied Goal in Loa as dated
3oal Tied 'Related Goal by: Author Jater
1 (#D
1
yes #9 no
i
No No
2 (#2) yes #8, #9 no - No No
3 (# 3 ) yes #11 no No No
4 (#4 ) yes NNG* no _ No No
5 (#5) yes #38 no • No No
6 No No
7 No No
8 • No No
9 No No
!
10 No No
1 11 No No
i
12 No No
1 13 Yes No
! 14 No No
15 (#6) yes NNG* no • No Yes
16 (#7 ) yes #11 no - No No
17 (#8) no - - - No No
18 (#9 ) yes #9 - - No No
19 (#10) no - - - No No
1 20 I
21
j
! 22 11
23 1
24
25
26
27
28
1 20 j
! 30
31
32
33 I
i
34 1
!
[ 1
j3UH.-1A4Y J
#Goals Identified (. 02 )
#£xolained How Goal
Related (
.
03 )
#Activltiec Satisfied
by Goal ( 04 )
Percent 803 ; 60
%~
Agreed yes
L at
-Q ; 'm
Agreed no 18 ; 90 :»
Non-
arreement 2 1 10*
0 ‘S
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (j )
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doinp; an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded In the student's lop:)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student #10
01 ,02 .02 ' .05
Activity Number
(#) is form number
Activity 'Goal
iased on .Identi- 1
Goal Ified
Explained!
low Goal
|
Related
Activity
Satisfied
Goal
Student deferred to !
Goal In Lon as -ated '
by: Author 1 later
1 (#1) no | j No No
2 (#2) yes #6 yes yes No No
3 (#3) yes #30 yes yes Yes No
4 (#4) yes NNG* yes yes No No
5 (#5) yes NNG* yes 1 yes No Yes
6 No No
7 No No
8 No No
9 No No
10 No No
11 No No
1
12 No No
i
!3 No No
I 14 No No
!
15 No No
!
16 No No
1
17 No No
!
13 No No
19 Yes Yes
i
20 Yes Yes
21 No No
22 No No
23 No No
2^ No No
25 No No
26 (#6) yes #10 yes no No
27 (#7) yes NNG* yes yes Yes Yes
28 (#8) yes #13 yes no No No
29 (#9) yes ' #9 yes yes No Yes
1 30 (#10) no - - - No No
1
31 i
32 !
33 i
i nE
r
SUh.-iARY
,
(-Based on Goal (.01)
]
.-Goals Identified (.02)
1
.
(/Explained How Goal
Related ( .03)
(/Activities Satisfied
bv Goal ( .04)
Anrced yes
L *J
.lflli
Agreed no l 2 5 82*
Non-
a^reer.ent JZ&
: Percent 80^ 80£ JO$_ J2£-
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (K)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's log)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student #11
*oi
L.02 703 1To^ .05 !
Activity Number Activity Goal lExplainedi Activity Student nefe rred to 1
(#) is form number ?ased on jldenti- How Goal Satisfied 1 Goal in Log as .ated !
Goal ified 'Related Goal by: Author
1 Yes No
2 No No
3 No No
4 (# 1 ) no Yes Yes
5 (#2) yes NNG* no no Yes Yes
6 (# 3 ) yes #22 yes yes No No
7 (#4) no - - - No No
8 (#5) yes #22 yes yes No No
9 No No
10 No Yes
11 No No
12 No No
13 Yes Yes
14 No Yes
15 No No
16 No No
17 1 No No
13 ' No NO
!
19 No No
!
20 (#6) yes #22 yes yes Yes | Yes !
! 21 (#7) no - - No 1 No
1 22 (#8) yes NHG* yes yes No No
23 (#9) yes #22 yes yes No No
24 (#10) yes NNG* yes yes Yes i Yes
25 No
' No
26
j
I
27 I 1 11
! 29 !
29
!
30 1
1 31
!
I 32
|
! 33 l
34 1
! su ary r L i 1
|
,
-based on Gcal (.01) 7
i
i
i i
1
,,-Ooals Identified (.02 7 1 c L,&-‘Agreed yes 1 5 20% |
Related ( .03) 6 1 Agreed no 17 '68%
'
/^Activities Satisfied
1
j
1 Non-
3 12J6bv Goal ( .04) 6 agreement
Lcrcent 70% 1 So^ 5ojT"
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (l)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording; of the Reason for Doing an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded In the student's log)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student #12
.01 .02 .03 .04 .05
—
—
i
Activity Number Activity Goal explained
i
Activitv Student Referred to
(#) is form number Based on Identi- Bow Goal Satisfied Goal in Log as ated |
_ . !
Goal fled {elated Goal by: Author ' a t e r 1
1 (#1) no j yes | Yes Yes
|
2 (#2) yes #66 yes yes No No
3 (#3) yes #1 yes yes Yes Yes
4 (#4) yes #1 yes yes No No
5 Yes Yes
! 6 (#5) yes #1 yes yes No No
! 7 Yes Yes
No Yes
i 9 No No
1 10 No No
1
11 No Yes
.
12 (#10) yes NNG* yes yes No No
1 13 No Yes
1
14 No No
No IvO
! 16 No No
1
17 No Yes
13 Yes Yes
19 Yes Yes
20 Yes Yes
21 No No
22 Yes Yes
23 Yes Yes
24 Yes Yes
25 Yes Yes
! 26 Yes No
!
27 (#8) yes #1 yes yes No No
,
28 (#9) yes NNG* yes yes No No
29 (# 6) yes • #1,#23 yes yes Yes Yes
30 (#7) yes
' #1 yes yes Yes Yes
31 Yes Yes
32
1 Yes Yes
j
33 Yes Yes
! 34 '
1
! SUMMARY j |
-
- n |
! -/-Based on Goal (.01) 9 1 %9
1
(f.'uais igu. \
1 #£xolained How Goal
Related (.03)
I
#Activlties Satisfied
bv Goal (.04)
j
Agreed yes 16 . 485(
9 Agreed no 12 Mi
« 10
! Non-
arreeTr.ent
'
5 15*
' Percent 90% i 90S- 90% 100$ i
* Number Not Given
TABLE SEVEN (M)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goalsand tne Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experiencelas reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's log)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student tt 15
.01 .02 .08
. 0 1 ~05 —
1Activity Number
(#) la form number
Activity Goal
Based on Identi-
Gcal Tied
Explained
How Goal
Related
Activity
Satisfied
Goal
Student P.efe
i Goal in Log
1 bv: Author
rrecl to
as Rated
j
¥ 0 r*
1
2
3
4
I
,7 The <
8 logistics <
9 location t<
10 The i
II setting up
12 soon as it
13 series of <
14 (If possib
15 the case ii
i,
6
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Lata for t
>f how th<
another,
luthor cai
a file ii
is receii
cardboard
Le)
,
the 1
5 sienific
.his tab!
data w
1 allevi:
1 which
red, insl
boxes,
tossibil
;antly r
Le was los
is lost ir
Ite such p
ill data i
Dead of st
t/ith all t
.ty of los
Sduced.
t by the a
volve a mo
roblems in
s classifi
acking the
he data in,
ing one no
ithor. The
ve from one
1
the future b
sd and filed
notebooks in
one containe
tebook as was
1
I
i
1
I
1
/
as
a
r
3 IN.NARY 1
1
.-/Based on Goal (.01)
#Ooals Identified (.02)
^Explained How Goal
Related (.03)
#Activities Satisfied
by Goal ( .04)
I
;
j
! Agreed yes I
i Agreed no -
Non-
agreement
Percent l
* Number Not Given
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table seven (N )
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goalsand t..e Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experience(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the students log)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student # 16
,
.01 02 —TvT-
1 Activity Number
1
(#) is form number
Activity
Based on
Goal
Goal
Identi-
fied
. u •>
Explained
How Goal
Related
•
04*
Activity
Satisfied
Goal
J-I.V
Student hefe
Goal in Log
by: Author
:rred to
;
as Rated
;
!
1 (#D
2 (#2)
1 3 (#3)
;
4 (#4)
5 (#5)
i 6
7
8
! ?
!
10
i
11
12
1 13
,
14
! 15
i 16
17
' 18
i
; 20
i 21
!
22
!
23
! 24
I 26
28 (#6)
29 (#7)
i 30 (#3)
31 (#9)
32 (#10)
33
34
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
#69
#13
#13
#13
NNG*
NNG*
#69
#13
#69
#69
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
NO
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
— *j*y j* 1 •
1
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
SUHKARY !
r ... ...
1
./Based on Goal (.01) 10
#Goals Identified (.02) 10
| _ ?#£xolained How Goal Agreed yes
i
3 9?
Related ( .03) 10 Agreed no j 24
#Activities Satisfied Non-
by Goal (.04) 8 agreement
!
5 16?
Percent 100* 100? 100? So?
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (0)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Gcals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experience
(as reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's log)
( 1 . 05 . 01.00 - 1 . 05 . 05 . 00 )
Student 018
.01 .02 Tor . o'. .05
I
Activity Number Activity Goal iExolained Activity Student Referred to !
(0) is form number Based on |Identi- jKow Goal Satisfied ! Goal in Log as Rated 1
Goal Tied '’.elated Goal bv: Author Rater |
1 (01) yes
"
1
NNG* yes
i
yes Yes
I
Yes
2 (#2) yes NNG* yes yes No No 1
3 (#3) yes NNG* yes yes No No
4 (04) no - - No No
5 (05) no - - No Yes
6 No No
7 No No
8 No No
1 9 No No
! 10 (06) yes 016 yes yes No No
11 (0?) no - - • No No
! 12 (03) no - - - No No
i?
!
(09) no - - - No No
(010) 1 yes 022 - - No No
15
16
17
13
19
20
21
22
23
2ii
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
3U> ;-'ARv 1
biased on Goal ( . 0!
—
i
/Goals Identified (.02)
1
//Explained How Goal
Related (. 03 )
I
#Activitiss Satisfied
5
5
4
4
i
|
i
i
Agreed yes 1 1
%
73 .
i Agreed no ! i
2
B6£
i
hor- J
arreetr.ens i 7$-
! rcrcent OVO\r 405? 40‘S !l
* Number Not Given
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TABLE SEVEN (P)
Assessment of the Student's Selection of Activities Based on Goals
and the Recording of the Reason for Doing an Experience
las reported by the students, and as recorded in the student's log)
(1.05.01.00 - 1.05.05.00)
Student # 19
.01 .02 .03 .04 iT.05 ' 1
Activity Number
(#) is form number
Activity
Based on
Goal
.
;oal
Identi-
fied
Explained
How Goal
Related
Activity
;
Satisfied
Goal
Student Referred to
Goal in Lor as Rated 1
by: Author i Rater(#rr
1 (# 2 )
2 (#3)
3
4
6 (#5)
7 (#4)
8
9
! 10
i
11
!
12
i 13
i
14
1
1
16
• 17
i
is
19
20
1 21
22 (#6 )
! 23 (#7)
|
24
! 25
!
26
1 27
28 (#8)
2Q (#9)
30 (#10 )
31
32
33
34
yes'
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes !
yes
#28
'
#32
#27
#24
#3
#18
#14
#1
#6
#25
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
1
-
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes !
Yes 1
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
5 Uhl1'ARY | I
j
/Based on Goal ( .01) 10 1 ! |
1 ,t*
G
oals Identified (.02) 10
I j
*
j
#£xolained How Goal 1 Agreed yes 9 .305?
Related (.03) 10 i Agreed no 1 8 2725
^Activities Satisfied
j
Non-
i
_
bv Goal ( .04) 10 : agreement 1 13 ;43i
' Percent lood : 10055 100^ lOOi* 1
* Number Not Given
Compos
it
Table:
Assessment
of
Selection
of
Activities
Based
on
Goals
as
Reported
by
the
Student
(1.05.01.00
-
1.05.04,00);
and
the
Recording
of
Reasons
for
Attending
an
Activity
as
Reported
in
the
Student's
Log
(1.05.05.00)
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Goal 2
tude toward
components.
iy.
2
. 00 . 00.00
2
. 01 . 00.00
2.01.01.00
2 , 01 . 01.01
2.01.01.02
2
. 01 . 02.00
2 . 01 . 02.01
00.00.00, the student will have a positive atti-
the selection process, is broken down into seven
Each of the components will be treated separate
-
The student will have a positive attitude toward
the selection process.
The student will state that she has a positive
attitude toward the process.
The student will make positive comments in her
log.
Writing in the log the goal for participating
in the activity is a statement of a positive
attitude.
The author and a rater will read each write-
up for an activity and place it in one of the
following categories:
Category One - The student referred to one of
her goals in stating the reason
why she participated in the
activity. This is a positive
statement.
Category Two - The student did not refer to one
of her goals in stating the reasons
why she participated in the acti-
vity. This may not be interpreted
as positive or negative. It will
be considered as the omission of
a positive comment.
The student will make positive comments to the
instructor about the selection process.
The author will classify the comment into one of
three categories:
Category One - The comment was judged by the
author to be positive.
129
Category Two - The comment was judged by the
author to be negative.
Category Three - The comment could not be
classified positive or nega-
tive by the author.
2.01,03.00 The student will say that she has a positive
attitude toward the process.
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TABLE NINE
Statements of Attitude from Comments Written in
the Student's Log and Made to the Instructor
Student Total
2.01.01.02
Goals written in log
as agreed upon by
rater and author
Items not
agreed upon
by author
and rater
i
2.01.02.01
Comments made to
the author
Category 1 i Cateporv
-
^ Pos
.
Nep:. Undeter.
il 11 2 28 1 1 3
—11 12 0 10 2 2 1
#3 16 3 12 1 1 2
- dfr
,
26 19 2 5 1
—11 34 9 19 6 1 1
#6 23 2 16 5 1
#7 23 6 9 8 2 0
#8 14 1 13 0 1 1
#9 20 0 18 2 1 2
#10 30 3 25 2 2
#11 25 5 17 3 1
#12 33 l6 12 5 3
#13 1
#14
#15 1 1
#16 32 24 5 2
#17
#18 14 1 12 1 1
#19 30 8 13 2 4
Total 363 79 225 59 20 12 7
* of Total 22* 62* 16* 51* ^ 31* m
* of Agreed
Classifications 26* 74* |
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Table Nine includes positive comments made in the log
(2.01.01.01) and comments made to the instructor about the
selection process (2.01.02.00). The comments from the log
were judged by a rater and the author; the comments made
to the instructor were judged by him. Items in categories
one and two have been agreed upon by the author and the rater
while a separate column is given for items not agreed upon
( 2 . 01 . 01 . 01
)
.
Component 2.01.03.00 was measured in a variety of ways
on the questionnaire on the day of the final evaluation:
2.01.03.01 The student will answer the following questions:
1.
The process whereby we were able to decide
(goals) and select (activities) in science
methods was:
1 ? 2 i i $ ?
of extreme- average of very
ly high value low value
value
2. My attitude toward the process whereby we were
able to decide and select what we wanted to do in
science methods is:
\ S ? fr } f ?
very positive very negative
3. Would you take another course in which you
decided What you wanted to do and then selected
offerings based on what you decided to do?
yes maybe no
Table Ten gives results to these questions. The results
for each student are given and an average given for the two
questions involving number ratings; the number of yes and
132
TABLE TEN
Student's Attitudes as Measured by Three Questions
(2.01.03.01)
Student Questions
1 2 3
#1 2 1 yes
#2 2 2 yes
#3 2 1 yes
#4 2 2 yes
#5 2 1 yes
#6 2 1 yes
#7 2 1 yes
#8 4 2 yes
#9 2 1 yes
#10 2 1 yes#n 2 2 yes
#12 1 1 yes
#13
#147T
#15 1 1 yes
#16 1 2 yes
#177T f
#18 1 1 yes
#19 2 3 yes
Total 30
j
23 l6 yeses
Average 1*2 1.4
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no responses was recorded for the third question.
2
. 02 . 00.00
2.02.01.00
The student will operationalize one of her goalsfor the science methods class.
The lowest level of the goal will be observable
and/or measurable.
2.02.02.00 The lowest level of the goal will have commonality
of meaning among individuals.
2.02.02.01 The author and a rater will judge the lowest
levels of a goal to determine if commonality
of meaning exists. They will classify the
breakdowns into two categories
i
Yes category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would be the
same.
No category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would not be
the same.
Component 2.02.00.00 and its breakdowns were a measure
of the attitude of the student. The assumption was made that
the more operationalized the student's goal was, the more
positive was the attitude of the student. Table Eleven lists
the number of goals operationalized by each student and the
percentage each goal was operationalized. (See component
1.04.00.00 for the procedure for arriving at this percentage.)
2.03.00.00 The student will select activities based on goals.
2.03.01.00 The student will say the activity was based on
a goal.
The student can identify the specific goal the
activity was related to.
2.03.02.00
134
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TABLE ELEVEN
Percentage (rounded-off) Each Student's Goals Were Operationalized
( 2 . 02 . 00 . 00 )
Goals
_j
(percentage operationalized)
Student 1
'
2
1
i 3 4 5 6 7 1
Author Rater (Author)
#1 90)? 94)? 29)? 0)? 0)? 19)? 25)? 19)?
#2 75 71 40 ! o 43 40
#3 75 73 8 I 20 25 0
#4 25 45 53 ! 63 85 35
715 54 62 86 i. 84
it 6 83 83 100
#7 90 90 83 ! 48
it 8 50 51 100 i j
#9 58 85 i
#10 76 78 76 i 28 42
#11 64 72 47
!
6 3 55
#12
#r1 ^
75 72 39
!
.. !
if i j --
1
fr --
#15 75 81 64 | 60 76
j
#16 70 80 76 1 69
1
38 68
i j
7T 1 (
#18 75 75 92 ' 100 *i
#19 12 38 100 ! 0
{
i
J j
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Component 2.03.00,00 and its breakdown measure attitude
in terms of the student’s use of the selection process. The
more positive the student’s attitude the more the student will
use the selection process. Data for the component was gather-
ed at the final evaluation. In order to gain an overall view
the student responded to each criteria (2.03.01.00 and
2.03.02.00) for the first five activities completed in the
course and the last five activities completed in the course.
The ten were selected because of their time differences
within the course. If more activities were included in the
evaluation the possibility of boredom or fatigue may have
caused the students to give insufficient information.
The Activity Sheet was used to collect the information
discussed under goal 2.03.00,00. The data on Table Twelve
give each student's results for the first five activities and
the last five activities during the fourteen weeks of the
course. For each activity two pieces of data are included 1
whether or not the activity was reported as based on a goal
(yes or no) and identification of the goal used. The total
number of activities reported as based on goals (yes response)
is given for each student. A total number of goals based on
activities is also given along with the percentage (69%) of
goals based on activities for all students. The number of
activities completed based on goals toward the beginning of
the course and toward the end is also of interest; therefore,
a total and a percentage is given for the beginning of the
TABLE
TWELVE
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course (the first five activities) and the end of the course
(the last five activities).
2.04.00.00 The student will use the selection process inother methods courses.
2.04.01.00 The student will answer the question: Did you
select activities in other methods courses based
on your operationalized goals?
Social Studies
Math
Language Arts
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
Criterion 2.04,00.00 and its breakdown were measured
on the final evaluation on May 11. The results are listed
on Table Thirteen. Each of the other methods classes re-
flected a high number of students stating they used the
selection process. The table is summarized by averaging the
number of "yes" responses (12.4) and "no" responses (3.3).
(Note that language arts has one "response not given.")
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TABLE THIRTEEN
Results of Whether or Not Students Reported Using Selection Process
in the Other Methods Courses
(2.04.00.00)
Sub.iect Yes No Response Not Given
Social Studies 12 4
Math 14 2
Language Arts 11 4 1
Total 3? 10 1
Average 12.4 3.: .3
Percentage 77% 21% 2%
%
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TABLE FOURTEEN
Number of Activities Completed During the Field Study
(2.05.00.00)
Student Number Completed
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
31
12
16
26
34
23
23
14
20
30
25
33
H J- J “
#14/T at
n i-J
#16
#1 7
32
H J- f —— -
#18
#19
14
30
Total
Average
2k1
24
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2.05.00.00 The student will complete fourteen experiences.
2.05.01.00 The author will count the number of experiences
recorded in the student's log.
Results for components 2.05.00.00 and 2.05.01.00 are
shown on Table Fourteen. The average number of experiences
completed by a student was twenty-four.
Data for component 2.06.00.00 was also assessed on the
day of the final evaluation.
2.06.00.00 The student will choose the selection pro-
cess method over other methods of instruction.
2.06.01.00 The student will complete the following activity*
Below are descriptions of three fourth-grade
elementary science classrooms. Pick which class-
room you would like to teach in and tell the
reason(s) why.
Classroom A
The teacher puts a list of topics on the board
and the students are asked to choose a topic
they are interested in. Once the topic is chosen
from the list on the board, the student is to
investigate the topic by looking up background
information in the library before performing an
assigned experiment that relates to the topic.
The student is to summarize what he has learned
in a written report.
Classroom B
A class of students is asked to list possible
topics for study on the board. Each student is
to pick a topic from the list on the board or
select a topic of her own. The student is then
asked to determine what she wants to learn about
the topic and with the help of the teacher, she
records on paper all possible things she wants
to learn about the topic. After the student has
decided what are the most important facets to
learn about the topic, she is free to investi-
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gate the aspects of the topic# The student may
summarize her learning by any method she chooses.
Classroom C
Each student is diagnosed by the teacher. Based
upon this diagnosis | the student is assigned a
topic to be studied in science. Included as a
part of the assigned topic is a list of books
which the child is asked to read. A list of
enrichment books is also included along with an
experiment. The student is free to begin the
experiment after she has completed the reading
list. The summary by the student is to be a
paper recording results from the experiment,
and an explanation of what she has learned.
The results for this criterion listed on Table Fifteen show
that every student responding chose Classroom B, which was
an example of the selection process.
2.07.00.00 The student will illustrate commitment to the
selection process.
2.07.01.00 The student will record in her log a goal as
the reason for doing an activity.
2.07.01.01 The author and a rater will count the number
of times a goal was recorded in the log as the
reason for attending an activity.
2.07.02.00 The student will indicate the value of the select
ion process for her in the future.
2.07.02.01 The student will answer the questions
The value which the process used in science
methods will have upon my future is
a very
great
amount
1 j 1
fair
amount
| ?
little or
none
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TABLE FIFTEEN
Student Choices for Methods of Teaching
(2.06.00.00)
Student Number Method A Method B Method c
#1 X
#2 X
#3 X
#4 X
#5 X
#6 X
#7 X
#8 X
#9 X
#10 X w/quali-
fications
#11 X
#12 X
#13
#14
#15 X
#16 X
#17
#18
#19 X
Total
“H
oHO
Percent 0% 100$ 0$
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Table Sixteen gives the results to the question of the
student's commitment to the selection process ( 2 . 07 . 00 . 00 ).
The data on each student includes i the total number of
activities the student attended, and the number of times she
reported a goal as the reason for attending an activity. From
these two numbers a percentage of goal-based activities is
figured. The average percentage for the students was 229 .
Also reported is the number on the continuum that the student
indicated as the value of the selection process to her in
the future. The average of those numbers was 2,06.
TABLE SIXTEEN
Commitment to Selection Process through Mention of Goals
and Value in Future
(2.07.00.00)
Goals ,
2.07 .01.00 Reasons
Total no. of Reason given per total
activities as recorded number of Value in Future
Student attended in log goals 2.07.02.00
#1 31 2 6% 3#2 12 0 2
#3 16 3 18% 1
#4 26 19 73% 2
#5 34 9 26% 1
#6 23 2 9% 2
#7 23 6 26% 2
#8 14 1 7% 3
#9 20 0 0% l
#10 30 3 10% 4
#11 25 5 20% 2
#12 33 16 2
#13
#147T
#15 •
#16 32 3 9% 3
#17 57T 1 1
#18 14 1 7% 1
#19 30 9 30% 2
Total 363 79 31
Average 24 2 22% 2.06
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Analysis of the Four Informal Meetings
The meetings were held so that students could discuss
among themselves problems and successes of the selection
process. The first two meetings were attended by ten stu-
dents and six students respectively, while the third and
fourth meetings were attended by two and three students
respectively. The decrease in the number of students may
have been because of a lack of a structured project and the
lack of a printed schedule. Each meeting did, however, in-
volve discussion among the students, but the author felt
that modification was necessary so that more students
would be included in the meetings.
Anecdotal and Unanticipated Material
In addition to the data presented under each goal the
author has included in this chapter anecdotal and unantici-
pated material, all of which will be analyzed in the follow-
ing chapter.
The following letter was sent by Student #13 on February
2, 1971*
Mr. Hoagland,
I realize that in trying to improve the methods
courses for the preparation of elementary school
teachers, you have created, as an experiment, Section
A, In being part of this group, before I begin any
work on the methods programs, I am required to put
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in seven to ten hours, extra, within the first week,
to keep a. log for each methods course and to spend
time working on goals for you to see. I feel that
this is a lot to ask of people who had no choicein whether they wanted "in" the section or not.
Since I object to it and do not want to be a part
of it, I am wasting your time and mine. Your Sect.
A will not benefit by my being in it and I certainly
will not benefit if I hate every minute of it.
The methods courses as set up now, are what I
want. I like the choices in accomplishing the
specific criteria that are offered. I know myself,
Mr. Hoagland, and I will be much happier and get
much more out of having to meet specific require-
ments, such as having a certain # of P. C.'s done
by certain dates. I need the structure of the
methods courses (granted, I also like the amount
of choice of exact criteria in each course). The idea
of knowing that all I have to do is keep a log to
get a grade is much too flexible for me.
With the amount of work I have in other courses,
(both written and reading work) I feel that keeping
a log will be an added bit of unnecessary work in
methods is enough. One does what is required, gets
credit and that is that. The journal is definitely
extra time consuming work.
I hope these things have made my complaint more
understandable to you.
Sincerely,
The following are two letters received from Student #1 and
Student #2. They summarize their experiences in the course*
#1 :
Coming to the end of the semester I find myself
having to write something to let you know how much
I 've gotten out of your program. By letting us
have personal freedom and not worry about a certain
number of credits we could let ourselves enjoy what
was going on. If we didn’t like something we didn't
have to feel obligated to stay or to return just
because we needed the credits. If we started
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klds# Le-t thein Pick what they'd like todo and then they'll, enjoy it more than if you "tell"them what to do,. Give them freedom and be thereonly to give advice or to keep things rolling. Thisweekend I was talking to my fiance 'f younger sisterand I was telling her about classrooms where kidsdid what they wanted to. She said, 'But how do theylearn? A typical answer from a child who has beenbrought up through a structured school system. We'vegot to get these kids to understand that one can 'learn'from someone else other than the teacher.
By attending different sections in science methods
I ve gained many 'lesson plans' that are filed bothm my head and in this journal. The journal has been
such a good thing to have us do. Reading it from
beginning to end I can see how many of my ideas of
teaching have changed over this semester. No other
way could have showed me this as explicitly because
it is in. my own words, expresses exactly how I felt
at the time and it is a concrete thing I can look
back to for years to come. So much better than P.C.'s
or reports. Again, I think kids can learn more about
themselves by keeping a journal than by passing in
papers to a teacher who has to become a judge-like
figure.
Something else I did that I feel I gained a great
deal from was the chicken project. The range of
emotions that produced ran from deep depression and
frustration to overwhelming happiness and a good
feeling of accomplishment. Some of the moments with
the kids and the chicks I don't think I'll ever for-
get. Especially when the chicks hatched even after
everything that went wrong. From this I learned how
to change plans in a hurry. For instance, kids were
supposed to bring in shoeboxes which they all forgot
so we had to come up with something else for them to
do instead. It gave us a chance to actually work
with kids and not just theoretical ideas.
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d d ° things the way we d i d « It's tooDad that all the methods courses can't be run thisway. Then all the kids could have the personal free-dom that we re all supposed to be learning about.Thanks for everything, Carl. You've been there
when we ve needed you most and at other times
we ve been forced to think for ourselves which inthe end was best for all of us involved. I hope
someday that I can communicate with kids the way
you do- then I'll feel that I've really accomplished
something.
#2i
When I found out I was in group A, I was very
happy for the obvious reason that I wouldn't have
any requirements to fulfill except this journal.
Since then I have more reasons for being glad I'm
in group A. I have received more personal attention,
which to me is very important. Also since I have
been allowed to forget the busy work, I have been
able to get more out of the few workshops I do go to.
Also because I don't have to attend so many classes,
I have more spare time to do other tings that are
important to me.
Since I am not highly motivated, I have only
gone to the workshops that I was interested in. I
did not force myself to go to others, simply be-
cause I felt I should keep up with the others in
the class.
From the classes I have gone to I have received
more confidence in myself, and I feel as if I have
really learned things, that'll stay with me forever.
In looking and reading over my journal, it seems
really short. I just want to say I got alot more
out of my methods courses, than what is just written
in these few pages. Also as far as I'm concerned,
this has been the most educational semester for me
yet. Not only has it taught me alot knowledge -wise,
but it has really made me aware and appreciative of
what I was learning. Much more so than if I had been
in group B and had just to do so much work to pass
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the course
. .
Knowing that you had already passed andjust attending classes for you own interest, makes
the material alot more interesting. I think you
remember it longer.
The author reported the following entry in his log for
February 27, 1971
i
Student #7 did not mention goals for the first
half of the interview (45 min.). However, she did
bring up the fact that she was preparing to teach
and needed some background. She kept four note-
books that were all up to date. Student #7 felt
that things were going well, best in science.
I did not have the feeling that she was actually
using her operationalized goals in the methods course
even though she had talked about her goals. I felt
this way because when asked why she was doing an
activity she kept referring to enjoying it; she did
not refer to preparing for teaching.
In reviewing the log it was difficult to believe that the
author made the proceeding statement. Goal #15 on Student
#7's list of goals (Appendix A) stated ”To enjoy subject
matter myself....” The message conveyed was an example of an
unconscious attempt to de-emphasize the importance of a stu-
dent's goal without basing the de-emphasis on a rational
argument
.
The field study data has been presented in total so
that the reader may view the data in its entirety. Through
this organization the reader is able to understand the
interrelationships between results for each goal. The re-
sults and relationships allow for a clear presentation of
interpretations to be given in the next chapter
.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Interpretation of the Results of the Field Study
Purpose of the Chapter
The content of this chapter will be the author* s in-
terpretation of the results presented in the previous chapter.
As has been done throughout this document, each goal will be
given, then the interpretation of the results for the particu-
lar goal will be presented. This manner of presenting mater-
ial, collecting the interpretations in one place, has the
advantage of providing a clear picture of the relationships
between the field study's results and the interpretations
of these results.
Interpretations
The first major goal of the study was 1.00.00.00, the
student will have knowledge of the selection process used
to determine goals. The results of the first component,
1.00.00.00, the student will state the parts of the process
of determining goals, were compiled on Table One. An im-
portant result was that no student reported using more than
50% of the steps. The average number of steps used by the
group was 31%, a low percentage. Also, three steps seemed
to be reported being used almost exclusivelyi
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1 . 01
. 03.00 using other sources for possible dimensions ofthe goals.
1.01.09.00 Repeating the outlined procedures for the mostimportant prioritized dimensions.
1.01.10.00 Stopping work on the goal.
The other seven steps were reported as being used relatively
few times.
In interpreting the results it was important to remember
that the steps were the ones that students reported using in
operationalizing a goal. It was possible that all students
used all steps even though they did not report this usage.
With this in mind, the author was surprised to see that only
three students reported using step 1.01.00.00, building a
one hundred percent perfect hypothetical case. This step
formed a basis for the other steps, for the student had to
search himself and internalize the goal(s) and the dimensions
of the goal(s). It may be the case that more students built
a hypothetical case than reported building onei however, the
evidence indicated that the step was probably not used by the
majority of the students. Because this was such an important
step, the ideal process could not be carried out by those
students who omitted the step. Noteworthy also, was the
fact that the three students who completed the first step
used between 30% and 50% of the steps » thus they completed a
slightly higher number of the steps than the number completed
by the students who did not do the first step.
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The second step was not reported as being used. This
was not surprising as it was the step of brainstorming
(1.01.02.00), which usually works best with a group of stu-
dents. Also, the author had instructed the students that
it was not necessary for them to use the step in breaking
down additional goals since the students were defining
goals on their own and using this process meant assembling a
group and brainstorming.
The third step, using other sources for possible di-
mensions of the goal (1.01.03.00), was the most used of all
of the steps. The fact that the author told students that
dimensions of goals were available in his office and they
were free to use this list encouraged the use of this step.
Also, the camaraderie of the group (with a common task) added
to the fact that other sources were used. The number of out-
side sources used was a very positive aspect of the results.
Components used least by students were: building the
negative case (1,01.04.00), used by one student; considering
the negative observations as positive (1.01.05.00)
,
one
student; comparing one's own list with another's (1.01.06.00)
,
three students; considering dimensions of the goal which have
nothing to do with the goal (1.01.07.00)
,
two students; and
prioritizing (1.01.08.00), four students. These steps were
important if the inquirer hoped to include all the dimensions
of the goal. To exclude these steps gave rise to the like-
lihood that there were dimensions of the goal being ignored.
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The large number of students using step 1,01.09.00, re-
peating the outlined procedures for the most important priori-
tized dimensions, indicated that the idea of successive
breakdowns for each goal was comprehended. This was a major
understanding in the selection process. The inquirer had to
realize that selection could not take place until the goal
was observable and/or measurable. To get the goal to this
level the student needed to use process 1.01. 09. 00.
The fact that most of the students included stopping
in their processes was a positive factor. The conscious-
ness of such a process was important, for the student re-
tained the possibility of a positive attitude if he realized
that it was legitimate to stop even if the goal was not
operationalized. This result was surprising indeed for the
author noted that this process was not taught in a class-
room session but was probably mentioned in the interview
session.
The steps included on Table Two could not be included in
Table One because they were only a part of a defined process
or because they could not be included within the scheme. The
inclusion of these steps would increase the number of steps
each student reported using; however, the question the author
had to ask wasi are these the steps of the selection pro-
cess methodology? Certainly a step could be defined different-
ly by different people; thus, the same actual step could be
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described (semantically) differently. The implication was
not that all steps on Table Two were all the same steps as
reported on Table One* the implication was, however, that a
possibility existed for more steps to be included in Table
One. The problem here then was one of defining a process,
teaching the process to students and asking them to internal-
ize the process and give the process back in terms of the
original definition. If this were the case, would it have
been better to simply list all the steps and ask the students
to check off the steps they went through? The author did not
feel that such a process would determine which of the steps
were actually used by the student—it was the internaliza-
tion of the steps that was important. The operationaliza-
tion of a goal was the most important factor, the process,
in this case, the selection process, was the means of
operationalizing the goal.
On Table Two the steps were placed into two categories:
those which were interpreted by the author as directly re-
lated to the selection process and those which were inter-
preted by the author as indirectly related to the selection
process. Steps such as "blank mind” were included in the
indirectly-related category. The number of steps in this
category numbered three. It was the author's purpose to
include the directly related steps as an influence on the
reporting of the selection process. The number of steps
directly related was forty and, if included through redefi-
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nition, would increase the number of steps completed by each
student.
The increased number, however, would not eliminate
the fact that most students did not report using many of the
steps in the process. This omission of steps eliminated the
likelihood of a student looking at all possible dimensions
of a goal. It also pointed out the need for corrective
steps to be taken in the future, so that students will report
and use the selection process.
In summary, no student used the process as designed.
Omission of the one hundred percent ideal case (1.01.01.00)
was an important exclusion while the inclusion of the use of
outside sources ( 1 . 01 . 03 . 00 ) (every student used this pro-
cess) and the inclusion by more than half of the students of
the repeating process ( 1 . 01 . 09 . 00 ) illustrated two important
steps being used to define goals. The mention of stopping
as a step was encouraging for it illustrated a conscious-
ness of an often overlooked process. The additional six
steps were mostly overlooked in reporting; not more than four
students used any one step. They should be used for the
accomplishment of operationalizing a goal. No student re-
ported using all of the steps, which was a strong indication
that few, if any, students used all the parts of the process.
The author believed that the students did not report using
some of the steps because (1) the steps were not clearly
delineated for the student so that she could use them on
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her own and (2) the student did not see all the potential
of the steps in terms of defining goals when she was taught
the process, i.e., the student realized the power of the
process after she had used the process j she was not prepared
for having to go back and reconstruct each of the steps
she had been taken through by the author. Recommendations
to alleviate the implied low-level use of the process will
be given in Chapter Six.
Component 1.02.00.00 involved the student reporting the
sequential order of the steps used to operationalize a goal.
The results are listed on Table Three. The results re-
vealed that six sequential orderings were completed by five
students. If each student completed the process once, a
total of (9 steps x 16 students) 144 sequential steps was
possible. The six sequential steps reported by the students
was a low number. This total would be increased if steps
reported by the students, but not included in Table One,
were included. As mentioned in the discussion under component
1.01.00.00 these steps were only a part of a step or could not
be fit into the classification system. The total of se-
quential steps would be higher, however, even if these steps
(Table Two) were included. If the number of times a step was
repeated sequentially was also included the total number of
sequential steps would be much higher. This method of count-
ing sequential steps would label, for example, using outside
sources (1.01. 03. 00) as one step, then, if it were used again,
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counting the us© of another outsid© source sis tli© n©xt step——
thus the same process would contain one sequential step. Any
method of counting sequential steps, however, revealed a low
total in* comparison to a possible maximum number of 144.
Failure of the students to report the sequential order
of processes indicated, as did the lack of reporting a large
number of processes (1.01.00.00), that students may have been
ignorant of many of the steps of the process. There was one
encouraging sign* the fact that seven students included the
process of repeating (1.01.00.00). This may indicate that
students had an idea of the series of steps they could go
through, however, they did not report what all these steps
were
.
Results for component 1.03.00.00, the student will show
awareness of the selection process during the field study, were
listed on Tables Four (1.03.01.00) and Five (1.03.02.00) . On
Table Four a total of 96 comments referring to the selection
process was recorded in all student logs. Forty-eight per-
cent of the comments were rated as helpful statements, indi-
cating that the process was reported by the student as help-
ful in nearly half of the comments. The fifty-one percent
comments recorded and rated as absence of helpful comments
(Table Four) indicated awareness of the selection process.
These statements were not determined as "helping” or "not
helping" in the selection process! they did indicate a know-
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ledge of the selection. Noteworthy on Table Four was the
predominance of comments by Students #^ t #5, #6, #7, #11, and
#16. These students made most of the statements indicating
awareness of the selection process. Others made fewer comments,
with four students, #2, #3, #10, #15, and #19 making no com-
ments in reference to their feelings about the selection pro-
cess.
The comments recorded on Table Five indicated more help-
ful than not helpful statements as recorded by the author.
The data indicated that students were willing to make a num-
ber of positive (helpful) and negative (not helpful) com-
ments in the author's presence. A trend was not visible as
to whether or not students' responses became more positive
or negative as time progressed because most of the comments
were made when the author was in contact with the students
for a succeeding number of days at the beginning of the study.
Another factor was present in that the number of comments,
either positive or negative, decreased as the study progressed.
The author interpreted this partly as a function of the number
of meetings which were scheduled during the first month, and
partly as a function of the loss of dependence on the author
as a decision maker. It is the author's belief that as the
student became increasingly aware of the selection process,
he became more dependent upon himself and less dependent upon
the instructor.
In summary, every student in the study made mention
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of the selection process. All students were aware of the
process at various times as indicated by the data on Tables
Four and Five, some students appeared to be more aware than
others
.
The results for component 1.04.00.00, the student will
operationalize one of her goals, were compiled on Table Six.
The goals on Table Six included every goal which the student
operationalized for the science methods course. No value
judgment was placed on the number of goals operationalized,
for a single goal could contain dimensions which had been
previously unexplored. In viewing a student’s goal, one
factor must be made clear; the selection of learning oppor-
tunities (activities) depended upon the student knowing what
she wanted. This meant that a student could not consciously
select activities based on a goal which was 0% operationalized.
The goal had to be operationalized to some level. Certainly,
at worst, one observable operationalization would be sufficient
to select and evaluate an activity. Selection could take
place with any goal above the 0% level; thus every student
reporting goals on Table Six was capable of selecting learning
opportunities based on goals.
Putting these results in perspective i students did not
report knowing all the steps of breaking down a goal, yet they
were able to operationalize goals to a level that allowed for
the selection of activities. Given this situation, the stu-
dents were probably not able to include all dimensions of the
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goal they would have identified if the process outlined by
the author was used. The above conclusion was based on two
pieces of evidence! (1) the students did not report using
the process as designed and (2) the goals (Appendix F)
appeared to be incomplete operationalizations.
In summary, every student was able to operationalize
a goal to a level which would allow him to select activities.
In most cases more than of the dimensions of the goal
were operationalized (Table Six). The dimensions of the
goal (operationalized or not) were only a portion arrived at
by the student of all possible dimensions of the goal. This
was reinforced by the fact that inquirers did not report
using a large number of the processes which enabled one to
look at dimensions which may not otherwise have been con-
sidered.
The results for goal 1. 05. 00. 00, the student will select
activities based on goals, were reported on Tables Seven A
through Seven P and Eight. Interpretations will be made for
this component from data gathered by a rater and the author
on every activity recorded in the log. On the other hand, the
results presented for components 1 . 05 * 01 . 00 , 1 . 05 . 02 . 00 ,
1 . 05 . 03 . 00 , and 1.05.04.00 are for five activities near the
beginning of the course and five activities near the end as
reported on the final evaluation and compared by the author
with the student's entries in her log.
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Sixty-nine percent of the activities of the students
were reported as selected based on goals (1.05.01.00) (Table
Eight)
. This result was reinforced by the fact that 70% of
the student's goals were identified as goals for selecting
activities, and in 64% of the activities the student could
explain how the goal related to the activity (Table Eight).
These three results gave a very strong indication that the
students did what they said they did, namely, based many of
their selections of activities on operationalized goals.
When viewing the goals-satisfied list (1.05.04.00) it was
noteworthy that in 67% of the selected activities the goal
was satisfied. This conscious awareness of goals and their
relationship to activities was essential to the functioning
of the selection process.
A secondary check on the awareness of goals and their
relationship to activities and the student's willingness
to record goals for activities was made by determining whether
or not the student wrote a reason in her log book for doing
an activity. This check was made on all the activities in
the student's log. Students could certainly have had a
reason (goal) for doing an experience and not recorded the
reason. On the other hand, the students were instructed
to write down the reason for doing the experience. Im-
portant in viewing these data was that the results were
as much a measure of the extent to which the students
followed the directions for keeping the log.
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With the above in mind, an average of 21% of the total
number of activities had goals reported as the reason why
the inquirer attended while 64% did not have goals reported
as a reason for attending an activity. The author and the
rater agreed on the above i they did not agree in an average
of 15% of the cases. The data did not mean that students
did not have goals for 64% of the activities
» it meant that
students did not record goals for 64% of the activities. They
did record goals for an average of 20% of the activities, which
was much lower than the 69% recorded for the ten selected
activities.
In summary, students reported using goals to select
activities in 69$ of the activities checked. This was sub-
stantiated in that students were able to identify the goals
used in the selection and were able to say how the goal and
activity were related in a substantial percentage of the
cases. Noteworthy also was the fact that the majority of
the goals for the ten activities was satisfied—an indi-
cation that the selection process was working. The average
percentage of activities based on goals as recorded by the
student for all her activities in the log (21%) was much
lower in comparison to the percentage for the ten activities
as recorded by each student The fact that in 70% of
the cases (based on ten activities) the student was able to
name the goal he was working on certainly indicates that the
selection process was working in these cases. The fact that
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in 24% of the cases this was not so suggests that modifica-
tions to the existing selection process would be desirable.
The second major goal of the study was 2.00.00.00,
the student will have a positive attitude toward the selection
process. The results for component 2.01.00.00 measured
statements made by the students which indicated the extent
of a positive attitude toward the selection process. Re-
sults for this component were listed on Tables Nine and Ten.
The total number of comments in the logs rated as positive
was 79 (2.01.01.02). This category indicated positive state-
ments as the referral to a goal in stating the reason why
an activity was undertaken. There was a total of 363
activities completed by all students* if the attendance at
every one of these activities was based on a goal (Category
one—a positive attitude), there was a possibility of 363
statements of a positive attitude. The results per student
for category one ranged from zero to nineteen. Student #4,
who completed a total of twenty-six activities, made nine-
teen responses in category one. This individual case must
be interpreted as a representation in the log of a positive
attitude as defined by the author. In the case with Student
#9 * eighteen responses in category two, omission of a positive
comment, indicated an absence of a positive attitude as de-
fined by the author being represented in the log. The
average per student of 22% of the comments in category one
( 22% of each student's activities were goal-based) indicated
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a slight positive attitude as reflected in the log. (Note
that this figure differs from that of Table Seven, Column 5,
by lfo. This difference was caused by the rounding off of
percentages in figuring Table Five.)
The comments to the author (2.01.02.00) indicated a
positive attitude in 20 cases (comments), negative in 8 cases
(comments) and undetermined in 6 cases (comments). Most of
the comments were gathered at the beginning of the semester
because of the author's close contact with students operation-
alizing goals and because of schedule conflicts, which the
author helped solve. In obtaining more comments in the
beginning of the semester the data may be biased in that the
students had not been able to see the potential of operation-
alizing a goal and they were influenced by the problems in
their schedules.
In the data represented on Table Eleven (2.01.03.01)
answers to the first two questions concerning attitudes
reflect high ratings toward the positive end of the continuum.
Of a possible high score of 1 and a low score of 7» question
number one had an average of 1.9 and question 5 number two,
2.3. One hundred percent of the students answered "yes" to
question number three. Results for the questions indicated
an attitude much more positive than results from the log
or comments to the author concerning the selection process.
The author had greater faith in the items from the log and
student responses to the ten activities for they are more
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closely "tied "to performance "than "to questions answered by
students which may be influenced by what they feel are ex-
pected answers.
Component 2.02.00.00 involved whether or not the stu-
dent operationalized his goals, the results of which were on
Table Twelve. Every student continuing in the study operation
alized a goal to a level which allowed the selection process
to take place. The levels of operationalizations indicated
that the students' attitudes were positive enough to operation
alize goals to the levels required for selection to occur.
The operationalizations may not have included all dimensions
of the goal (this interpretation was made based on the small
number of processes each student went through) (1.01.00.00),
however, the level of operationalizations indicated a favor-
able situation for the actual choosing of activities based on
goals.
The results for component 2.03.00.00, which dealt with
selecting activities based on goals, have been compiled on
Table Thirteen. The table shows that the students reported
that 69% of the time they selected activities based on goals.
This figure was arrived at using the five activities toward
the beginning of the course and five activities toward the
end of the course recorded in the log book. The students
were able to cite 76% of the goals they were working on. The
high percentage of activities based on goals plus the higher
percentage of acknowledged goals indicated that positive
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attitudes were present.
Viewing the responses in terms of time, i.e., the number
of activities based on goals (yes responses) during the be-
ginning of the semester and the number of activities based
on goals at the end of the semester, one sees that the yes
responses decreased by 11 % ( 75% - 64%). The significance
of this decrease may be indicative of a slight change in
attitude from the beginning to the end of the course. If
it were a change in attitude, to a more negative position,
it was counter to the purpose of the selection process for
the power of the entire selection process lay in seeing the
value of the results. On the other hand as operationalized
goals were met there was need to operationalize goals to
new levels, determine new priorities for goals, or discover
new goals. If activities satisfied many operationalizations
and no new operationalizations were made there would have
been a decrease in the selection of activities based on
goals. Also the results were reported by the students and
may not have been what was actually accomplished. For
whatever reason, there was a small indication that attitudes
decreased in their positiveness towards the end of the fourteen-
week period, according to the selection of activities based
on goals, as reported by the students.
The results from component 2.04.00.00 which determined
whether or not students used the selection process in other
courses were listed on Table Fourteen. In 77%> of the cases
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the students reported using the selection process. The
(other) methods course in which the largest number of stu-
dents reported using the process was math, which according
to the author's opinion reflected a structure (modules) and
scheduling most like the science methods. It was interest-
ing to note that the course in which the lowest number of
students reported using the selection process was the most
behaviorally defined (language arts). However, the author
believes the scope of the behaviors was very narrowly de-
fined. The 77$ use in other courses, as reported by the
students, indicated a positive attitude in that students re-
ported being able to put the selection process to use in
another situation.
Component 2.05.00.00 reported the number of activities
completed by each student during the field study (Table Fif-
teen). A minimum of fourteen was set, based on the partici-
pation of one activity per week. Every student except one
completed the minimum of fourteen experiences. This was a
direct behavior which strongly indicated a positive attitude.
With the option open of doing nothing, this reflected the
students' interest in the process and the content of the
course. With this expression of a strong positive attitude
the author must recognize that pressures existed for the stu-
dent to participate in the course. Certainly past condition-
ing of classes had an effect? also, the fact that the choice
of doing nothing had to be chosen from alternatives, thus a
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justification was necessary if the student had selected this
alternative
.
The results for component 2.06.00.00, selecting the
selection method over other methods, was reported on Table
Sixteen, Every student chose the selection process over
other methods. Whether the student chose this method be-
cause she believed in it or because she knew that the author
had this alternative in mind (the correct answer) is diffi-
cult to answer. At least this question indicated that the
students felt no strong desire to reject the selection pro-
cess .
Component 2,07*00.00 involved the commitment to the
selection process. Results were listed on Table Seventeen.
A total of 79 reasons out of a possibility of 363 (the total
number of activities) was given for doing an activity. This
meant that the students were reporting goals for activities
22$ of the time. It is reasonable that goals may have been
conscious to the student, but she simply did not report it
in her log. The hypothesis has credibility in that many of
the activities not recorded in the log were reported on the
May 11 evaluation as goal-oriented activities and the exact
goals were cited for these activities (Table Seven A through
Seven P) • The students responded positively to the value
the process would have in the future an average of 2.0
6
on a 7-point scale (1 was the highest, 7 the lowest possible
score,) thus indicating a positive attitude.
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Anecdotal and Unanticipated Data
The letter from Student #13 indicated the strong desire
not to be set aside from the majority of students. Also, a
fear of not being told exactly what activities to do was
expressed. At the time the student wrote the letter none of
the methods courses had met, so the system this student was
objecting to was unfamiliar in terms of defined criteria.
The time factor may have also played an important role, for
the first two weeks demanded a large amount of time on the
part of each student in the study. Questions raised by the
letter are whether or not the selection process should be
for all students, and how does one quickly illustrate the
value of the selection process.
The two student statements near the end of Chapter Four
were but two of the many received. The value of these state-
ments lie in the fact that students made the comments after
the course was over and as they looked back over the four-
teen weeks. The comments were interpreted as a positive
attitude toward the selection process. The enthusiasm of
such statements indicates the powerful nature of the selection
process.
The information from the author's log indicates a need
for (faculty) self-appraisal. The fact that the instructor
could not accept one of the student's goals in a student
conference, yet philosophically could accept the goal, points
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out the need for the self-appraisal. Inconsistencies should
be brought to the attention of the instructor so that con-
scious decisions may be made.
The fact that the teacher will be expected to be a role
model for the students points out the importance of the
teacher knowing and practicing the methodology. The teacher
must be consistent in her practicing also. In order for the
teacher to know, practice and be consistent in her use of
the selection process model, the author has made suggestions
for alleviating this problem in Chapter Six.
The discussions held at the informal meetings were
judged as beneficial. The exchange of ideas by students
will foster inquiry on the part of the students and should
be fostered in the selection process. The number of students
attending the third and fourth informal meetings was disap-
pointing, however, the exchange by the small number of stu-
dents appeard beneficial. Methods will be proposed for in-
creasing the benefits to more students.
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Summary of Interpretations
1. Operationalizing goals (the process of) was not reported-
ly carried out by students as it was designed to be—one
very important process was omitted, 1.01.01.00, imagining
a situation in which the goal exists one hundred percent
and writing down what is observed in this situation, while
one important process was included, 1.01. 03. 00, using
other sources for possible goals.
2. Students did not report using the steps of the process
in a sequential order.
3. Every student operationalized a goal to a level which
allowed him to select learning opportunities.
4. Students reported that, on ten selected activities, they
selected activities based on goals in 69% of the cases.
This result was substantiated through identification of
the specific goals for a given activity in 76% of the
cases
.
5. A more positive attitude was detected from questions
asked the student than on attitude statements written
in the log. The value of the statements in the log was
probably more indicative of the students' attitude since
it was more closely tied to performance. The statements
from the log indicate a slight positive attitude as
interpreted by the author.
6. Every student operationalizing a goal indicated a positive
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attitude toward the selection process.
7. Goals were given for participating in activities which
indicated a positive attitude; however, an 11% decrease
in the goals given for the group of students was re-
corded between goals completed near the beginning of the
course and goals completed at the end of the course.
8. The selection process was reportedly used in other methods
courses, indicating the students' view of its positive
value
.
9. Every student, with the exception of one, completed a
minimum number of activities indicating the positive
attitude the students had toward the process.
10. The selection process was chosen over two other methods
by every student. This question may reflect the students'
anticipation of the answer the author desired. It does
indicate that students had no desire to reject the selec-
tion process.
11. Twenty-two percent of the activities was accomplished,
based on a goal as reported in the students' logs,
indicating a low level of recording goals in the log
and a possible lack of consciousness of goals at the
time of selecting activities. However, when asked,
students were able to report the goals and their numbers
with greater frequency.
12. The letter from student #13 strongly indicates that
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not all students are prepared to spend the time to go
through the process.
13. The personal statements indicate that two students
responded at the end of the course with positive comments;
the selection process methodology allowed the students
to self-direct their learning.
The selection process did work for the group of sixteen
students who completed the course. They were able to use an
abbreviated process to operationalize goals and arrive at
an operationalized goal for use in selection of activities.
The process used was not ideal for there were omissions
such as leaving out the 100% ideal situation. Students se-
lected activities based on goals in a somewhat vague
manner, yet the overall process allowed them to pick their
activities based on their own goals. The selection process
may not be for everyone, for it requires a great deal of
discipline in operationalizing goals and then consciously
choosing activities which meet these goals. Also, students
may not be interested in this mode of learning.
Recommendations for alleviating problems mentioned
above are found in Chapter Six. Areas for improving the
selection process were clearly found.
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CHAPTER SIX
Recommendations for the Methodology of Teaching bv inquiry
Purpose of the Chapter
This Chapter will present recommendations for changes in
the methodology and specific suggestions for the student and
the instructor. So that the purpose may be clearly organized
the author has divided the Chapter into five parts
i general
recommendations for the methodology, the relationship between
individuals in teaching the methodology, restructuring the
methodology, the revised methodology and the summary of the
Chapter.
General Recommendations for the Methodology
The methodology of teaching by inquiry must be understood
by the faculty person who is training students to teach by the
method and it must be compatible with her philosophy. It
became clear to the author in reviewing the study that both
of the above-mentioned points should not be underemphasized.
The fact that the author, at one point in the study, attempted
to de-emphasize, without a rational defense, a student's goal
of "doing things she enjoyed" points out the necessity of some
type of constant self-checking by the instructor teaching the
methodology. A form of self-checking has not been spelled
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out, however, a series of questions or a number of checks
on instructor behavior could help in keeping the methodology
consistent. The author successfully used a log to detect
inconsistencies, but a more thorough check would be helpful.
Also, if both the instructor and the students were aware
of the behavior expected of the instructor by the method-
ology a double-check would be made on the instructor's behav-
ior. The instructor should practice the inquiry behavior and
serve as a role model for the students.
For the methodology to be understood, and for an instruct-
or to find out whether or not she believes in it, a training
session is recommended. Within this training session the
instructor needs to be taught the methodology so that she
can decide if she wants to teach students to teach by this
method. One way of training the instructor to teach the
methodology would be to put her through a simulated selection
process, then reflect on the ways she would go about using
the methodology in her classes. Once the instructor reached
a certain criteria or did a specified amount of the process
(to be determined by the trainer) she would be qualified to
teach by this method. The author's feeling, at the beginning
of the study and continuing throughout, was that in order to
understand the selection process a person must experience it.
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Relationships Between Individuals in the Study Group
Throughout the field study the author was aware of the
relationships that developed between students and between the
author and students. The relationships were apparent when
group meetings were held and when groups of students using
the selection process attended activities during the semester.
One of the principle advantages of the relationships between
students was the exchange of ideas (possible alternatives for
goals), thereby reinforcing the process. Because of the ad-
vantages of the "group spirit" the author recommends that
group sessions be emphasized more and that they be scheduled
in advance with a specified agenda. This would allow the
students more opportunity to get together and exchange ideas.
Caution should be taken, however, so that the number of meet-
ings scheduled would not become drudgery and defeat the intent
of the meetings. More than one scheduled meeting every two
weeks would probably be counter-productive.
The strong relationship which developed between the author
and many students also needs to be fostered; the importance
of this relationship is the role model provided for the stu-
dent. The model for the students can be enhanced by the in-
structor practicing and demonstrating the inquiry behavior.
The instructor should also make certain that each student
has knowledge of the instructor's experience with the select-
ion process. An example of the author's inquiry (which the
students probably would have been interested in) dealt with
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how she set up and selected the learning opportunities for
the students' inquiry.
Another strategy for strengthening the relationship be-
tween the instructor and the student could be through the
individual conferences and discussions. The one student-sche-
duled conference held during the field study proved bene-
ficial and the author recommends than an additional student-
scheduled conference be held between the fifth and tenth weeks.
It should be noted that these meetings would differ from the
meeting between the instructor and the student to check stu-
dent goals to determine whether or not the goals were operation-
alized and were being met. The proposed meeting should be
scheduled at the request of the student for the specified
purpose of discussing how the student is operationalizing goals
and selecting activities. The student would be required to
request a conference during the five-week period, but the
request has the potential to become the student's meeting,
as was the case in the field study.
Similar to the fact that the methodology is not for all
instructors, so too is the methodology not for all students.
Student #13 chose not to be in the selection process group
because of strong feelings against it. With such feelings
she would have had little chance of profiting from the ex-
perience. The student should have the option not to partici-
pate. However, this option should be made available only
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after the student has entered into the process of defining
and operationalizing goals. Then the student would have some
knowledge of the process and could reject it based on that
knowledge. Only in extreme cases should a student be allowed
to drop out before getting into the initial process. The stu-
dent’s self
-selection out of the process should be after she
has determined that the process does not fit her needs. A
decision to drop out should be communicated to the instruct-
or, for the role of the instructor is one of making sure the
student has looked at as many dimensions as possible and con-
sidered the implications of those dimensions. One of the
possible conclusions which may be drawn from the above is
that a student who can not learn through inquiry should not
try to teach by inquiry.
One of the reasons a person may not want to or be able to
learn through the selection process may be the inability to
build a hypothetical case. Although a documented instance
of this did not occur in the field study the author felt that
some students may have had this problem. If the problem ex-
ists to the extent that a hypothetical case cannot be built
it is recommended that the student not continue. In this
case, as in the former, the suggestion is for the student
to self-select out of the process.
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Restructuring the Methodology
The student should receive in writing each of the steps
for defining goals. The author felt that one of the reasons
the students did not remember the process was because it was
not written down for their review and use. Giving each stu-
dent a written copy should alleviate that problem.
The step (1.01.01.00) of building a positive hypothetical
case needed to be emphasized more. In order to emphasize
this step more one entire session should be devoted to it
specifically. This step precedes all other steps. Building
the hypothetical case is based on the student's own direction,
emphasis, and ideas. In doing it first the student's needs
are recorded before they are influenced by outside sources.
The building of a negative hypothetical case (1.01.04.00)
also needs special emphasis so that students can discover di-
mensions that they would not have otherwise. The author sug-
gests that through strengthening the positive hypothetical
case the negative case will also be strengthened. The ability
to build the first hypothetical case enhances the probability
of being able to build the second case. Cases of how the nega
tive hypothetical situation can be of value should be given
to the students. Beginning the second day with the negative
case places more emphasis on this step and gives the student
time to consider the positive hypothetical situation.
The order of step 1.01.06.00, comparing one's own list of
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dimensions with another person's, and step 1.01. 07. 00, con-
sidering dimensions of the goal which have nothing to do with
the goal. Should be switched. The purpose of comparing lists
is to check for completeness of dimensions and should come
after all the steps for generating dimensions. Since step
1.01.07.00 generates dimensions, its logical order would pre-
cede step 1.01.06.00.
The teaching of the step of stopping, 1.01.10.00, should
be incorporated with the teaching of the other steps. During
the field study this step was covered when talking individually
with each student in conference. However, more emphasis
needs to be placed on the legitimacy of stopping.
The Revised Methodology
The revised methodology based on the field study is
given below. Specific days are suggested for each step;
asterisks denote changes* and exact changes are underlined.
*A. Instructor training - The instructor goes
through the selection process and learns
to teach it .
B. The instructor teaches the methodology to
her students.
Day One 1.
Days One and
Eight
2.
Introduction to the selection process.
Requirements for successful completion
of the process.
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Day One
Day One
Day One
Day One
Day Two*
Day Two
Day Two
Day Three *
Day Three *
Day Three
Day Three
Day Three
Day Four*
Day Two
3. Definition of the roles for the student
and the instructor.
*4. The selection process - presented ver-
bally and in written form .
*a. Constructing a situation in which the
goal is one hundred percent ideal.
Strong emphasis is placed on the fact
that this is one of the most important
steps of the selection process .
b. Brainstorming.
*c. Constructing a situation in which the
goal is one hundred percent lacking
or negative. Strong emphasis is
placed on this step .
d. Instructor's expectations for stu-
dents' learning.
e. Using additional sources.
f. Considering dimensions of the goal
which have nothing to do with the goal.
g. Test of completion.
h. Listing goals in their order of im-
portance
—
prioritizing.
i. Breaking down goals until they are
observable and/or measurable.
j. Repeating the above outlined pro-
cedure for the most important goals.
k . Stopping
•
5.
Observation and discussion of teaching
science to elementary school children.
Day Two
Day Three
Day Three
Days Four and
Eight
6. Breaking down goals into single ideas.
7. Classroom observation.
8. Collecting student's goals.
9. Self-evaluation by the student.
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Day Four 10. Procedure explained for meeting withf"S Wh0 are havine problems withthe process.
Days Five,
Six, and
Seven
11
’
students?^
°f individual meetings with
Day Eight 12. Handing out course catalog.
Day Eight *13. Announcing informal meetings and handing
out a printed schedule of thp“ "
—
S
Day Eight 14, Holding informal meetings.
Fifth to
Tenth Weeks*
15. Holding student-requested meetings.
As scheduled 16. All-group meetings. (This includes every
one enrolled in science methods.)
Final Day 17. Evaluation of the selection process.
Summary
The revised methodology better allows for the teaching
oi* the selection process* Revisions were based on results
from the field study, each result being measured against the
purposes defined by the author* Through restructuring the
methodology its potential for accomplishing the stated pur-
poses is increased.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Summary and Implications for Further
Development and Research
Summary
Teaching methodologies in science education are almost non-
existent. The fact that an objective, generalized, standard-
ized group of procedures and rules for the accomplishment of
a defined purpose (a methodology) does not exist for inquiry
is a glaring omission. It becomes even more glaring when one
takes into consideration that many of the science curricula
used in modern elementary science programs are "inquiry orient-
ed." The teacher is expected to teach in an inquiring manner
yet has only a minimal amount of direction and training in
the method of teaching through inquiry.
The purpose of this dissertation was to develop and
comprehensively document the methodology used in the select-
ion process, the first step of teaching by the inquiry method,
and to evaluate from the author's perspective the selection
process' effectiveness as a beginning step in teaching by
inquiry.
The first problem encountered in accomplishing the pur-
pose was to define inquiry. Since a suitable definition
did not exist in the literature a synthesis of definitions
was compiled and added to the author's understanding of the
term. The resulting definition was* Inquiry is a self-di-
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rected mode of learning in which the learner selects and
organizes unique attitudes, activities and processes for the
attainment of a goal. Within this definition the author chose
the self-directed aspect to develop, document and evaluate.
Thus, the selection process serves as one part (the first
step) of inquiry.
The empirical model used for the development and testing
of the selection process was divided into four phases. Phase
one involved the development and the statement of the method-
ology for the selection process? phase two was field testing
the methodology in the science methods course; and phase
three was evaluating the field test according to the author's
perspective. The final phase dealt with making substantive
modifications in the methodology based on the evaluation in
phase three.
The methodology developed during phase one listed all
goals in observable and/or measurable form and all rules and
procedures for the selection process. These were stated in
such terms that the procedures could be followed by a quali-
fied teacher and that the rules and procedures given could be
measured against the stated goals. The major goal (not in
behavioral terms) was for the student to make self-directed
selections in the areas in which he would inquire . This goal
was to be accomplished through the procedure outlined below*
1. Introduction to the selection process.
2. Requirements for successful completion of the pro-
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3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8
.
9 .
10
.
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
cess.
Definition of the
the instructor.
roles for the student and
The goal-defining process.
Observation and discussion of teaching scienceto elementary school children.
Breaking goals into single ideas.
Classroom observation.
Collecting student's goals.
Self-evaluation by the student.
Procedure for meeting with students who were
having trouble with the process.
Scheduling of individual meetings.
Course activities and schedule.
Informal meetings.
All-group meeting.
Evaluation on the final day of the course.
The field test, as a step in the empirical model, allow-
ed for evaluation of the stated purposes and gave meaning to
recommendations for future use and testing. Nineteen junior
students at the University of Massachusetts were chosen for
the field test. The students were not chosen randomly as
the purpose of the field test was to determine if the method-
ology worked for the selected group and generalizations would
not be made to other populations. The field test lasted for
fourteen weeks. At the first meeting of the study group the
students were informed of the requirements for the course, one
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of which was to keep a log for the duration of the course.
In this log each student was to state the reason she did the
experience and her opinion of it. The catalog for the course,
which contained a schedule and description of each of the
activities, was not presented until each student had self-
determined her direction.
Results showed that none of the students were able to
repeat the goal-defining process on their own. They were,
however, able to operationalize a goal to a level which
allowed for them to select learning opportunities. They
also stated that they chose activities based on goals in
sixty-nine percent of the cases (for ten selected activities).
Fifteen of the sixteen students who remained in the study
completed the minimum of fourteen activities. The students
did not know the author had predetermined this number. Two
studenls dropped out of the study because they withdrew from
the School of Education.
The selection process worked in varying degrees with
the sixteen students who completed the study. Problems were
most noticeable in the goal-defining process. In general the
steps were not taught in such a manner that the students were
able to learn and re-use them. Recommendations to alleviate
this problem were made. Also, the parts of the goal-defining
process have been changed where appropriate. Minor changes
were suggested in the meeting schedule j these changes were
made based on suggestions from the students and from the
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need for a working relationship between the instructor and
the students. The redesigned methodology based on the field
study is presented below (changes are designated by an aster-
isk and underlining)
:
!• Introduction to the selection process.
2. Requirements for successful completion of the
process.
3. Definition of the roles for the student and the
instructor.
*4. The goal-defining process
—
presented verbally
and in written form .
5. Observation and discussion of teaching science
to elementary school children.
6. Breaking goals into single ideas.
7. Classroom observation.
8. Collecting student goals.
9. Self-evaluation by the student.
10. Procedure for meeting with students who are
having problems with the process.
11. Scheduling of individual meetings.
12. Course activities and schedule.
*13. Informal meetings
—
more meetings and a printed
schedule given to the students .
*14. Student-requested meetings scheduled between
the fifth and tenth weeks .
15. All-group meeting.
16. Evaluation on the final day of the course.
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The recommendations for the methodology included some
form of training for an instructor prior to teaching the
selection process. This training has not been spelled out|
however it should allow the instructor to experience the
selection process.
Other parts of the methodology for teaching by inquiry
need to be developed. Once developed they should be field
tested with the selection process so that the total methodolo-
gy can be documented. Through successive iterations a first
methodology of teaching by inquiry will be available for a
teacher to use.
The Refinement of the Selection Process Methodology
The suggestions for the methodology presented in Chapter
Six served to refine the selection process. In addition to
these refinements there needs to be additional operational
specifications for the existing steps. For example, the step
of brainstorming needs additional development. Many brain-
storming processes are possible and a variety need to be
field tested in order to determine the most effective ones.
Another step needing additional development is that of stop-
ping. Students have problems determining how much time is
enough time to spend on operationalizing their goals and a
set of guidelines need to be developed to help students solve
this problem.
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The most important development needed is a set of rules
and procedures for choosing learning opportunities once the
student's goals have been determined and defined. As the in-
quiry methodology presently exists, the student ends up with
goals which are operationalized but she does not have enough
direction for actually making the choice of available experi-
ences. The author feels that it is in this area, the actual
choice of activities, that the greatest need for development
exists. The student must have guidelines and procedures (a
methodology) for picking experiences.
The selection process needs to be field tested in a
variety of settings and by different personnel. These field
tests should follow the rules and procedures outlined in
Chapter Three and should incorporate the recommendations
given in Chapter Six. Refinements suggested in this Chapter
might also be included. It is important to the methodology
that the selection process be replicated in a variety of
settings. The evaluation should be built into the field test;
the model used in the author's field study should serve as
a guide for future studies. So should the process for de-
signing and setting up the evaluation used by the person con-
ducting the field test be the same process used by the author
and similar to the student's inquiry. Goals should be set and
these goals broken down into observable and/or measurable
parts.
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The Author's Statement
The author has a great concern that a follow-up study
might be proposed by someone who is interested in comparing
the inquiry methodology to a partial methodology. This con-
cern does not come from the idea of comparisons, nor is the
author not interested in further studies. Quite the contrary.
The concern is based on the fact that in comparative studies
it is essential that both methods are reproducible, both have
specified goals to measure the method and both have been field
tested. The selection process meets all the above criteria
as it was one of the author's purposes to develop it to this
degree. However, another methodology does not exist at this
time, so any comparative studies would be useless.
As stated previously, one primary reason for this study
was to document a methodology. The method needed to be spelled
out so that it was reproducible. The methodology as it present
ly stands is reproducible? the modifications proposed in
Chapter Six need to be field tested as the next logical step.
Problem definition is the basis of an empirical model.
One important factor in an empirical model is that the appro-
priate tools be used to solve the problem which has been de-
fined. In the model used in this study the first phase in-
volved the methodology? the second phase, field testing the
methodology? the third phase, evaluating the field test
according to goals given in the methodology? and the fourth
phase, making substantive modifications in the methodology
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based on the evaluation in phase three. The model provides
a framework for further research and development of the se-
lection process and later a complete methodology for teaching
by inquiry.
Development of Other Parts of the Inquiry Methodology
The selection process presented in the study is only one
part of the larger inquiry methodology. This part was field
tested and fits into the inquiry model as illustrated in
Chart A. Other parts need to be developed and field tested
against the stated purposes. These parts would logically be
field tested in connection with the selection process and
other developed parts so that the end product would be a field
tested methodology for inquiry. Thus the first teaching
methodology for inquiry will have been developed. The exact
nature of each of the parts of the inquiry methodology has
not been specified, however the author recognizes the need
for other parts. As proposed by the author, the next part
of the inquiry methodology which needs to be developed (part B
on Chart A) is the process for choosing learning opportunities
once the goal determination process has been completed.
Another part of the inquiry methodology which should be
developed is the inquirer's self-evaluation. This evaluation
would be the kind which would provide information for the
inquirer's decision-making during all phases of the inquiry
process. With a properly designed and field tested self-e-
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valuation the inquiry process would better accomplish its
purposes and a person could continue inquiry or transfer it
from situation to situation as long as it was useful.
Application of the Methodology to Other Areas
The methodology can certainly be used in other subject
areas which provide a course structure consistent with inquiry.
One of the direct results of the study as verbalized by the
students was the fact that in using this method they thought
(many for the first time) about why they wanted to be a teach-
er • One student said a number of times during the study that
she had never thought about being a teacher but had been
carried along by the crowd of fellow students. Now she was
using the process to figure out if she really wanted to be a
teacher. The process proved painful for this girl because
she found out that she did not want to be a teacher, but she
had invested so much that she decided to continue with teach-
ing. The methodology could be used to help students self-se-
lect into a field such as teaching, engineering or another
defined discipline. It could also be used to give definition
to students' goals in a school of any nature or a special pro-
gram within a school such as an academic year abroad or an
off-campus program.
The process could be used for selection of students into
a program. For example, if a certain program went through
the selection process and determined goals, their importance
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and ways in which they might be met, these goals could be
matched to students* goals. The students would go through
the process without knowing the goals of the program and by
comparing their goals with the program's goals selection of
students could be made based on the similarity of goals.
Suggestions for Future Evaluations of the Selection Process
and Other Parts of the Methodology
"
The evaluation used in the field study should serve as
a basis for field studies of the newly developed methodology.
As noted in Chapter Five, the types of information which
proved most valuable in evaluating the methodology were per-
formance based data. For example, the number of activities
completed by each student proved to be valuable in determining
the attitudes of the students. The type of data which proved
least valuable were responses to questions. It seemed in these
cases the student was more interested in putting down what
she considered to be the correct answer as opposed to what
she felt. In all cases possible the author advises the use
of performance level information.
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Appendix A
I
The Author's Log
January 29
I met with 11 students in room 128. At the beginning of the meeting
I sensed hostility (I assumed it was because this selected group had received
a number of different methods schedules, and the letter from me was another).
As the meeting progressed the hostility seemed to disappear and a sense of
amazement about the inquiry process seemed to take its place. When require-
ments were presented, the students asked questions concerning the logs: they
wanted to know what was required in the logs and whether or not I wanted them
to do a certain number of things for each log. In general there seemed to be
a sense of amazement about the fact that the logs would be the basis for evalua-
tion of experiences within each course. It really seemed as though the students
were surprised that I would trust them to decide upon and keep track of their
own experiences.
After the initial introduction was over I explained roles. Each student
was his own decision maker and I, as instructor, was the evaluator.
Next the students were asked to imagine themselves in an ideal elementary
classroom teaching science. They were then asked to write down what they ob-
served - this process took approximately 15-22 minutes.
The students then began generating goals through the use of brainstorming.
Goals were written on one of three pieces of paper: "Things I need to do in
order to teach science;" "Things I need to know in order to teach science;"
"Things I need to feel in order to teach science." Students were divided into
three groups and asked to write all the goals they could think of under each
topic. Each was given a different colored magic marker and asked to switch
markers after each labeling so that ideas would not be associated with indivi-
duals. I found it rather unique that all statements were in a near row as
opposed to scrawled out over the paper as is the usual case in this instance.
The negative hypothetical case was then introduced and students worked on
this process for about ten minutes. They seemed unhappy with the thought of
doing this process and could not see much use in it.
The group used all the statements as a basis for beginning goal statements.
After the meeting was over two girls spoke with me about the approach.
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The first was happy to see a structure provided for seif
-directed learning
other was happy to see the structure but concerned that students
would take advantage of the process. She also had a friend that was inte-
rested in "independent study" as she termed the selection process methodo-
logy.
Conference afterwards with Student #5 - glad to be working on indepen-
dent study and was impressed with fact that structure was provided for work-
ing. Conf. with Student #1 - wanted to include friends, people who would
not abuse process.
February 1
11:00 a.m. - meeting with Student #19 - explained distinction between deci-
sion maker and evaluator and came to tacit agreement on each person' t role.
S#19 explained that he had his goals worked out and that he had decided on
his goals long ago. After additional discussion he felt that the process
might expose some goals that he did not have or that the process might help
him acquire additional goals. One of the things he talked about was his
career goals - that of being a doctor. He felt that if he really wanted
to be a doctor then he would be more dedicated in preparing, i.e., taking
bhe difficult science classes - his discussion indicated to me that he
had given some consideration to the goal defining process however, I still
have some doubts - based on his missing class the first day hour missed)
and his missing the observation hour late). The assistant dean spoke to
me about S#19. He denied a 24 semester hour schedule for S#19. It was felt
by S#19 that he could handle the 24 hours because "methods courses would be easy."
What that means is not clear to me at this time.
1:00 p.m. - The class met and observed a "meal worms" lesson in Marks Meadow.
After the observation was over there was limited discussion about strategies
the teacher used and why certain strategies were used. From this observation
and short discussion students were asked to consider more and new goals. Addi-
tional goal statements were given the students - these goals were taken from
goals previous students had in the methods course. The students were then
told how goals should be reported - the example given was "to prepare and to
teach ..." which was divided into the two goals: (1) to prepare... and (2) to
teach. . . . This was covered because it was noted in my goal count of each
person that some goal statements contained more that one goal.
Students were then given carbon paper so that two copies of all goals
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considered for science methods could be assembled. They were then asked to
work in groups of two or three In considering possible goals and testing for
completeness
.
Conferences after class - One girl would not attend language arts large -
group session - sick - S#4
S#8 did not understand methods schedule - also seemed that she did not
understand the process. I explained schedule - language arts, math, social
studies - but she did not seem to understand. I asked for questions but she
did not know where to start. She then said she would go to l.a. meeting and
ask me any questions she had after that.
15 minutes with S#7 about a problem her boyfriend had in meeting certi-
fication requirements in the School of Ed. I suggested talking to Bill Bixby
in the advising office. If satisfaction wasn't obtained in this office then
I would take care of the matter. I asked S#7 about her reaction to the
process and she said that she was happy with it - she expressed interest in
being able to participate in independent study.
Approximate 5 minute meeting with S#1 - discussed how she was doing and
the fact that she had come up with many goal considerations she was sure
would not be incorporated in her goals for the course. I told her that we
would work with those goals she was concerned with.
February 2
Meeting with group in which a prediscussion began by S#13 asking why she
was not able to meet the requirements of other methods instructors. I
explained that if she chose to meet those requirements she would be free to
operate under them; however she must decide to operate in such a manner. S#19
said that he shared some of S#13's concerns, at which point three students
asked S#19 what being in the study group denied him from doing - no one could
come up with what was denied by participating in "Section A" More discussion
ensued and it generally centered around the methods courses other than science
methods. After the discussion I talked about observing in Mark's Meadow,
collected the students' goals and explained how to know if a goal was broken
down as much as possible. Students then prioritized their goals and began
working on operationalizations. During the period 17 students talked with me.
I also spoke with S#13 and she wanted to drop out of the study. She felt
that she needed the requirements from faculty in order to work. I told her
that she had that option of she requested it from me. After a ten to twenty
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minute discussion S#13 decided to write a letter explaining her reasons for
wanting to change to the other methods course.
February 3
Met with the group at 8:00 a.m. Evaluation was covered. The students
were told that if the lowest level of the operationalization could be
measured or observed the operationalization was Completed and it could be
evaluated by some means - either obtrusive or unobtrusive. The idea of
writing down everything the student was doing and then finding out if it
related to goals was given to the group. This could be used as a form of
evaluation: to determine if a student was working on goals or not.
I got the notion that the students liked the idea of determining whe-
ther or not the goal was operationalized by the observability or measura-
bility of its lowest level breakdown.
Met with about 10 students after class on goals operationalizations.
Individual meetings were set up and the procedure for checking goals was
followed.
10:00 - Met with S#3. She was having difficulty operationalizing
goals. Has worked on two or three goals - latest was on children being fond
of her. She started breaking it down into descriptive situations. She also
talked about limitation every time a goal was mentioned. I suggested she
forget about limitations and describe the ideal situation. She felt the
goals process had not been much good for her but she does see possibilities
if the process is used correctly. This really brings a question up in my
mind - how much does the process depend upon the instructor? S#3 may be
going through the process just for my sake and not for the value it holds for
her. (Would she be willing to go through the process if we had poor instructors?)
11:30 - Telephone call from S#19 saying that he was sick and could not
make 11:30 appointment. He said that he would be in bed all day - then
changed his mind because he had an appointment with the Provost at 2:00.
He suggested a number of appointment times - none of which I could make. I
suggested we meet after social studies but he had a class at Amherst College
and could not make SS. Then he changed his mind and decided to come to SS and
meet me afterwards. He wanted to know how long it would take - I told him
that depended on what he had done and how he understood the process.
February 4
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11:00 - Meeting with S#18. She said she was having troubles with the
operationalization phase. Most of the breakdowns were not to their lowest
levels, however, she was certainly able to operationalize to first levels.
She said that she felt bad for she had spent hours on the process and had not
accomplished much - she hoped the work would pay off in the end when she got
to put into operation what she really wanted to do.
I 2 : 00 - Meeting with S#9. The goals selection process was not under-
stood by S#9. He seemed to be more concerned with measuring things and not
with breaking a goal down. S#9 and I went through the process and it was
apparent that S#9 had left out many steps. He started rethinking and felt
that he could now operationalize. He will come back tomorrow.
12:30 - Meeting with S#16. Her goal was nearly operationalized. She
was very impressed with the process and felt that the time was worth while.
She wanted to talk and talk. Told me about Project 10, etc. (I had questions
as to the power of the selection process and the power of my developing a
close relationship with students.) S#16 felt that it was great to be able to
talk to a faculty member. (S#9 had said the same thing previously.) S#16
said this was the first time she really thought about teaching.
1:00 - S#10 had the best operationalized goal I've seen. She said
that she had spent 5 hours - 3 hours straight on her goals and they still
were not complete. She felt that she now had a way of going about operation-
alizing her goal - staying at the simplest part (lowest breakdown) and working
up. She also knew how to break down a goal. (Interesting idea - start at
the bottom and work up.) S#10 felt that the process was really worth it
and she was going to do it in other methods courses - time, however, was a
factor in her operationalizing every goal for every course.
1:30 - S#2 was very excited about the goals process. She said that she
could not believe the amount of time she had spent on the goals. Her goals
were not completely operational but she knew the process. She had worked
about five hours because she felt that it was worthwhile trying to find out
why she wanted to teach.
2:00 - S#12 was very impressed with the process - said that she had been
in Human Development and had always been given the end result. Now she found
herself frustrated with which of her goals was most important.
3:00 - S#4's goals were complete and she was enjoying the program. She
felt that it was interesting and would be of value in working with the course.
I find it hard to see where S#4 is at on the value of goals - she displays
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understanding and says that it has meaning. I guess time will tell.
3:30 - S#19 had a goal that was partially operationalized but he had
not looked at all at the dimensions. I suggested listing all dimensions and
then prioritizing them. He said the time involved in operationalizing goals
was a lot but when asked he said it was worthwhile. Later he said that he had
his thing worked out and knew what he wanted. In my opinion, the goals pro-
cess has not had an impact on S#19 and he does not understand the process.
February 5
11:30 - I looked at S#2's goals and found they were not operationalized.
We reviewed the process.
12:00 - S#9's goals were not operationalized. He also complained about
social studies methods; he said that math methods were great. S#9 and I
talked about the process, which it seemed he did not understand.
12:30 - S#12's goals were operationalized. She stated that she was
happy with the goals process.
1:30 - S#8's goals were not operationalized. She was totally frustrated
the first two days but was happy now. S#8 expressed concern that I did not
tell them what to do and that frustrated her. She said that she had an under-
standing of why she was frustrated and was working on correcting it in the
future.
2:00 - S#18's goals were okay.
2:30 - S#l9's goals were not operationalized. He attempted to opera-
tionalize a goal he felt was not important. We talked about the process and
he decided to operationalize a goal that was important.
3:00 - S#3 had not operationalized her goal. We discussed the process.
February 9
The meeting started by talking about self-evaluation. The students
appeared to like the idea and I felt they would probably use it. The course
was then presented (took about an hour) and the students responded as I had
expected - very positively. At the end of the class the requirements were
stated again.
February 23
S#15 was very excited about the program. She is keeping one log - she
doesn't feel that the subjects should be devided as they are and consequently
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records what she is doing in an hour by hour record in her log. As far as I
can tell she has put everything in her log; at present however, she did not
have everything together. One interesting note is that she has been going to
the same presentations more than one time. The reason was because her goal
was comparing alternative teaching styles and by going to the same activity
taught by different instructors she could compare their styles. She seemed
to relate activities to goals. One topic that she stated as a goal was
to get married to her boyfriend - we discussed this topic for quite a while.
She is a very quiet person who is concerned about teaching.
3:30 - S#1 was positive about the things she is doing - one thing is
that she has been doing is reading a great deal of general methods about
teaching. (Maybe one of the reasons the students in the study are doing
as much as they are is because there is a fear prior to the teaching exper-
ience.) S#1 likes the reading she has chosen but has a fear for actually
working with children. She was happy to be able to work in the program in
Mark's Meadow so she could gain first hand experience and could work in a vari-
ety of subject areas. She is recording everthing in her four logs and
seems to be judging many decisions on goals. She talked extensively about
her goals; however, when I asked why she was going to math lectures she said
because they were required, then laughed and said "I guess I really don't
know why I'm going!"
February 24
For S#9 the goal process seems to be a failure. He continues to ask
"is that what you want? how is this?'^ etc. His log book also mentions
requirements completed, etc. All of these requirements (required by other
sections) are listed in his book and he records and talks about the percent
of requirements done. I asked whether or not he felt guilty about not having
to sign up for sessions as students do in other sections. He said that he did
not feel guilty about sign up sheets since he spent so many hours the first
week. S#9 viewed the first week as many hours of work and not its value in
terms of goal defining. Based on the preceding information I have the feeling
that the process is not working for S#9. He did indicate that he functions
best only under requirements because his twelve years of Catholic education
had conditioned him to the process of "slave learning - reading a book, memor-
izing and then taking a test." I noted that S#9 had negative comments about
activities but he did not put them in his log.
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S#7 did not mention goals for the first half of the interview (45 min.).
However, she did bring up the fact that she was preapring to teach and needed
some background. She is keeping four notebooks that are all up-to-date. She
felt that things are going well, best in science. I did not get the feeling
that she is actually using her operationalized goals in the methods course -
even though she talked about her goals. I felt this way because when I asked
why she was doing activities she kept referring to enjoying it. She did
refer to preparing for teaching also.* S#7 is also working with children
and feels that this is preapring her for student teaching. Again the ques-
tion comes to mind about the pressure from the fact that they are going to
teach.
S#8 seems to be very upset with her program. She had been to one
offering that she enjoyed- univolution - and to three or four others that
did not staisfy her. She was also upsot by other methods courses. She said
that she gets very frustrated by the process of my not telling her what to
do but she said that even though the process frustrates her she enjoys it.
S#8 also doubts whether or not she wants to go into teaching. Her comment
was, "Oh well, I've gone this far; I guess I'll continue. I know I'll hate
it but I'll make it." It seems as though S#8 is letting some type of fate
guide her. When I asked if she wanted a degree in education without student
teaching, which meant that she would graduate but would not be certified to
teach, she said no, that she'd go through with the teaching certification
and when she left school she would do what she really needed - to sit down
and think. The selection process seems to have missed its point with S#8.
February 25
S#10 is extremely happy with the science program. Initially she had
gone to every module offered because she was excited about the smorgasboard
approach but now she is only going to the ones that are really important to
her. She mentioned one of her goals was to find out about various programs
in elementary science and she had started doing that. However, she was not
going to do the reading she had originally planned because she had time for
the activities only and could read at a later date. S#10 is very disappointed
* In reviewing this log it is difficult to believe that I made these statements.
Goal #15 of S#7's list states "to enjoy subject matter myself." The message
conveyed by my statements is an example of an unconscious attempt to de-em-
phasize the importance of a student's goal, without basing the de-emphasis on
a rational argument. This point is discussed in Chapter 5.
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with social studies and says that she is considering operationalizing her
goals in social studies and simply forgetting the course since she feels it
is so bad. She asked that cardboard carpentry be given at another time.
The process seems to be highly successful with S#10. She talks about her
goals and where she is at according to them. She has everything recorded
in her log.
February 26
S#5 expressed a feeling of guilt for not having done more than she has
been doing. She said that she simply has to get up in the mornings and make
it to class more often. Of major concern was the program in science. She
felt that the Integrated Day Program did not give her enough direction and
she was also disappointed that she did not find a partner in the Integrated
Day Program. S#5 has done "about four things" that are not recorded in her
log. When I asked if she had anything on her mind she asked for more sessions
in which students could get to know one another. She proposed a regular
meeting every two weeks at which attendance is not required but when students
could come and talk about activities and problems in relation to the course.
(Working with this group has really pointed out to me how uncertain they are -
especially about teaching.)
S#12 expressed a concern about not doing enough work. I asked where the
pressure to do more work is coming from and she replied that most of it is
coming from her. She feels the need to get things ready for teaching and she
feels that she is not doing enough. She is, however, very happy with the set-up
for herself in the selection process group and she feels that the power she has
over her own decisions is significant and that she will prepare herself to
teach. S#12 also suggested we have a meeting every week or second week. She
feels that people should get together and share experiences. S#12 confided
many of her personal experiences; for example, she is converting to the Jewish
Faith, and we spoke at great length about this. She also expressed that being
in the selection process group is much better than other student's programs
in terms of requirements, time and benefits.
S#2 - Of all the interviews I feel I have the poorest communications with
S#2 . There is an uneasiness with her. She felt guilty about not doing enough
and stated that the pressure comes from her &nd her mother - she said this
laughingly about three or four times). She did not speak specifically of her
goals while talking, but when I questioned her about her goals for the course
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she said that she is concerned about being prepared to teach. She also
spoke of conflicts in her schedule; she has a class on Tuesdays conflicting
with science methods. She has time to work on science at night but is usually
very sleepy. X noted that her log reflected work in science and asked what
motivated her in this work. She said that she did it because of pressure from
herself and her mother. She said her big interest is to make school more
like the camp she works in every summer; she hopes she cou do that. S#2 has
recorded "most everything"; one or two things are not recorded.
March 1
S#19 missed the first meeting but came on time to the second. He said
that he felt guilty about not doing more but he has many schedule conflicts
and has not been able to make as many classes as he has wanted to. S#19 made
many conflicting statements about what his goals are and what he wants to do.
He said that he is aware that he had been hostile at the beginning of the
semester. S#19 feels he has been active in the methods course and stated that
some of his goals are being met; he is becoming more punctual. Other goals
of S#19's are not being met but he does not want to work on them at this
time. I have a real problem in communicating wtih S#19. He seems to confuse
ideas and events and seldom sticks to one point. He talks about knowing where
he is going but doesn t put together his goals. His goal seems to be to keep
busy even though he did not put this down as one of his goals.
S#4 requested that I help her with the project day program as she did not
know what to do. Later I spoke with the director of the program about meeting
with S#4.
S#3 requested that I set up a visitation schedule for her. She felt
that she was not getting much out of the reading and social studies courses
and needed more actual methods of teaching. She seemed reluctant to ask for
the schedule but when I agreed to set up one she seemed very happy. S#3 is
pleased with the way things are going in science. She expecially likes
Barry and feels that his sessions are by far the best. One of the goals that
S#3 is seeking to satisfy as this time is what grade whe wants to teach but
she is not arriving at an answer. By going to the different classrooms obser-
vations might address this goal. I find S#3 very open and honest about her
reactions to the course and the selection process. She feels that partici-
pating in the study has been of great value; she simply states, "I am able to
do what I want to do. I think the selection process is working with S#3.
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S#6 seemed very energetic yet she feels guilty that she has not done
as much as she had hoped. She stated that she needs to get going and start
attending more offerings. When I asked why she feels guilty she said that she
wants to be prepared to teach and that she just feels that she should do
something for the credit she will be receiving. Also one of the reasons that
she feels she has not been working as much as possible is because courses other
than science and math have been very disorganized and she has been unable to
work out some type of schedule that will allow her to go to many of the
offerings. She also feels that she has not taken enough responsibility in
deciding what she wants to do. She did not have any requests. In general,
S#6 feels that she needs to start doing more things for herself.
S#ll stated that she felt frustrated in the beginning but that things
really seemed to be fitting together. She requested a science methods book
similar to the math methods book that she had enjoyed very much. S#ll feels
that she is working at about the right pace; she has been to a number of the
science offerings and feels that they are very valuable. She does not want
to use the references in the library as follow-up but prefers to have a
science methods and content book which she can read at any time.
March 2
The meeting began by each person telling how the semester was going for
her or him. About half expressed very positive feelings while the others
had some complaints. Most complaints centered on outside course loads. (S#7
was taking 20 hours; S#19, 21 hours.) The class was interrupted by a meeting
with one of the Mark's Meadow people about Project Day. This meeting des-
troyed the continuity of the original meeting, in my opinion. I gave some
announcements about the chicken unit, the magazine unit that would be offered
and other things. I asked the group about the feelings of being singled out,
i.e., not having to use the sugn up sheets. Most had little feeling about not
using the sheets until someone else was thrown out of an activity because they
had not signed up. Based on suggestions by S#5 and S#12 the group decided to
have a series of meetings in which they could come and just talk. We scheduled
four meetings and decided that some content would take place during the first
half and the last half would be set aside for discussing anything on their
minds. After class S#15 asked if she could work out some modular credit with
me, I said that she needed to work out what she wanted to do or we could work
it out together and then credit could be given.
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March 8
I saw a Hawaiian student referred to me by S#2. He is confused about
his purpose in school and does not know what he wants to do. He is in a
program from the University of Hawaii which has no requirements and he is try
ing to develop his own. I introduced him to the selection process.
March 9
S#3 asked for another observation schedule as school was cancelled
due to snow on one of the days she wanted to observe. I filled out the
schedule and she picked it up the same day.
March 16
S#19 asked if he could continue his teaching project in Mark's Meadow.
He had originally been scheduled to work one week but said that he enjoys
the project and wants to continue. I told him to continue as long as he
wishes
.
The meeting was held on a voluntary basis. S#l, S#2, S#5, S#6, S#10,
S#12, S# 15
,
S# 16 and S#19 attended. We discussed how we would work on the
hatching chickens unit. I suggested that this group and another group pool
work on the unit since we have one classroom to work in and one incubator.
The group thought it was a good idea to work with the others. A number of
friends of people in the group wanted to work with the unit and all seemed
to be very happy. After our discussion of the chickens we played a game
where we went around the room and said our names and how we felt. S#12
said that she has not used any of the goals she had written down. I asked
her what she is doing and she said that she is finding out whether or not
she wants to teach. I then suggested that she look at her list of goals to
see if this goal is included.
March 27
S#3 came to my office to tell me that all the "goals stuff is not bull-
shit." She had looked at her list and found that a number of things on the
list were things that she was accomplishing. She did express the feeling
that the process is difficult and that she has difficulty using it.
I
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II
Four Informal Meetings
Meeting 1
The first meeting had as its project hatching chickens in an Integrated
Day classroom in Marks Meadow Lab School. Student *£ & nine other students
attended. The project portion of the meeting centered upon how the chicken
project should be organized, who should have what duties and other details.
The author had duplicated copies of how one goes about hatching chickens and
gave each person a copy.
Discussion after the project focused on how an individual would actually
be able to learn how to teach. The main concern centered upon the methods used
to teach with self-instructional materials. Questions such as how should you
start the child on the materials and how do you know when to help were major
concerns
.
A request was made initially by students to have the project of our next
session focus on how to teach using self-instructional materials that were re-
lated to science. The group agreed with the suggestion and decided that the
chickens project would function separately.
In the discussion portion of this first meeting a technique was used to
facilitate discussion. The group was arranged in a circle with one student
giving his name and stating how he felt. The next student gave the previous
student's name and feelings and then added his name and how he felt. This
continues and the end each student has an indication of how another feels,
tending to generate a feeling of wanting to communicate to each other. Other
techniques could have been used; the purpose was to stimulate and enhance
a discussion.
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Meeting 2
The second meeting with student*# and five other students in attendance
began by working with the self-instructional materials. The author went around
to the groups of two and helped out with certain concepts. The students wanted
to work alone and the author let the students work on their own. It was brought
out in the discussion that with self-instructional materials the teacher needs
to sense when to let the children work on their own. Many felt that students
should not be helped by the teacher unless requested to do so.
The discussion continued about how each student was functioning in the
science methods course. In general the group was very happy and felt that if
they didn’t learn science methods, it would be their fault. Students felt that
offerings by instructors were especially helpful. No topic was set for the
next meeting, it was agreed that if a student wanted to talk he would come to
the meeting.
Meeting 3
Two students came to the meeting. A primary concern of one student was
her guilt feeling about doing too little. The instructor’s response to her
was a questioning of whether or not she was satisfying goals. The second
student added comments about how she was enjoying her freedom and that she
had been able to work on many of the goals she wanted to do. This seems to
comfort the uneasy feeling the first student had.
Meeting 4
Three students attended. The meeting was divided by the arrival times of
students into three individual meetings with an overlap between the first (same
first student describes meetings) and second meetings. The topic of the first
student’s meeting centered upon what he was doing in the course, while the second
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student's meeting dealt mostly with the chickens unit he was doing. The
second student also spoke of his work in Cario, Illinois and how he was
using it to meet goals in science methods. Student three spoke of how she
had been against the inquiry process but that lately she was becoming
"turned on" to the approach used in science methods.
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Appendix B
The Course used in the Selection Process*Education 262/562 (The Smorgasboard)
should be noted that the course was taught to the 19
sf L
... i'aiSrsss.’ys:
So that the reader does not conclude that unlimited rP -VS"! arailable t0 teach the course, the aitSor Wina
.
8J°rt sunmary of resources. The number of paidstaff included the author (instructor) and three paid teach-
volunteer^
ant
Wi'+h
A1
i +3:
her St
?
ff °r resource Personnel weres. t out these volunteers, the course could nothave operated at the level at which it did.
...
no*1 °r} of using resource people is not the topic ofthis dissertation, but it is interesting to note that the
selection process methodology, including the course developed,provides for easy inclusion of resource personnel. Thispowerful concept of using volunteers may be implemented if
a teacher has resource people available and needs an organi-
zational structure for using them; or if a person has a large
number of students and needs additional resources in teaching
a course, this course structure may provide an organizational
pattern to follow.
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Resource
Dwight Allen
Sue Benedict
Tom Clark
Muriel Curtis
Jon Daitch
Reg Damerell
Patty Dede
Chris Dede
Marie Frank
Carolyn Hanson
Larry Hawkins
EDUCATION 262/562
Elementary Science Curriculum
"The Smorgasbord"
Staff Staff
Joe Hardy
Joan Hoagland
Dorothea Huddelson
Leon Jones
Fred McCarty
Kathy McKay
Peter Roberts
Beth Sanders
Steve Waite
Rita Watson
Gerard Baruch
Brooks Garis
Carl Hoagland
Barry Kaufman
Marge Lucas
Spike Paranya
John Ross
Frank Taussig
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PHILOSOPHY AND RATIONALE
'We enjoy this course, we hope you do too!"
Imagine a Swedish smorgasbord-a table piled high with appetizers,
main courses, disserts and beverages. Everyone approaches the table
differently, picking and choosing what looks delicious and what he knows
to be good. Some pile main dishes on their plates, others, appetizers
or disserts. Many eat a balanced meal.
Science Methods 262/562 is designed much as a good Swedish
smorgasbord. An annotated list of offerings or experiences is listed on
the following pages. You are to select those offerings which look
appetizing and have meaning for you. Some of them are scheduled at a
specific time while others might be undertaken anytime during the course.
Many of the experiences are offered more than once, affording most the
opportunity to participate in the activity.
Our approach to the methods course is very simple: we trust you and
we attempt to provide a free atmosphere for learning. Your choices are
entirely your own, and we believe that your choices will be appropriate.
This does not negate mistakes you might make in a free atmosphere, but
we believe that mistakes made will prove to be valuable learning experi-
ences. If you find yourself unable to make selections in the atmosphere
provided, it is your responsibility to ask one of the instructors for
advice (130B or 130D) . Your role is to determine your needs and utilize
the activities to satisfy these needs. Our job is to help you determine
your needs if necessary and to provide experiences that satisfy everyone's
needs
.
•
We believe that our approach has real value for students and future
teachers. Operating in such an atmosphere builds your confidence and we
hope that this confidence will be carried into the classroom. It is also
our sincere hope that you will try out this method of facilitating a
class, be it science, math, English, etc. We hope you give your students
the freedom to learn!
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Below is a key to the hourly agenda:
Room Number
^
"228~ ~
30 ^ Number of Students
s In The Bag 4 Activity
John
^ Instructor
What ’
It is your decision which items
your goals.
you choose; select ones that satisfy
Non-scheduled activities include the observation and reading of
materials set aside for your convenience in the School of Education
Library. On reserve under Carl Hoagland's name, the packets of booklets,
articles and teacher’s guides provide excellent opportunities to gain
additional insight into science education. A wide range of materials
have been placed on reserve and should be considered an integral part
of the course. All library activities, like class activities, should be
recorded in your log.
The course has three phases: (1) expressive experience, (2) philo-
sophical and/or psychological rationale for the experience, and (3) teach-
ing the experience. The phases provide a framework for sequencing
activities in the course. Thus, more activities (expressive experiences)
such as batteries and bulbs, whirly birds and observation are placed in
the early part of the course, while Piaget, Science-A Process Approach
(SAPA), Elementary Science Study (ESS), and Science Curriculum Improve-
ment Study (SCIS)
,
in the middle portion of the course, and teaching
children toward the last phase of the course. It is the expectation of
the instructors that students will be involved in all three phases:
experiencing concepts, exploring and understanding the philosophy of the
activity and teaching a lesson.
A limited opportunity to teach science to children is available at
Mark's Meadow Lab School or Ware School District. Programs for teaching
are divided into four areas: (1) Integrated Day Program (children from
ages 5-7), (2) Project Day Program (ages 7-11), (3) Job Card Preparation
(ages 9-10), and (4) Performance Contracting (ages 10-13).
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The Integrated Day Program (Mark’s Meadow) has room for 90 students
for one to three week periods during the semester, while the Project Day
Program (Mark’s Meadow) has room for 30 students, four consecutive Tuesday
mornings during the semester. The Job Card Preparation (Mark’s Meadow)
will involve 10 students for one day a week during the semester or every-
day for two weeks. Performance Contracting (Ware) has room for 10
methods students for three or four days during the semester. In order to
participate in one of these activities, please sign-up on the designated
sheets on Carl Hoagland's door (130D). The organizational meeting for
determining what and when you will be teaching for numbers 1
, 2, & 3 is
February 23 in Room 226-228 at 12:20 p.m. The organizational meeting for
number 4 is March 2 in Room 126 at 3:30 p.m.
We believe every event is important and we hope that you will select
a wide range of offerings. Since each activity has a stated purpose and
its usefulness is often judged best by you, we are leaving the final
selection of activities up to you. Please.
. .evaluate your needs and
select all the offerings that satisfy those needs.
Because no books are needed for the course a lab fee of $4.00 will
be charged, payable at the Student Union. Many of the labs involve
equipment and expendable items that will be provided through the lab fee.
Any books included on the bibliography are available in the library.
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Annotated List of Activities
A. Classroom Management
Using media - How to operate AV equipment. Projectors and tape recorders
available for practice. Basic objective: to dispel fear of
equipment and instill sclf-confidence with equipment.
Using the overhead creatively - How to operate an overhead projector and some
creative things which can be done with this useful tool in science.
Lab equipment safety - videotapes - How to use equipment and materials (e.g.
8 tapes scales, glassware, chemicals) without injury to yourself or to
the equipment.
Safety - A lab session to discuss and practice some of the techniques and
safety procedures that are commonly required of the elementary
science teacher.
Finding the answers to students' questions using the library - videotape -
Librarian Louise Addison conducts tour of facilities, the
reference section in particular. Comments on the different
Tape 1 areas where the answers to student questions might likely
be found. Areas covered: reference, curriculum guides, text-
books, regular stacks, children's library, educational research
microfeche.
Building free and inexpensive equipment - Who ever heard of a paper cup
balance? Think it's expensive for each kid to have his own
equipment? This session explores how to make lab materials
from cups, cans, plates, straws, etc.
Ca.re and feeding of living things - Ever see guppies boil in water because some-
one put them on top of the radiator to keep them warm over the
weekend? Helpful hints are provided on the how and why of keeping
and caring of plants and animals
.
Ordering lab equipment - This is a game designed to familiarize you with ordering
equipment by comparing science company catalog prices and discount
store prices. We give you $25.00 in play money and the person that
obtains the most equipment for a specified experiement receives a
prize. Obtain a game sheet from an instructor; see that learning
is possible through the use of game. Play the game and learn how
to make one yourself.
Creating Communications for Educational Film of Television - Ever seen a stcry-
board? Know how to use one? Come see how to create what you would
like to capture with the camera before you start shooting.
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B. Using Curricula
Games of Pollution - A simulation game that can be used in a classroom. You
can see that learning is possible through the use of a game.
Play the game and learn how to make a similar game.
Comparing and contrasting texts - reference book in library - Creative Teaching
of Science in the Elementary School by Piltz and Sund - Do you
know what you want when ordering a text? This gives a criteria
to go by when ordering a text.
Curriculum projects - SCIS, AAAS, ESS - videotapes - Introduction to each cur-
riculum package describing philosophy and organization. Also
shows samples of materials and how they are used in each curri-
Tapes 2, culum project. Overview of the science curriculum materials
3 > 4 you're likely to find in up-to-date schools. Each applies the
inquiry/discovery approach as opposed to the lecture approach.
These programs treat the child's scientific mind as a pyre to
be kindled rather than a vial to be filled.
Whirly Bird Workshop - You can really take off on this. The whirly bird is a
series of experiments from the SCIS program. You will find it
an interesting experience to utilize this "toy" and discover
its applications in Systems and Subsystems .
Kitchen Physics - That's right! There is a lot more than meets the eye in the
kitchen - come and find out. A unit of work based on the properties
of water.
Batteries and Bulbs - How many ways can you make a bulb light? Many of the new
curricula projects use batteries and bulbs as a means of developing
numerous science concepts. It may look like play therapy - but
good science can be learned.
Aquaria - Want to have your own aquaria? This SCIS unit involves you in making
your aquaria out of a cardboard box, placing living organisms .in
it and maintaining it in your home for the rest of the semester.
This unit provides excellent experience with maintaining living
things and will familiarize you with the difficulties that might
arise.
Mealworms - A unit developed by ESS (Elementary Science Study) which provides
experiences for children in the investigation of animal behavior.
The unit suggests activities for children using materials locally
available. Opportunities are provided for students to observe,
investigate, keep records, make predictions and interpret data.
You will have the opportunity to design and carry out your own
investigation.
Observations - This is an experience that acquaints you with one of the basic
processes in Science — A Process Approach (SAPA) . You will make
various observations and discuss the implications of these ob-
servations: guaranteed fun !
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Small Things - An introduction to the microscopic world, to the instruments needed
to make this world available to the students and also an investiga-
tion of the structure of nonliving as well as living things. Thishour will be spent using these materials to familiarize yourself
with this curriculum experience.
Gases and Airs - A unit developed by Elementary Science Study which provides
experiences for students to investigate, keep records, make
predictions, and interpret data. The unit is designed for use
by an entire class at the same time and involves such physical
phenomena as temperature and pressure. You will have the op-
portunity to conduct your own investigations.
Colored Solutions - By utilizing aesthetically pleasing, yet simple materials,
this unit introduces children to phenomena which excite them and
lead them to perform experiments associated with the ideas of
density and the layering of liquids. Learn for yourself the
excitement and bewilderment that comes from mixing and investigating
a series of unknown colored solutions! This unit is particularly
good for students in the third and fourth grades.
Changes - "All life is a change. The whole universe is continually changing.
Nothing is lost; it only assumes new forms." This E.S.S. unit
for grades 1-4 is concerned with understanding natural changes.
Budding Twigs - An ESS unit for late winter or early spring. The unit is con-
cerned with bud maturation and the observable changes
.
Brine Shrimp - An ESS unit designed for grades one through four. Using brine
shrimp eggs, which are inexpensive, attractive and easy to keep,
the children will observe them and watch them hatch. Informal
exploratory experiences foolow as each child watches his own
shrimp develop.
Eggs and Tadpoles - The children study tadpoles of the leopard frog. Starting
with a rather non-descript egg the children observe changes oc-
curring slowly in many subtle ways. Motivation toward additional
investigation is an important aspect of the experience.
Clay Boats - Can you may clay float? What are the important factors in making an
object float and once you make it float, how much will it hold?
This experience is designed to answer questions you might have
concerning the concept of buoyancy, and how the concept may be
introduced in an elementary classroom.
C. Tailoring Curricula
Development of a unit - This gives you a background in the make-up of a lesson -
how to go about developing one and how to evaluate it once
developed. Developing a unit is also concerned with long range
planning - how you go about it, what types of activities you might
use and how units can be evaluated.
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Designing an experiment - How many times have you heard a child ask the questionWhy didn t my experiment work?" This offering gives you a step
’
by a step process for designing an experiment: motivational
techniques, organization of equipment, what you do if what is
supposed to happen doesn't happen.
Writing and using behavioral objectives - Are you saying things in a wishy-washy
manner? Pin them down by using a behavioral objective. This is
a discussion of what a behavioral objective is, and how it can and
cannot be used.
Evaluation - New science curricula probably will not be evaluated by that old
stand-by, the short answer test. What are you going to do instead?
This session will attempt to giveyou some insight into ways and
methods of evaluating the learning done by your students in science.
In addition, some tips will also be given on how to evaluate new
®^i£^*isls so that you will know if you want to use them in your
classroom.
D. Teaching
Oneupmanship in (science) teaching - Do you want to get ahead in teaching? Do
you want to impress people as someone who gets good things done?
A very little effort on your part, properly placed, can improve
your image as a teacher as well as make you a better teacher. This
session will be a discussion of one teacher's devices to get ahead
without really trying (too hard).
The affront - This activity is designed to acquaint you with the affront - a method
of teaching which creates the "need to know" in your students. This
is an activity which will use a demonstration of the affront and a
follow-up.
Field Trips -
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Will your field trips be like this one obviously was’ Not if
trXTd TtelVn? heed our advice 05 ue take °" a »l„i!
old clothes!)
5120 e" and reali2ati»" »£ a Sood trip. (Uear
Teaching to Peers - This activity was suggested by last year's class. You and
o
°
v
* I1Ve ° 6r Studeilts Plan a lesson to teach to eachther. Your peers roleplay as students and then critique yourlesson. You can choose your own time to hold your class We
suggest you plan a short lesson - 5 to 10 minutes. If you wishone of the staff will be on hand to help in the critique. You
must contact us.
The Film (as a learning device) - Don't cop out and just show a film. Do some-t ing with it! This session will explore various ways cf presenting
a movie to classes. It will also deal with ways in which you can
obtain worthwhile films for your classroom at little or no expense.
Ecology and environmental concern - This activity will consist of an examination
of the ways you might use to create a positive concern in your
students for our poor environment. Expect a self-examination of
your knowledge and concern for the environment. Also included willbe ways you can obtain information and equipment dealing with the
environment. (Wear old clothes!)
Informal Assessment of Learning Styles - This offering will give you some ideas
of way's to get to know an individual child better — his style of
learning and/or a more specific definition of his strengths and
weaknesses. Materials will be on hand and some suggestions for
using them will be given.
Questions and Questioning Techniques - Since teachers seem to spend much of their
time in the classroom asking questions, it seems as though they
should have some expertise in it. Unfortunately, most do not. An
attempt is made here to look at types of questions, reasons for
questioning, what to do with answers and how to use questions for
extra mileage.
Questioning game — An "educational card game" designed to familiarize the teacher
with the types of questions that enhance and inhibit discussion.
Teaching and critique - Each member of the class will be expected to plan a short
lesson and teach it to a group of assembled peers . A critique will
follow involving you, your peers and the instructors. We consider
this a valuable experience for you. More than any other offering
it can give you the confidence that you will want in the classroom.
Problem Solving in Field Ecology - Group problem solving exercise in which students
will generate hypothesis about past and future events, based oi
evidents/ data available in the field - vegetation, old stone
walls, cemeteries, etc. (Wear old clothes!)
E One Step Beyond
Brainstorming with ideas, events and materials
- This event is des< a
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Uni-volution of
^
fe *' A and nusic Presentation on the evolution oflife. Symbolically represented is the 5 billion years of
ear h s history
,
starting with the preparation of thesurface, to the sea as the mother of life, to plants, insects,
animals, and finally, the crowning touch, man.
Coeds, Cameras and Campus (CCO - Modified from
-Kids, cameras and Common-ities
,
this is designed to allow you to experience cross-
subject-area activities in: choosing subjects to photocraph,
«evel°Ping and printing your photos and arranaing them in
.
such a way as to express yourself as a photographer or
whatever you felt you were as you participated. Cameras,
film, chemicals and techniques ere all furnished. Many
scientific principles are involved
- you might even discover
some and in a painless manner.
Cardboard Carpentry - Are you a frustrated engineer, carpenter or interior
decorator? This event will give you an opportunity to plan
and construct tables, puppet theatres, room dividers, chairs,
chalkboards or whatever piece of furniture you'd like to have
in your classroom but can't afford. Tri-wall cardboard,
saws, tape, glue, nails, etc. are all provided.
Secondary Science Alphabet Soup - This will be a discussion of new
programs and trends in biology, chemistry, physics, etc.
at the secondary level.
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Afro-American Scientist - Why we don’t know him - A lecture describing contribu-tions of the black scientist in America in 19th and 20th centuries.Also a discussion as to why the black scientist's contribution is
not well known as well as the difficulties the black man encounteredm getting recognition for his discoveries. Prerequisites - sheetto be picked up in Room 130D and completed prior to the activity.
Science Education and the Drug Problem - A discussion on the relative dangers of
various drugs, and on how to answer questions elementary school
children have about drugs and drug use.
Futuristic Scientific Projections - What to do with them - A lecture describing
the techniques used to make a scientific projection (in ten years
we can graft wings to the human body)
,
and suggesting ways to
discuss projections with school children.
Filmmaking without a Camera - Figures drawn on clear leader film (16 mm) with
magic markers. Film can be made and shown immediately. Slides can
also be made using this process.
Society s Reaction to Science through Folk Music — Tf Ls seminar will be an ex-
perience in listening — listening to songs, to ideas and to one's
inner reactions. We will be exploring the aspects and effects of
science which have motivated the writing of folk songs, and what
feelings and philosophies are expressed by those songs. The latter
portion of the session will deal with the effectiveness of folk
songs .as a form of communication, as a personal statement and as
a means of initiating change. The effectiveness of folk songs in
an electronic age will serve as a focus.
Cooking - We will explore the possibilities of incorporating cooking into science
classes in order to facilitate the learning process, and to make it
more enjoyable at the same time.
F. Philosophical Foundations
Why teach science - An open discussion as to the value of teaching science on the
elementary school level. Is it because we live in a scientific
age? Is it taught because "science is our friend"? Or is it? If
you would teach the planets of the solar system because they are in
the textbook, you belong in this class
.
What's in the Bag? - A "black box" experiment into the process of science. A
consideration of what you think science is. This will give you a
feeling for the methodology of science and its implications for
teaching science to young children.
Independent study on research in science education - An opportunity to examine
some of the recent research into the current problems of scierce
education in the elementary schools. Independent study will provide
exposure to those periodicals that deal with such problems as cur-
riculum reform, teacher education, methodology and instruction,
and the use of the ERIC microfeche documents.
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It’s good to ask questions - The class consists of a discussion of process and
the ideas of Bruner and others concerning how children learn and
become more effective independent learners* Ideas and strategies
concerning how the science classroom can shape children into
V becoming self-initiating, self-operating and self-evaluating
learners will be discussed.
Piaget
.
A protest against walls - A discussion of the many wavs science is developing
outside of the four walls that form a classroom. Many children
today are controlled by bells, chained to schedules, marched in
halls, given facts to regurgitate and then expected to be effective
learners. Science can no longer be eventless, without significance,
without happenings and without opportunities for individualized
inquiry. Opportunities currently offered kids and ideas for
others will be discussed.
Conceptual schemes and the science program - The class will be concerned with an
examination of a science program that is developed K-12 upon a
conceptual scheme basis. The West Hartford Elementary Science
Program blends its own units with several commercial units to form
a sequential science program from grades K-12. The philosophy and
writing methods will be discussed and the material will be avail-
able for vexamination. This is a teacher-devised program.
Values and science - Is it enough to teach the facts and concepts of a scientific
principle? How may teachers consider the values that can be
demonstrated once facts and applications have been taught? For
example, a fact studied in many earth science classes is a considera-
tion of what precious gem stones are found on the earth. A concept
that could be developed from this are the similarities and dif-
ferences of precious and semi-precious stones. An extension of
the fact and concept could be a discussion of values in relation
to gem stones.
Science technology and society — A philosophical discussion of the impact of
science and technology on culture. Considered in the discussion
will be: the rapid rise of the importance of science, the resulting
loss of traditional psychological moorings, the necessity of
tempering technology to the purposes of man, issues for concerned
people, and suggestions for viewing science education in a new
context.
- Study of stages of learning readiness. Implications of which teaching
methods are appropriate for which children. Shows differences
between those youngsters who can perform only on concrete tasks
and those who can function on an abstract level. Show also how
to administer Piaget tasks to children.
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SCIS - This activity describes the philosophy of Science Curriculum Improvement
Study. A film strip will be shown along with appropriate pieces
of equipment from the study. The session will allow you to under-
stand and explore the reasons behind previous SCIS activities.
SAPA - This activity describes the philosophy of Science - A Process Approach.
A film strip will be shown along with appropriate pieces of equip-
ment from the study. The session will allow you to understand and
explore the reasons behind previous SAPA activities.
ESS - This activity describes the philosophy of Elementary Science Study. A film
strip will be shown along with appropriate pieces of equipment from
the study. The session will allow you to understand and explore
the reasons behind previous ESS activities.
Science and Society - What to tell children - An overview of the models various
thinkers have proposed for the interactions between science and
society, and a discussion of what productive interactions between
science and society can take place and how we can encourage them.
Prerequisite - Sheet to be picked up in Room 130D and completed
prior to the activity. Two consecutive weeks March 2 and 9.
Scientific Ethics - Do scientists have ethics? Should they? What are the effects
on society of our present system of scientific ethics? All these
thrilling questions, and more will be answered in this discussion.
Prerequisite - Sheet to be picked up in Room 130D and completed
prior to the activity.
How does a scientist think? - A lecture describing what the scientific method
really is (background material The Structure of Scientific Revolu-
tion by Kuhn) and how theoretical and experimental scientists
really think (background material The Act of Creation by Koestler)
.
Also a discussion as to what ways of thinking and feeling are
most conducive to scientific productivity, and ideas about how to
encourage these types of thought in elementary school children.
Prerequisite - Sheet to be picked up in Room 130D and completed
prior to the activity.
Dwight Allen and Elementary School Science - This opportunity is provided so that
you are able to hear the ideas of one of America's foremost edu-
cators.
Film Schedule
#1 Thev Can Do It. March 9. A film that covers one year in a first,
grade classroom. It depicts the first few difficult days and weeks
when the teacher and children are having problems with discipline,
communication, lessons, etc. Continuing through the year you see
the changes in classroom structure behavior, teaching, and
the way
a teacher overcame the impossible problems that arose.
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02 Choosing to Learn . April 6. The Philadelphia Inquiry Schools is
a very exciting and free atmosphere for learning. This film shows
how the school was developed and how it functions.
03 What They Want to Produce: Not What We Want to Become . April 20.
Originally produced by the Canadian Film Board, the film gives an
Insight into problems in schools.
04 Classrooms in Transition . May 4. A film produced by Educational
Development Center for gaining perspective ^'classrooms that are
in transition.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SCIENCE MATERIALS IN LIBRARY*
Education 262/562
Teacher's Guide for ESS
Attribute Games and Problems
The Balance Book (Primary Balancing)
Batteries and Bulbs
Batteries and Bulbs II
Behavior of Mealworms
Bones
Brine Shrimp
Budding Twigs
Changes
Cardboard Carpentry Workshop
Colored Solutions
Crayfish
Earthworms
Eggs and Tadpoles
Gases and "Airs"
Heating and Cooling
Geo Blocks
Growing Seeds
Ice Cubes
It's So Simple, Click and Print
Kitchen Physics
The Life of Beans and Peas
Light and Shadows
Microgardening
Mapping
Match and Measure
Mobiles
Mosquitoes
The Musical Instrument Recipe Book
Mystery Powders
Optics
Pattern Blocks
Peas and Particles
Pendulums
Pond Water
Sink or Float
Slips and Slides
Small Things, an Introduction to the Microscopic World
Starting from Seeds
Tangrams
Track Picture Book
Tracks
Where Was the Moon?
Whistles and Strings
Teacher's Guide for SCIS
SCIS Elementary Science Sourcebook
Life Cycles
Organisms
Material Objects
Interaction and Systems
Systems and Variables
Relativity
Populations
* Ask for materials at main desk.
* All materials are under Carl
Hoagland
' s name
.
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PACKETS AVAILABLE IN THE LIBRARY*
Packet I
—
Values and Culture
’^Children's Science in Another Culture"
"Teaching Science with a Pocus on Values"
Packet 2 Child Development
"Piageti"
~~
"Of Time and the Child"
^Piagetian Task Administration Instrument"
Infants Are Smarter than Anybody Thinks"
Packet 3 Teacher Talk
"Do Teachers Talk Too Much?"
^Techniques for Developing Discovery Questioning Skills"
Science, Silence and Sanction"
Packet 4 SCIS
Programs for Improving Science Instruction in the Elementary School"(part 2) J
"Cooperative College School Science Program"
Article by Eobert Karplus
Packet 5 ESS
"Programs for Improving Science Instruction in the Elementary School"
(part 2)
“Eva! nation"
Article by Eobert Karplus
BOOKS AVAILABLE IN THE LIBRARY*
Blough, Glenn and lulius Schwartz, Elementary School Science and How to Teach It
.
4th edition.
Craig, Gerald 5..
,
Science for the Elementary School Teacher
.
5th edition.
Gega, Peter C.
.,
Science in Elementary Education .
Hicks, Houston, Cheney and Marquand, The New Elementary School Curriculum
.
Hone, Joseph .and 'Victor, Teaching Elementary Science: A Sourcebook for
Elementary Science .
Jacobson, Willard
,
The New Elementary School Science .
Kambly, Paul E. and John Suttle, Teaching Elementary School Science: Methods
and Resources .
Mager, Eobert E..
.,
Developing Attitude toward Learning .
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Marholt, Brandwein and Joseph, A Sourcebook for the Biological Sciences
.
Sund, Trowbridge, Tillery and Olson, Elementary Science Teachinc ActiviMne
Discovery Laboratory Approach
.
'
-
—
L
Syrocki, B. John, Science Activities for the Elementary Grades .
Their, Herbert, Teaching Elementary School Science: A Laboratory Approach
.
U.N.E.S.C.O.
,
700 Science Experiments for Everyone.
A
* Ask for materials at main desk (all under Carl Hoagland's name).
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Appendix C
Prioritized Goals for Each Student
Student #li
!• Meet the needs of my students,
2. Feel confident in my self-image as a 'teacher. 1
3. Find out how (why) children learn.
4. Find out how (why) children fail.
5. Try to feel what the child is feeling.
6. Learn science method techniques.
7. Be able to excite the children in what they are learning,
o. Be more of a 'sharer of knowledge' than a teacher.
9.
Be able to relate science with other school subjects.
10. Develop my own ideas as how to teach science.
11. Constantly review my method of teaching in view of its
effectiveness and tangible results.
Student #2i
1. To like my job.
2. To help my children like science.
3* To meet the needs of my students.
4. To be a part of the growth of my kids.
5. To relate with the children on their level.
6. To have an active participation with children in learning.
7. To keep the kids minds from wandering.
8. Not to be the teacher, but let my kids teach themselves.
9. To find new ways to teach old things.
10. To be able to use science in connection with other subjects.
11. To have my children respect me.
Student #3*
1. Confidence.
2. A general knowledge of all aspects of science for
elementary children.
3. A knowledge of how much the children know.
4. Know where to find the answers when questions are asked.
5. I must remember not to 'mother' but rather to be teacher
and friend.
6. How to spark interest on a, perhaps, dull but important
subject.
7* How to successfully conduct an experiment with the class.
8.
Must always feel competent.
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9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
17
!
18.
Not to be overly sensitive toward the children.To make science more interesting (especially for thegirls).
out scientific tasks before trying to teach themBe able to let the children actively participate in all
experiment.
Students will be truly fond of and respect me.
That I will always be 'up' on the newest scientific
discoveries.
To be creative and imaginative.
Be wide open for suggestions from the class.
Not to be rather embarassed when I don't know an answer.
That there be adequate materials available in the school
system.
Student #4*
I need to feel love for the students
need to understand the needs and wants of the children, to
be on their level
need to gain the respect and confidence of the children
need to feel confident—be able to teach and demonstrate
scientific concepts in many ways
need to be sensitive to the environment
need to build up confidence on the individual students
stimulate interest
allow children to think for themselves, be creative &
imaginative
allow students to have responsibility
to be able to use science in connection with other subjects
Student #5*
1. to help the children learn what they want to learn
2. to know what the child is feeling
3. to grow as a person myself
4. to know where to find the answers
5. to be able to deal with the children's emotions
6. to have a good time
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7. to learn various techniques in methods of teaching
sc 1 enc e
8. to actively participate
9. to have a better understanding of early childhood
10. to use resources wisely
11. to help them learn cause and effect
12. to be able to use science in connection to other
subjects
Student #6 t
1. generate interest on part of children and teacher
2. good general knowledge of science
3» knowledge of where to find answers if I don't have
them on hand
4. make best use of a child's natural curiosity
5« active interaction b/w children & teacher
6. promote independence of each child's learning
7» to have confidence in teaching science
8. learn different techniques in methods of teaching
science
9* to learn what is good to teach at what grade level
10. try to have children enjoy learning science
11. have opportunities for children to take an active part
in class
Student #7*
1. To learn to communicate effectively with kids.
2. To be confident in my abilities.
3. To admit I don't always know the answers.
4. To learn more about science.
5. To learn possible teaching techniques.
6. To stimulate my students.
7. To encourage student participation.
8. To create a free atmosphere during all lessons.
9. To learn never to criticize my students.
10.
To learn patience.
Student #8*
To gain confidence in my ability to teach science
To have a better understanding of the age group you will be
teaching
To better understand kids and how they think
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To be able to gather interest and attention
To meet the needs of my students
To learn what is good to teach at what grade level
class?oSm
different technic
>ues of approaching science in the
To learn how to present a unit of science in the classroom
To develop my own ideas as to how to teach children sciencem an interesting and productive way
To make science meaningful to the individual
Student #9*
1.
To be able to find answers to questions.
confidence in my ability to teach science.
k. To become certified to teach.
5. To always be personal.
6. To know how to motivate a student.
7. To be able to successfully incorporate innovations w/
old subject matter.
8. To be able to express myself in a way which is under-
standable.
9. To satisfy (justify) my desire for achievement (self-
approval)
.
10. To feel that ray knowledge of the subject matter is accu
rate.
11. To be creative & imaginative.
12. To maintain an open mind.
13. To be qualified to teach.
Student #10
i
1. To have confidence in my ability as a science teacher.
2. To know what levels of knowledge are appropriate for
different grade and age levels.
3. To facilitate, not to 'teach.'
b. To encourage my students enough so they want to ask
questions.
5» To learn different techniques of teaching science.
6. To utilize all materials available for teaching science
7. To make science more interesting to the children.
8. To have a better understanding of the age group I will
be teaching.
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9.
10
.
11 .
12 .
To
To
To
To
meet the needs of my students,
keep an open mind.
learn how to present a unit of science in the class,develop personal ideas on methods to teach science.
Student #11
i
1. he well informed on the subject
2. to explain the subject clearly
3« to try not to turn kids off to science
4.
create a relaxed atmosphere
5« find new ways to present the material
6. to try not to talk above them--be on their level
7. don't rely on a strict schedule
8. To gain confidence in my ability to teach science
9. to find out how the children feel about the subject
we're studying
10.
to learn different techniques of teaching science
Student #12*
1. To gain confidence in my ability to teach science
2. To develop my own ideas as to how to teach children
science in an interesting and productive way
3# To better understand children and how they think
4. To maintain an open mind
5. To learn and profit from my mistakes
6. To maintain self-control at all times
7. Encourage them to express their opinions even though
they are different from mine
Student #15*
1. to be confident to run a class
2. to be self-sufficient in my reasoning and thinking
3. to know I have accomplished something
4. to experience with my students
5. to feel compassion for my students
6. to keep the interest of my students
7. to be able to think out possible alternatives
8. to be able to laugh at myself and be human
9. to get across information in the most effective way
10. to supply relative, accurate information
11. to learn along with my students
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Student #16 1
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
6
.
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
To show love and respect for
To encourage the children to
To encourage the children to
^lve in learning about science.
T° gain confidence in my ability to teach science.
a. To be able to teach about and demonstrate specific
concepts many ways.
b. To use available resources to best advantage.
To better understand children, how they think, and how
they learn.
To learn from the children.
To make science more interesting in the classroom.
a. Teach what the children are interested in.
b. To leani about fun projects for the children to do.
To make science more meaningful to the individual child.
To bring the class outside when possible.
To be sensitive to the environment.
To teach about the world's ecological crisis and to
initiate ecology projects.
To be able to use science in connection with other
subjects.
the children,
think for themselves.
Student #18
»
1. To be able to hold the interest of students
2. To make the topic interesting
3. To gain a better understanding of science
4. To find out what levels pupils are at in science
5. To find out what answers pupils are ready to receive
6. To be able to know where to find answers to questions
7. To know the difference in the age groups
8. To make connections between science and other topics
9. To meet the needs of students
10. To find new ideas that can be used in the classroom
Student #19*
1. To be punctual.
2. To learn how to appreciate my class.
3. To be prepared.
4. To be just.
5. To be honest with my students.
6. To aid the student realize that since science is an
exact subject, his work must be successful.
7. To be willing to help each child on a personal basis.
8. To engender love.
9. To make the course relevant.
10. To set an example.
11. To make the child aware of nature (mother).
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Appendix D
Each Student's Complete List of Goals
Student #1*
1. Relearn & rediscover what I’ve forgotten about science
2. Cover material that the kids can relate to
3. Be prepared for class - but-
4. Allow spontaneity
5. Be creative and imaginative
6. Strive for active participation
7. Incite questioning
8. Be able to relate to the material personally
9 • Know that I can ' t say I know everything
10. Learn about what children are interested in
11. Close down the generation 'gap'
12. Teach on the child's level
13 • Feel love and understanding
14. Practice self control and patience
15 • Feel confident
16. Try to feel what the child is feeling
17. Be more of a 'sharer' of knowledge than a Teacher
18. Learn various techniques in methods of teaching science
19* Learn about the different science curriculums
20. Learn about fun projects for kids to do
21. Learn how to prepare and present plans in science
22. Find free materials available to teachers
23. Find new ways to teach old things
24. Review child psychology
25 . Experience scientific tasks before trying to teach them
26. To be able to relate science with other school subjects
27. To meet the needs of my students
28. To maintain an open mind
29. Attempt to experience as many things as possible
30. To develop the feeling of exploration into new things
31. To develop my own ideas as how to teach science
32. Make science meaningful to the child
33. Learn about new ideas that can be used in a classroom
34. Teach the children a pattern of thinking that will carry
over to other school work and to the world
35. Make children understand that they are just 'dabbling'
in science
36 . Encourage students to do work outside of the classroom.
37. Always be aware of the child who is having difficulties
38 . Question myself why children are having the difficulties
39. Constantly review my method of teaching in view of its
effectiveness
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40.
41.
42.
^3 .
44.
Instill in children the desire to learn that willcarry over into everything
and
^16 re^a "te Previ°us experiences of the child
S?^ t~f+\eXpe£*?!}oes ?s a base for determining interestsFind out how children learn
Find out how children fail
Student #2
•1* To like my job
•2. To love my children
•3* To feel confident
•4. To relate to the children on their level
•5. To know what the child is feeling
• 6 . To make the children like science
7# To feel competent in my job
8 , To be sensitive to the environment
•9. To make sure my knowledge is accurate
•10. To be a part of the growth of the kids
•11. To be self-controlled, and not let my temper or
emotions get the best of me
•12. Not to get angry or frustrated
•13. Not to rate anything
14, Not to teach diddly irrelevences
15* Not to act superior
16, Not to think of science as just another subject
•17. Not to be afraid
18. Not to feel indifference
19. Not to get impatient
•20. Not to feel stupid if I don't know an answer to a
question
21. Not to act like a teacher
•22. Not to force the kids to do what you want
23 . Not to treat the children as inferiors
24. Not to be conventional
•25» Not to be the teacher—let kids teach themselves
26. Not to know everything
27. Not to know nothing
28. Not to teach by learning facts from a book
*29. To know what kids are interested in
30. To know predator-prey relationships
•31. To understand my environment
32. To know where to find answers when questions are asked
• 33 . To have a sense of humor
34 . To know what level to begin at
35, To know how the kids feel about each topic
• 36 . To know a general knowledge of scientific facts
•37. To know nature
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•38. To use experimental methods
39. To manipulate materials
40. To read up on methods
^1. To find out how much kids know
*42. To be sure experiments will be successful
43. To use resources wisely & fully
44. To find out what is expected of the kids
*45. To be prepared
.46. To let the kids make up their own experiments
•47. To have an active participation with children in
learning
•48. To be creative and imaginative
49. To re-leam arid rediscover what I've forgotten since I
was in elementary school
•50. To keep the kids minds from wandering
51. To take the class outside
'52. To be interested in almost anything
53* To stop hating science
54. To do everything in science methods
55* To learn various techniques in methods of teaching
science
•56. To make science more interesting in the classroom
57. To learn about the different science curriculums used
by schools
58. To learn how to prepare plans in science
59* To learn to present plans in science
60
.
To learn fun projects for kids to do
• 6l. To find new ways to teach old things
•62. To get a job
63 . To make science a necessary part of each day's awareness
64. To experience scientific tasks before trying to teach
them
• 65 . Tobetter understand kids
66. To understand what kids think
• 67 . To fulfill a requirement for practice teaching
68. To discover how kids feel working with different projects
• 69 . To be able to gather interest
•70. To be able to use science in connection with other subjects
• 71. To pass
•72. To meet the needs of my students
•73* To get more ideas about science than one person could
have individually
• 74. To decide if I really want to teach75 . To obtain an open mind
7o. To attempt to experience as many things as possible
•77. To learn to be critical only through experience
78. To make everyone think about science
79. To make everyone think about the scientific method
80. lb make everyone see what a challenge science can be
• 81. To learn how to present a unit of science in the class-
room
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* 82.
83.
•84.
• 85.
• 86
.
• 87.
• 88
.
thefdoin! it*
11"6 °f Wanting t0 try t0 d ° new thi"gs
.
In certain
a
?essons
°Perati °n °f scientifio masoning
To develop some skills in science
To. develop my ovm ideas as to how to teach children
science in an interesting way
To make lessons more beneficial for children
To make science meaningful to the individual
To have my children respect me
• My goals
Student #3*
1. Confidence
2. A general knowledge of all aspects of science for
elementary children
3. A knowledge of how much the children know
4. Know where to find the answers when questions are asked
5. I must remember not to 'mother' but rather be teacher
and friend
6. How to spark interest on a, perhaps, dull but important
subject
7. How to successfully conduct an experiment with the class
8. Must always feel competent
9. Not to be overly sensitive toward the children
10. To make science more interesting (especially for the
girls)
11. To work out scientific tasks before trying to teach them
12. Be able to let the children actively participate in
all experiment
13. Students will be truly fond of and respect me
14. That I will always be 'up' on the newest scientific
discoveries
15. To be creative and imaginative
16. Be wide open for suggestions from the class
17. Not to be rather embarassed when I don't know an answer
18. That there be adequate materials available in the
school system
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Student #4*
stimulate interest
allow children to think for themselves
make school fun
make use of everyday or common objectshave enough supplies and books
have order
students to have responsibility
build up confidence in the indiv. studentsdevelop good study habits in students
be able to offer suggestions as well as criticismgam the respect and confidence of the children
try to keep one step ahead of the children
to learn various techniques
to learn about the different sci. curriculums used by
schools
to better understand science
learn to better like sci. ourselves
learn how to prepare science
learn how to present science
build up confidence in myself
to get a job
have a better understanding of the age-group you teach
make science of necessary part of each day's awareness
to practice before you give the lesson
to better understand kids and how they operate
to fulfill a requirement for practice teaching
to discover how children feel working w/ dif. projects
to be able to gather interest
to be able to gather attention
to be able to use science in connection w/ other subjects
to pass
to meet the needs of my students
get more ideas about sci. than 1 person alone could
to help me decide if I really want to teach
to learn what to teach at each grade level
to maintain an open mind
to experience as many things as possible
to learn to be critical only through experience
to make everyone think about science
to make everyone think about the scientific method
to make everyone think about the challenge it can be
to learn how to present a unit of science to the classroom
to get the feeling of wanting to try new things doing it
understand the operation of scientific reasoning in certain
lessons
to develop good skills in science
to develop my own ideas as to how to teach children science
in an interesting and productive way
make lessons more beneficial
make science meaningful to the individuals
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NEED TO FEEL*
confident
be on their level
what the child is feeling
a community w/ the child
enjoyment for all to learn science
competent
love
want student to understand
sympathy
relaxed
NEED TO DO*
experiment w/ different methods
read up on material
find out what kids know
perspective
be creative & imaginative
be interested in almost everything
let children think up some of their own experiments
active participation in children's learning
be active
NEED TO KNOW*
what children are interested in
predator-prey relationships
environment
where to find answers when questions are asked
how to laugh
what level to begin at
be able to say I don't know the answers to everything
how the kids feel about each subject
general knowledge of scientific facts
nature
how to relate science to everyday
how to evaluate the students
Student #5*
1. to be confident
2. to be on the children's level
3. to know what the child's feeling
4. to help the students understand
5. to want the students to understand
6. to feel a community with the child
7. enjoyment to learn science
8. to feel competent
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9* to feel confidence
10. to be sensitive to the environment
11. to know my knowledge is accurate
12. to feel a pond is enjoyable to visit
13* to know I'm playing a part in the growth of a child
14, to feel self-control
15 • not to feel anger
16. not to feel frustrated
17. not to feel hate
18. not to teach irrelevances
19 • to feel science is only a school subject
20. not to feel afraid
21. not to feel indifference
22. not to feel impatient
23 . not to feel stupid if I don't know the answer
24. not to feel like a teacher
25 • to feel emotion
26. not to feel emotion
2? • to know about the seasons
28. to know what the kids know
29 • to know the experiment will be successful
30 . to learn from an unsuccessful experiment
31* to use resources wisely
32 . to use resources fully
33 • to use resources in nonconventional ways
3^* to be prepared
35 • to let the children make up experiments
36 . to actively participate
37. not to actively participate
38 . to be creative
39 • to be imaginative
40. to keep their minds from wandering
41 to let their minds wander
42. to take the class outside
43 . to visit the area
44. to be interested in what is going on
45 . to know what is going on in the world
46. to have a pad
47. not to have a pad
48. to force the children
49. not to force the children
50 . to teach the children
51 . not to teach the children
52 . to treat a child as an inferior
53. not to treat a child as an inferior
54. to be conventional
55. to be 'the teacher'
56 . to know what the children are interested in
57. to know predatory-prey relationships
58. to be able to deal with the children's emotion
59 • to know what to do if a child has a tantrum
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60.
61
.
62
.
63 .
64
.
65 .
66
.
67 .
68
.
69 .
70 .
71 .
72 .
73 .
74 .
75 .
76 .
77 .
78 .
79 .
80
.
81
.
82
.
83 .
86
.
87 .
88
.
89 .
90 .
91 .
92 .
93 .
94 .
95 .
96 .
97 .
98 .
99 .
100 .
101
.
102 .
103.
104 .
105.
to know what to do if children physically fightto know about the environment
1
° *he feel sensitive to the environmentto have a good time
not to let the children feel stupid
where to find the answers
how to laugh
what level to begin at
to say "I don't know”
to find out what I don't know when asked
to know how the children feel about a topic
to have a general knowledge of science
to know about nature
to know everything
to know nothing
not to teach by learning facts from a book
to help children learn through discovery
to learn various techniques in methods of teaching
science
to make science more interesting in the classroom
to like the children as individuals
to know what the individual child needs
to learn about the different science curriculums used
in schools
to better understand science
to learn science a little better myself
to learn how to prepare plans in science
to learn how to present plans in science
to learn how to evaluate plans in science
to learn fun projects for kids to do
to fain confidence in my ability to teach science
to find free materials available to teacher
to be able to work equipment effectively
to find new ways to teach old things
to get a job
to have a better understanding of early childhood
to make science a necessary part of each days awareness
to experience scientific tasks before trying to teach
them
to try out new ideas
to better understand kids
to know how kids think
to fulfill a requirement for practice teaching
to discover how children feel working with different
projects
to be able to gather attention
to be able to gather interest
to be able to use science in connection with other sub-
jects
to use science as a lead to learning other subjects
to pass
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106
.
107.
108
.
109 .
110
.
111 .
112
.
113 .
114
.
115 .
lib.
117 .
118
.
119 .
120
.
121
.
122
.
123 .
124 .
125 .
126 .
127 .
128 .
129 .
130 .
131 .
132 .
133 .
13^.
135 .
136.
137 .
138 .
139 .
140 .
141 .
142 .
143 .
144
.
145 .
146 .
147 .
148
.
149 .
150 .
151 .
152 .
to meet the needs of my students
to get more ideas about science than I could have aloneto help me decide if I really want to teach
to learn what is good to teach at what grade levelto learn what interests children at a specific age
to maintain an open mind
to experience as many things as possible
to learn to be critical only through experience
to make everyone think about science
to make everyone think about the scientific method
to make everyone think about what the scientific can
be as a challenge
to learn different techniques of approaching science in
class.
to want to try new things
to try new things
to understand operation of scientific reasoning
to develop some skills in science
to use my own ideas to teach science interestingly
to use my own ideas to teach science productively
to make lessons more beneficial to children
to make science meaningful to the individual
to make science meaningful to the group
to learn about new ideas that can be used in class
IE « cardboard carpentry
block
drawing
using water
cooking
visiting scientific places
to see science around the home
to see science around the school
to see how parents use science everyday
to keep records of what I've done
to keep files of materials
to grow as a person myself
not to make the children feel they must meet my expectations
to let the children work independently
to help the children learn what they want to learn
to see what the child needs
to let the children learn with their peers
to work with various teaching materials
to feel free myself
not be bogged down with irrelevant paper work
to be happy myself because it will show
to use animals to teach
not to get so much going that I get tense bitch at my
husband
to help them learn cause and effect
to learn more about how children develop
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153 .
154 .
155 .
to use plants to teach
to use discipline effectively
to know when a child needs to be told what
when to let him be free to decide
to do and
Student #6*
-adequate experimental material
-knowledge of how to manipulate material
-know the material to be taught
-have successful experiments
-know how much children already know
-know the childrens' misconceptions
-have opportunities for children to take an active part
-indoor field trips
-outdoor field trips
-generate interest on the part of the children and teacher
-answer questions clearly
-knowledge of where to find answers if I don't have theinformation on hand
-good general knowledge of science
-know what the children like in science
-know how the children feel about science
-try. to have children enjoy learning science
-active interaction between children and teacher
-promote independence of each child's learning
-lessons should suit the interests of the majority
-adequate class control without rigidity
-confidence in teaching science
-knowledge of the factors of growth of children
-how to make full use of available resources
-good program of out-of-class activities
-homework which shows science's application to daily life
-to make old experiences new to the child
-individual projects to be completed at child's own pace
-group projects to be completed at groups own pace
-view science in its natural environment as much as possible
-arrange classes to be led by guests more expert in diff.
fields of science than the teacher
-show children the practical applications of science
-each child to be responsible for a living thing (plant or
animal)
-children give short talks to class on a part of science
-present modern problems posed by science, i.e., ecology
-learn different techniques in methods of teaching science
-make science more interesting in the classroom
-learn the different science curriculums used by schools
-to better understand the science you are teaching
-learn how to present plans in science
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l®a£?
ab°Ut fun Pr°J ects for children to do
-to find free materials available to teachers
-find new ways to teach old things
"teaching
3 understandi«g of the age group you are
™ake
?cience a necessary part of each day’s awareness
-To dSooter
C
ho:°chUdreS tlT **1°™^ t0 the.
-to meet°the n^dfof^he chUdref
1"6 Wlth different Projects
-get more ideas about science than one person could havelearn what is good to teach at what grade level
-to maintain an open mind -Leve
-attempt to experience as many things as possible£*& SS&’SS S°canTeen0e ’ SCientific method *
-keep their attention
-be able to use science in connection w/ other subiects
"know^S t0 £resent a of science in the classroom
-know different approaches to teaching science
'cer^n
r
!e“onf
e °peration of scientific reasoning in
-develop some skills in science
-to develop my own ideas on how to teach science in aninteresting way
-making lessons more beneficial for children
—learn new ideas which can be used in the classroom
-try to make all explanations clear enough for all to
understand
teach children that man isn’t the most important thing inthe world
-show the advances of the modern and ancient world because
of science
-know how to make the best use of the child's natural curiosity
-more investigation for answers instead of just handing them out
Student #7»
1. To understand children.
2. To learn how to communicate with children effectively.
3. To be able to explain things so the kids will understand.
4. To present material in an interesting way.
5. To learn what the children are interested in.
6. To learn as much as I can about science.
?• To be willing to learn with the class.
8, To allow children to express themselves.
9* To be patient.
10. To let the children deviate from the immediate subject
matter.
11. To learn how to perform experiments successfully.
12. To always gear the experiments to the children's abilities.
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13 .
14
.
15 .
16
.
17 .
18
.
19 .
20
.
21
.
22 .
23 .
24
.
25 .
26
.
27 .
28
.
29 .
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34 .
37 .
38 .
39 .
40 .
41
.
42 .
43 .
44 .
45 .
46 .
47 .
48 .
49 .
50 .
51 .
To allow a maximum of student participation.
To learn not to criticize a child.
To enjoy the subject matter myself.
To make science seem like fun.
To try to have living specimens for observation when-ever possible.
To be able to differentiate the relevant from theirrelevant.
To get as much knowledge as possible from the method courseio gain as much experience in working with children
as possible.
To be open-minded
To learn to relate science to other subjects
To stimulate the children
To encourage them to continue studying a subject theyfind interesting.
To relate material to their every-day lives
To be confident
To instill confidence in my students
To successfully overcome behavioral problems with stu-
dents.
To learn as many teaching techniques as I can.
To experiment with these techniques.
To work with my students on a 1-to-l basis as often as
I can.
To be aware of children's personality differences.
To take these differences into consideration in pre-
paring a lesson.
To allow discussion among the children.
To help me be sure I can be an effective teacher.
To instill a sense of freedom to move at an individual
pace for each student.
To admit that I can't answer a question when the situa-
tion arises.
To interest the children in searching for answers we
don't know.
To not expect too much from the students
To not expect too little from them.
To take nothing for granted.
To free myself from the confines of a text book.
To encourage my students to share any knowledge they
already have on a given subject.
To make sure that experiments are safe.
To allow ample time for questioning.
To encourage my students to find out as much as possible
on their own.
To make science fun.
To create a free atmosphere.
To make projects look attractive to the children.
To praise my students for work well done.
To really care about the students
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52 . To really care about the lesson I'm attempting to
teach.
53 • To emphasize the importance of learning for its own
sake
.
Student #8i
-To have compassion and understanding for my students.
-To present interesting stimulating and valuable material
at all times.
-To help my students to understand me as a person as well
as an instructor
-To know my material well enough so as to make my lessons
completely understandable.
-To help children enjoy their learning experience
-To better understand kids and how they think
-To have a better understanding of the age group I am teaching
-To learn about the different science curriculums used by
schools.
-To make science more interesting in the classroom.
-To better understand science.
-To gain confidence in my ability to teach science
-To make science a necessary part df each days awareness
-To discover how children feel working with different prob-
lems
-To be able to gain interest and attention
-To learn what is good to teach at what grade level
-To maintain an open mind
-To attempt to experience as many things as possible.
-To learn how to present a unit of science in the classroom.
-To be able to use science in connection with other subjects.
-To learn different techniques of approaching science inithe
classroom.
-To develop my own ideas as to how to teach children science
in an interesting and productive way..
-Making lessons more beneficial for children
-To make science meaningful to the individual
-To learn about new ideas that can be used in a class, IE.
cardboard carpentry
-To help the children to teach themselves as well as ray
teaching them.
-To enhance the child's interest so he wants to learn as
opposed to my forcing material on him.
-To make everyone think about science the scientific
method, and the challenge that it can be.
-To learn to be critical only through experience
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Student #9 *
!• To learn various techniques in methods of teaching science.
2. To make the subject matter more interesting inoclassroom.
3. To be able to express my self in a way which is amiable
& intellectual
4. To better understand science
5« To know what are children's interests.
6 . To know children's dislikes.
7. To be able to find answers to questions.
8
. To feel confident in my knowledge of the subject.
9* To feel competent in my profession
10. To learn to like science a little better ourselves.
11. To learn about fun projects for children to do.
12. To express myself in a way which is understandable.
13. To be able to speak intelligently.
14. To be creative & imaginative.
15 • To be able to feel that I can adjust myself to their
level.
16. To be able to feel a community w/ the child
17. To feel sensitive toward the environment & its inhabi-
tants
18. To feel that my knowledge of the subject matter is
accurate.
19. To be well prepared to successfully handle a position
teaching
20. To feel as those I am playing a part in the growth of
kids
21. To gain confidence in my ability to teach science
22. To fulfill a requirement for practice teaching.
23. To become certified to teach.
24. To PASS
25. To get a job
26. To experiment scientific tasks before trying to teach
them.
27. To help me decide if I really want to teach.
28. To have a better understanding of the age group I will
be teaching
29. To be able to gather attention
30. To find out the cognitive ability of a child
31. To be actively involved in experiments of children.
32. To be creative & imaginative
33. To re-learn & review what I was taught in grammar school
34. To be able to keep the mind of a child from wandering
35. To be able to foster an interest of science up in
myself.
36 . To know to importance of the environment and role as
part of it
37. To be able to laugh. „
38 . To be able to say "I don't know the answer to a
question
39 . To meet the needs of my students
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40. To be able to intelligently listen to another's point
of view
41. To learn to be critical only through experience.
42. To maintain an open mind
43. To feel satisfied
44. To releive any feelings of sublimation I might have
45* To learn how to present a unit of science in class.
46. To develop the basic skills to teach science.
4?. To get a feeling that innovations are important.
48. To be able to incorporate innovations w/ all
49. To learn how to have fun.
50. To learn the importance of a smile.
51. To help develop my own ideas on teaching
52. To be personal.
53* To be able to use science in connection w/ other subjects
54. To be able to associate & relate
55* To be able to organize
56 . To know the importance of the scientific method.
57. How to grade exams
58 • When to give exams.
59 • How to make up questions which incorporate at least some
of knowledge for course
60. To bring out the beauty of science
61. To be successful.
62. To be well liked
63 . To be considerate & thoughtful of others.
64. To be a disiplenarian when ever necessary.
65 . To be able to intelligently assign homework.
66. When a film might be benificial
67 . To realize the beauty of a field trip
68. To be able to appreciate the environment.
69 . Learn about new ideas for the classroom
70. To learn how to say no!
71. To learn how to say yes!
72. To know what is significant.
73. To know what significance means.
74. To be efficient
75. To be concerned & patient.
76 . To know how to arrange a sitting plan in a classroom.
77. To learn about different science curriculums in other
schools
78 . To be able to recognize a liar
79. To be able to always be fair
80. To never play favorites w/ any of the children.
81. To know whether or not the grading system is detrimental
or beneficial to a child's personality.
82. How to abolish such a system
83 . What motivates a child - (Good Grades).
84. What surpresses his motivation - (Bad Grades.)
85. To help me decide if I really want to teach.
86. To know the rewards of a teaching profession
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87 . How to communicate w/ the outside
88. To know your students.
89 . To know what motivates a teacher
90. What is a teacher.
91. To know the importance & meaning of education
92. To know the importance of facial espressions.
93 • To know how to Love
94. To be able to feel Love.
95 • To feel science is important in community affairs
9o. To know when to give a quiz
97. To know how to use aufio?-visual aids
98. To realize the importance of hand writing.
99 • To be neat and always legable
100. How to find free materials available to teachers
Student #10 *
1. To have self-confidence in my ability as a science
teacher
2. To learn about new programs of science instructed
(eg. ESS, SCIS, SAPA)
3. To respect my students
4. To know what levels of knowledge are appropriate for
different grade & age levels
5. To laugh, even when I'm wrong
6 . To admit when I don't know
7. To encourage my students enough so they want to ask
questions
8
. To facilitate, not to "teach"
9. To explore the different science book series
10. To learn different techniques of teaching science
11. To know what a child is feeling
12. To make science more interesting to the children
13 . To express myself coherently
14. To learn variations in science curricula
15. To feel competent
16. To better understand science
17. To be sensitive to the environment
18. To learn how to prepare lesson plans in science
19. To learn how to present these plans in the class
20. To be sure my own knowledge is accurate
21. To learn about fun projects for kids to do
22. To make a field trip an enjoyable experience
23 . To find free material available to teachers
24. To play a part in the growth of the children
25. To be able to utilize equipment in my class
26. To keep my self control
27. To have a better understanding of the age group I
will be teaching J . . ,
28. To be able to determine how much the students already
know
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29 To use science "to make "the children more aware
30. To use resources wisely and fully
31. To understand how children think
32. To find out what the childrens' expectations are
33. To be able to gather interest and attention
34. To let children make up their
35* To be able to use science in connection with other sub-jects
36 . To be creative and imaginative
37 • To meet the needs of my students
38. To relearn and rediscover what I've forgotten
39. To learn what is good to teach at each grade level
40. To keep minds from wandering
41. To keep an open mind
42. To learn NOT to be conventional
43. To experience as many things as possible personally
44. To learn NOT to treat the students as inferiors
45. To learn to be critical in a gentle way
46. To learn where to find answers when questions are asked
47. To learn how to present a unit of science in the class
48. To learn about theories of child development
49. To try new things
50. To find out how children learn
51* To understand the operation of scientific reasoning
52. To know what a behavioral objective entails
53* To develop skills in science
54. To know when to evaluate the class
55 • To develop personal ideas on methods to teach science
56. To develop good questioning techniques
57 • To make science meaningful to the individual
58. To use films effectively
59. To promote inquiry
60. To stimulate good attitudes
Student #11*
-be well-infromed on the topic
-explain the subject clearly
-take suggestions from the kids
-be honest with the class
-try not to turn the kids off to science
-let the kids do the experiments themselves
-try to make them ask questions
-if I can't answer a question be honest and say so
-don't talk above them, be on their level
-create a relaxed atmosphere
-have them explore outside
-find new ways to present the material
-simplify the material so they will understand it
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a su^) j ec 't most of the class enjoys, expand on it
-don't rely on a strict schedule
-corelate the seasons to what we're studying
-give special attention to those who are having problems
-if something fails don't give up
-try to make everyone get some enjoyment out of studying
science
-feel a community with the child
-wanting students to understand
-to learn new techniques for teaching science
-learn how to present lessons in science effectively
-be able to use equipment correctly
-to be able to use science in connection with other subjects
-try new things besides the required curriculum*
-learn what to teach with different age groups
-learn different techniques of approaching science in the
classroom
-have a sufficient background of science to be able to teach
it well
-try to meet the needs of the class
-find fun projects for kids to do
-have knowledge of the age group I will be teaching
-to experience scientific tasks before trying to teach them
-try to keep an open mind to all phases of science
-try to obtain different materials for the kids to work with
-let the kids do the experiments themselves
-be able to accept corrective criticism about my teaching
methods
-find out how the kids feel on each topic they study
Student #12*
1. To learn various techniques in methods of teaching science,
yes.
2. To learn how to manipulate materials so that every day
is different, yes
3. To learn to use experimental methods and not be upset
if they don't work the first time, yes
4. To make science more interesting in the classroom, yes
5. To learn to show them that learning from nature is just
as important as learning from books, yes
6. To learn about the different science curriculums used
by schools, yes
7. To better understand science, yes
8. To learn to like science a little better ourselves, yes
9. To show enjoyment and really be into what you're
teaching, yes
10. To radiate interest in science, yes
11. To learn how to prepare lessons in science, yes
12. To learn how to present plans in science, yes
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J
earn about fund projects for the kids to do. ves14. To gain confidence in my ability to teach science.Very important
15. To find free materials available to teachers, yes16. To be able to work with equipment effectively, yes17. Find new ways to teach old things, yes
18. Find out in inconspicuous way what my students know
already, yes
19 • Expand on what was known previously, yes
20. If review is necessary find new ways to do this, yes21. Keep things from getting boring. Very Imp.
22. To get a job. yes
23 . To have a better understanding of the age group you will
be teaching, yes
24. Bring material down to their level, yes
25. Relearn material along with class, yes
26. Rediscover new material, yes
27 . Make material as relevant as possible, yes
28. Extablish a community with them, yes
29 . To make science a necessary part of each day's aware-
ness. yes
30. Make current science events part of your classes, yes
31. To experience scientific tasks before trying to teach
them, yes
32. To better understand kids and how they think, yes
33* To fill a requirement for students teaching. Sort of
34. To discover how children feel working with different
projects, yes
35 • To be able to gather interest and attention, yes
36 . To be able to use science in connection with other
subjects, yes
37. To be able to incorporate anything that happens into
my science class, yes
38 . To pass, yes, secondary goal
39 • To meet the needs of my students, yes
40. Get more ideas about science than one person could have
individually, yes
41. Not to repeat constantly something they already no well,
yes
42. Learn from my mistakes, yes
43 . Try to make everything Mrelevant." yes
44. To help me decide if I want to teach, yes
45 . To learn what is good to teach at each grade level, yes
46. To maintain an open mind, yes
47. To attempt to experience as many things as possible, yes
48. To show sensitivity to what they're doing, yes
49 . To show understanding for their problems
50. To have patience always, yes
51. To never lose my temper, yes
52. To learn to be critical only through experience, yes
53. To make everyone think about science, yes
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51*-. To make everyone think of the scientific method. Not
always
55. To make everyone think about the challenge that
science is. yes
Encourage their ideas on new ways of doing things, yes
57. To learn how to present a unit of science in the class-
room. yes
58. To learn different techniques of approaching sciencein the classroom, yes
59. Toget the feeling of wanting to try new things, yes
60. Being able to try these new things even if the outcome
is unknown, yes
61. To understand the operation of scientific reasoning in
certain lessons, yes
62. To develop some skills in science. Definitely.
63 . To develop my own ideas as to how to teach children
science in an interesting and productive way. yes
64. Making lessons more beneficial for children, yes
65 . To make science meaningful to the individual, yes
66. To learn about new ideas that can be used in a class
IE cardboard carpentry, yes
67 . Bring all subject matter down to the students level, yes
68. Be able to establish control in the classroom, yes
69 . Be more of a friend and less like a dictator, yes
70. Learning from experience. Very important, yes
71. Have confidence in myself, yes
72. Be able to admit my mistakes graciously, yes
73* Offer assistance and then come through, yes
74, Let them know that their ideas are important to you. yes
75,. Give tests that allow children to express their opinions
rather than those that only call for mimicry of teachers
answers, yes
76 . Not to be afraid of trying anything at least once, yes
77. To take an active rather than passive part in the student's
learning, yes
78 . To be interested in everything children have to offer.
79. Use force as a teaching influence, no
80. Treat students as inferiors, no
81. To be conventional in every way. no
82. Let the children teach themselves some of the time by
sharing their experiences, yes
83 . Know where to find the answers when questions are asked,
yes
84. Teach children to laugh at their mistakes, yes
85. Help them to realize that mistakes are useful as long
as you learn from them, yes
86. Relate all your information in the students vocabulary,
yes
87 . To be competent in all ways, not necessary
88. Show indifference to their ideas, no
89 . Let anger rise, no
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90. Let them know you are afraid of them. No91. Show impatience to slow learners. No
92. Let them know you think they're stupid. No
93. Praise them if the whole class understands something.
X 0 s
9^. Act as their superior. No
95* Dole out punishment unnecessarily. No
96. Make them feel a part of what's going on. yes
Student #15 *
to gain the respect and trust of my students.
to be fair to all of my students.
to keep the interest of my students.
to supply information when needed.
to give help when needed.
to perform experiments successfully.
to perform easily understood experiments.
to be flexible at all times.
to feel compassion.
to evaluate myself.
to improve myself.
to be confident.
to be self-reliant.
to know my class' experiences.
to know my class' feelings.
to pass.
to graduate.
to get a job.
to learn.
to understand my students.
to understand me.
to make science interesting.
to feel.
to know.
to love.
to experience.
to know all that is required.
to know all that is not required,
to be accurate.
to be human.
to be informed.
to be informative.
to listen.
to hear.
to think.
to see.
to speak.
to laugh.
to cry.
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to be firm.
to be gentle.
to be creative.
to be imaginative.
to know the limits of my class.
to be open for discussion.
to be open for suggestion.
to have attention.
to have order.
to have disorder at times.
to succeed.
to be human.
to know myself.
to teach others.
to teach myself.
to forgive.
to forget.
to remember.
to punish.
to reward.
to feel satisfied.
to feel hunger.
to feel pleased.
to know I have accomplished something.
Student #16
»
1. To encourage active participation at all times.
2. To be creative and imaginative in teaching and learning
about science.
3. To encourage the children to be creative and imaginative
in learning about science.
4. To bring the class outside when possible.
5. To encourage the children to make up experiments.
6. To read up on material.
7. Use available resources to best advantage.
8. To find out what the children know.
9. To prepare well for each lesson.
10. To know basic scientific facts.
11. To know how to use facts in a meaningful way.
12. To understand and be able to explain specific concepts.
13. To be able to teach about and demonstrate specific con-
cepts in many ways.
14. To know what the children are interested in.
15. To know how to find information when needed.
16. To know how to gear material to the level of the children.
17. To make science interesting in the classroom.
18. To know when something isn't coming across well.
19. To feel sensitive to my environment.
20. To be interested in almost everything.
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21
.
22
.
25 .
26
.
27 .
28
.
29 .
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34 .
35 .
36 .
37 .
38 .
39 .
40
.
41
.
42
.
43 .
44
.
47 !
48
.
49 .
50 .
51 .
52 .
53 .
54 .
55 .
56 .
57 .
58 .
59 .
60 .
61 .
62.
To know nothing.
To know everything.
To feel that science is not a boring subject.
To learn from the children.
To be able to teach about ecology.
To initiate ecology projects.
To teach about the dangers of ignoring the world's
ecological crisis.
To learn various techniques and methods of teaching
science—ESS, SCIS, SAPA, etc.
To learn about the different science curriculums usedby schools.
To better understand science.
To learn to like science a little better ourselves.
To learn how to prepare plans in science.
To learn how to present plans in science.
To learn about fun projects for kids to do.
To gain confidence in my ability to teach science.
To find free materials available to teachers.
To be able to work with equipment effectively.
Find new ways to teach old things.
To get a job.
To have a better understanding of the age group I will
be teaching.
To make science a necessary part of each day's awareness.
To experience scientific tasks before trying to teach them.
To better understand how kids think.
To fulfill a requirement for practice teaching.
For enjoyment.
To learn something meaningful to me.
To discover how children feel working with different
projects.
To discover how different children feel working with
the same projects.
To be able to gather interest and attention.
To be able to use science in connection with other sub-
jects .
To pass.
To meet the needs of my students.
To get more ideas about science than one person could
have individually.
To help me decide if I really want to teach.
To learn what is good to teach at what grade level.
To maintain an open mind.
To attempt to experience as many things as possible.
To learn to be critical only through experience.
To make everyone think about science.
To make everyone thing about the scientific method.
To make everyone think about the challenge that the
scientific method can be.
To encourage the use of different methods.
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63.
64.
65.
66
.
67.
68
.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
To fpi Jw® £
eeHng wantin£ to try new things.get the feeling of wanting to do new things.
certain^essons^
6 °peration of scie"tlfi <= reasoning in
To develop some skills in science.
To develop my own ideas as to how to teach children
science in an interesting and productive way.
To make lessons more beneficial for children.
To make science meaningful to the individual.
To learn about new ideas that can be used in a classroomi.e. cardborad carpentry.
To use child development theories, such as those ofFiaget and Bruner in teaching science.
To be able to evaluate lessons as to whether the object-ives are being metj the advantages & disadvantages of
the lessons.
To learn what type of questions will promote discussions.
To arrange field trips.
To use films and other media for teaching science.
Student #18*
1. What level students are at in science
2. What answers students are ready to receive
3. What materials are available
4. What things in science can be most easily tied in
with students every day experiences
5. Be able to darry out experiment successfully
6
. Allow for direct student participation
7. Be able to know where to find answers to questions
8
. Be confident
9. To be able to explain what I'm doing
10. To be able to manipulate materials
11. To be creative
12. To be aware of environment
13. Not to be afraid to say I don't know
14. To be aware of the reaction caused by each topic
15. To be able to hold the interest of students
16. To know different techniques of teaching
17. To be able to make the topic interesting
18. To gain a better understanding of science
19. To learn the presentation of topics
20. To be aware of small projects children can do
21. To be aware of long range group projects
22. To know of materials available to teachers
23 . To know of exhibits of science in school area
24. To know the differences in the age groups
25. To understand how students look at something
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26. To try experiments before class
27. To allow for individual experiments
28. To allow for group experiments
29. To make a connection between science & other subiects30. To meet the needs of students
31. To learn not to be critical
32. To learn how to present a unit
33. To try new things
34. To understand scientific reasoning
35 • To find new ideas that can be used in classroom
36. To make use of things children can bring in
Student #19*
1. To be understanding
2. To talk in such a way as to gain attention
3. To listen attentively
4. To realize that all of my students are unique beings
5. To work towards a homogeneous group
6 . To set an example
7« To do unto others as I would have them to do unto me
8
. To allow love to be emanated in my class
9. To allow the student to be adventuresome
10. To allow the student to be original
11. To allow the student to be expressive
12. To allow the student to be viable
13. To allow the student a certain degree of independence
14. To reach out and touch those who are in need
15 • To project a positive approach
16. To make life more realistic for the students in the
classroom
17 . To maintain order, but not to have it so that the child
is afraid to step out of bound
18. To use modern technological changes in the classroom
as much as possible
19. To make the material more pragmatic
20. To make the course relevant so that the child will
always be busy doing something
21. To make the course less theoretical
22. To allow for more individual participation
23 . To schedule discussion periods in order that various
questions can be aired
24. To be prepared
25. To be a good teacher
26. To remember that I was not always an adult
27. To be innovative
28. To search for the truth since science is knowledge
so classified that it aids in the search for truth
29. To be patient
<
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30. To appreciate my subject
31 • To appreciate my class
32. To interact
33 • To be punctual
3^. To be neat in my appearance
35 • To make the room that I am teaching in pleasant
36. To realize what my students can do
37 • To allow the children to do instead of doing it for
them
38. To make it evident that my students must be successful
in whatever experiment they do
Appendix E
Operationalized Goals for Student #10
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GOAL - To have a better understanding of the age group
I will be working with.
I. To know what a child is feeling
A. Listen to all his conversations (as many as practicable)
1. in school
2. at play
3. in groups
B. Ask his opinions
1. On science
(a) on books
(b) on equipment
(c) on tests
(d) on teacher and her presentation
2. on studying
(a) does he study
(b) how does he study
(c) does he like or dislike studying
3. on school
(a) does he like school
(b) what he likes best, least
(c) if he was in charge how would school be different
C. Experience with him
1. play
(a) his games
(b) my games
(c) science activities
2. work
(a) in school
(b) in extracurricular activities (related to school)
(c) in outside activities
(i) physical
(ii) mental
D. To understand how children think
1. what they already know
(a) have him check off on list
(b) have him tell me orally
(c) have him discuss with other students
(d) have him write it down
2. what they want to learn
(a) check off on list
(b) tell me
(c) by questions they ask
(i) about science
(ii) about studying
(iii) about school
(d) through suggestions I make
(i) about school
(ii) about science
(iii) about studying
E. To learn about theories of child development
1. Piaget
(a) how children learn
(i) memory
(ii) coding
(iii) classification
(iv) retention
2 .
3 .
(b) his classification system
(i) what the parts are
(ii) what is his rationale for the different parts
Bruner
(a) how children learn
(b) sequence of learning
Robert Gagne - his theory
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GOAL - To learn different methods for teaching science
I.
compare to older methods
Learn about new programs of science Instruction
A. ESS, SCIS, SAPA
1. their philosophy
(a) on which they're based
(1) is it scientific
predictable
reliable
testable
(11) is It traditional
(ill) Is it innovative
(b) on equipment
(i) do they advocate its use
(ii) how important is it to the particular program
integral?
Inci dental?
(c) on learning
(i) do they have a particular way they suggest to learn science?
(ii) do they have rules for learning?
2. grade level on age level for each program - are they geared to a particular agegroup?
B. Different science book series
1. language
(a) is it easily comprehended by the children
(b) is it enjoyable to read
(i) kids express openly
(ii) don't like to put books down
.
(c) is it geared to a particular age and ability
(i) by age or grade
(ii) different levels of vocabulary
(iii) abstract ideas
2. appeal
(a) do the children express a liking for the book
(i) express directly to teacher
(ii) express to friends
(iii) when given choice of what to do will choose to read the book
(b) do they read it readily
3. attitude or method of instruction
(a) method of presentation of new information
(i) strictly defined
(ii) explore on your own
(iii) loosely guided
(b) method of evaluation
(i) formal testing
(ii) informal questions
(iii) informal discussion
(iv) something else
(c) attitude about children and learning
(i) laissez-faire learning
(ii) strict rules for instruction
4. effectiveness
(a) children's liking for books
(b) their reluctance to put books down
(c) enthusiasm to use books
(d) do they learn from it?
(i) by evaluation
(ii) by own comments
Learn variations on science curricular through study
A. Texts
1. same as science series (above)
2. their place in a course
(a) are they the major part?
(b) are they incidental?
(c) are they only supplementary?
B. Equipment
- place in the course
1. is it the major part?
2. is it incidental?
3. is it only supplementary?
C. Method of presentation
1. is it strictly defined?
2. is it laissez-faire?
3. is it somewhere in between?
Learn variations - through exposure
A. Visit different schools
1. Examine books
(a) mehtod of presentation
(b) language
(c) appeal
(d) children's interest in it
2 . Examine equipment
(a) what kind
(b) how much of budget is devoted
3. Observe teachers
(a) method of presentation
(b) what they emphasize
(i) reading
(ii) "doing" field trips
experiments
B. Examine students' performance in science
1 . on national exams
2. on school exams
3. in class
(a) written
(b) in discussion
(i) do they take initiative
(ii) are they interested
C. Rate each program accordingly
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GOAL - To encourage my students enough
so they want to ask questions.
T» To create an air of freedom in the classroom
A. Allow choice
1. Student voice in curriculum
(a) Student Council
(b) student representatives on curriculum committee
(c) an open suggestion box
2. choice of books and materials
(a) committee with student representatives
(b) open suggestions
(c) check off on list of faculty's suggestions
B. Encourage initiative
1. plan own experiments and perform them
2. plan own field trips
3. student led discussions and seminars
C. Keep an open mind
1. avoid being conventional
2. encourage new ideas
(a) encourage independent work on students' ideas
(b) be critical in a gentle way
(i) don't put student down.
(ii) don't use embarassment of a student to make a point
(iii) prove a mistake with evidence from various sources (authors, etc.)
II. To be a facilitator, not a teacher
A. Respect my student
1. accept them as equals not as inferiors
(a) listen to their opinions and ideas
(i) on science
(ii) on studying
(iii) on school
(b) treat them as I would expect them to treat me
(i) with consideration
(ii) with honesty
(c) admit when their ideas are better than the traditional ones
(d) let them have a say in determination of curriculum
(i) Student Council
(ii) student representatives on curriculum committee
(e) let them have a choice in books, materials used
2. to laugh, even when I'm wrong
3. to give them as much as I expect in return
(a) my attention
(b) good manners
(c) courteous listening
B. To promote inquiry
1. Develop good questioning techniques
(a) so doesn't seem like an evaluation
(b) more of a discussion of equals rather than a teacher-student dialogue
(i) not just one student-one question-one answer
(ii) many may have idea on some question
round table discussion
student led seminar
(c) keep minds from wandering
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2. to learn to be critical in a gentle way
(a) to point out definite errors or misconceptions without putting student down
(i) in form of suggestions
(ii) bring in other people's alternate opinions (authors, etc.)
(b) to keep an open mind
(i) learn not to be conventional
(ii) accept new ideas that are sufficiently supported even if they're
antithetical to my own
%
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GOAL - To facilitate, not to teach
I. To respect my students
A. Accept them as equals, not as inferiors
1. listen to their opinions and ideas
(a) on science
(b) on studying
(c) on school
2. treat them as I would expect them to treat me
(a) with consideration
(b) with honesty
3. admit when their ideas are better than the traditional ones - encourage further
independent study on the ideas
4. let them have a say in determination of curriculum
(a) Student Council
(b) student representatives on curriculum committee
5. let them have choice in books, materials used
B. To laugh, even when I'm wrong
C. To give to them as much as I expect in return
1. my attention
2. good manners
3. courteous listening
4. honest criticism
II. To promote inquiry
A. To encourage my students enough so they want to ask questions
1. let them make up and do own experiments
2. let them plan own field trips
3. don't even force any lesson on them
(a) determine class interest
(b) give choice of alternatives
(i) individualized program
(ii) modular credit plan
4. to learn not to be conventional
(a) to keep an open mind
(b) to fight the tendency to be "convinced" of the rightness of anything
B. To develop good questioning techniques
1. so doesn't seem like an evaluation
(a) may be a right answer
(b) no specific wrong answer
2. more of a discussion of equals rather than a student-teacher dialogue
(a) not just one student-one question-one answer
(b) many may have idea on some question
(i) round table discussion
(ii) student led seminar
3. keep minds from wandering
C. To learn to be critical in a gentle way
1. to point out definite errors or misconceptions without putting students down
(a) in form of suggestions
(b) bring in other people's alternative opinions (authors, etc.) not just my
word
2. to keep an open mind
(a) learn not to be conventional
(b) accept new ideas that are sufficiently supported even if they're antithetical
to my own
(c) be willing to abandon outdated ideas
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Appendix F
Operationalization of Goali To Learn Discovery
Techniques in the Science Methods Course
(Two examples from May 11 evaluation)
Student #10
i
"To Learn Discovery Techniques in the Science Methods Course."
I interpreted this goal as asking where I found the means of
reaching my goals and the techniques I used to reach them. The
headings listed in blue* are where I went to reach my goals.
The headings listed in red* are the individual means (or
techniques, if you will) that 1 used to reach my goals (it
would be impractical to list all the possible ways of reaching
a goal because they are endless. I felt this would be more meaningful.)
The headings in blue highlighted in yellow are the individual goals that
I achieved through that particular method in that particular place.
(Please read appended note at end of this paper.)
I, By means of regular methods course offerings
A. Science Smorgasbord
1. Workshops
(a) WHAT'S IN THE BAG?
(
i)
admit when I don't know
(ii) learn different techniques of teaching science -
the unanswerable question
(iii) to better understand science
(iv) to make kids more aware
(b) CLAY BOATS
( i ) to use resources wisely and fully
(ii) to understand the operation of scientific
reasoning
(iii) to promote inquiry
(c) FREE AND INEXPENSIVE
(i) to make most effective use of available
resources
(ii) to promote creativity
(d) BATTERIES AND BULBS
(i) be able to utilize equipment in my class
(ii) to learn along with the kids
(e) WHIRLYBIRDS
(i) to be creative and imaginative
(ii) to use data to draw hypotheses
(iii) to use a systematic approach to science
(f) KITCHEN PYHSICS
(i) to review principles of science I' ve
forgotten
( ii) to learn to present difficult material in a
comprehensible way
(iii) starting where the kids are at
(g) COLORED SOLUTIONS
( i) to promote individual exploration
(ii) to encourage collaboration of individual
data to draw conclusions
(iii) to see how kids learn
(h) SCIENCE AND SOCIETY
(i) to learn about values and cultures
(ii) to look at science in a different way^
point of philosophv
(iii) to make science meaningful to the
individual
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2
.
3 .
4
.
(i) MEALWORMS
(i) to use livine things in the class
( ii) to develop observation techniques
<j) OBSERVATIONS
(i) learning how kids learn
(ii) promote inquiry, observation
( iii) learn along with kids
(k) JUNK
(i) stimulate creativity, imagination
(ii) use all available resources
(1) E.S. S.
(i) learn different methods of presenting
(ii) learn different theories of how kids 1
(m) MAGAZINES
(i) use available resources
(n) SAPA
(i) same as ESS
(o) BUDDING TWIGS
(i) use of the environment
(ii) make science more relevant to a child'
world
Packets
(a) VALUES AND CULTURE
(i) respect my students
(ii) laugh even when I'm wrong
(iii) admit when I don't know
(iv) know what a child is feeling
(v) learn variations in science presentation
(b) TEACHER TALK
(i) express myself better, more coherently
(ii) have a better understanding of age group
I will be teaching
(iii) improve my questinging techniques
Books, Reasings
(a) BUDDING TWIGS
(i) learn about different approaches
to science i.e. ESS
(ii) present ordinary material in an
unusual way
Auditorium Sessions
(a) DWIGHT ALLEN
(i) learning new ways of teaching science
(ii) learning from experience of others
(b) "PAGET" - A FILM
(i) learning how kids learn
(ii) learning about theory behind a method
of teaching
(iii) learning about the man behind a
particular theory
(c) "THEY CAN DO IT" - A FILM
(i) seeing an actual classroom in progress
(ii) how to handle discipline problems
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6 .
II By means of other related School of Education offerings
A. Modular credit of f erinps-::-
1. "WAYS OP CHARGING BEHAVIOR"
a. how to relate to students in mv class
b. how to stimulate interest In subject matter
2. "USING ART IN THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM"
a. how to be creative and Imaginative
b. how to approach ordinary material in an unusual way
' c. how to stimulate interest
d* how to use aesthetically pleasing stimuli
e. how to de- emphasize verbal learning
f . how to use senses other than vision more
3. "DISTAR"
a. to learn about other methods of teaching
b. to learn about theories behind 31 ;; fere‘nt methods of teaching
B. "TEACHING READING TO HIGH SCHOOL, COLLESE, AND ADULT POPULATIONS"
a. to read critically
b. to ree lin g di ft' cr&nt values
"al TmpTied
b. overt
c . to -realize different cultures and how their priorities
‘differ ~
d . to recognize subcultures within a society e.g. America
rr black
2. Caucasian
3. Puerto Rican
2. HUMANISTIC EDUCATION
a« using music to teach abstract principles
b . u si. ng Uan c”e , drawing to toscn orii-tielt^S
c. relating to other peonle "as TndTviduals
d. “reSpect in~
rf~rry"!.tD I e ht 5
-"Individual teaching experiences
"BUDDING TWIGS" - TAUGHT TWO WEEK UNIT TO 5 YEAR OLDS
MARK 1S MEADOW
I how kinds learn
II how to make lesson oler.s
III how to present these elans
IV discipline problems
V frustration level-mine and th
VI promote in.uiry
VII be interesting
VIII be creative and imaginative
IX say "I don't know"
X resoect my students
ad in Tint urn (all of my voals)
-^Videotapes
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e . recognizing the individuality of my students
3. ART IN EDUCATION
a o using; other media to study science
b. looking at science in an unorthodox wav
c • using; resources wisely and fully
d. “being creative and imaginative
I II *By speaking to faculty members
GERARD
BROOKS
CARL
BARRY
MARGE
SPIKE
JOHN
FRANK
DWIGHT
SUE
TOM
MURIEL
JON
REG
PATTY
CHRIS
CAROLYN
LARRY
JOE
JOAN
DOROTHEA
LUN
FRED
KATHY
PETER
BETH
STEVE
A. ^Making use of their resources
RITA
1 . learning different techniques of teaching science
2 • learning about variations in science curricular
3 . learning about theories of child development
4 • learning resource material for the classroom
1. THEIR EXPERIENCE
a. LISTENING TO THEIR EXPERIENCES WHEN THEY TEACH WORKSHOPS
1 . what is effective at' different age levels
2 • short cuts in methodology
3 . problems a particular experiment might present
b. BIBLIOGRAPHIES
C. HANDOUTS - ONES IN CARL'S OFFICE
d. suggestions in teaching techniques "chickens"with Carl
IV *Ma king use of teachers and schools in area
A. Observation of classes
1 . MRS. FINK'S CLASS
a. how to approach science material in a new and
imaginative way
_
b» using an ESS unit
c • bringing living things into the class
B. Working in a class
1. MRS. HUDDE IS ON ’ s CLASS-TEACHING "BUDDING TWIGS"
a
.
B.
c.
d.
have self confidence in my abili ty a s a teacher
not to be nervous in front of class
learn how to ore pare lesson plans
learn how to present plans in class
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e • learn what a child in feeling
f • respect my students
g • know what lev Is of kncwled.ee are appropriate for
different grade ar.d 5.^3 levels
h. admit when I don't know
i • find out what kids* ~y:coctations are
3 • find out how kids learn
V. *Using world around you
A. People around me
1. HOME LIFE different values
2. PERSONAL LIFE different cultures start where they’re at
E. *Natural resources
ENVIRONMENT
people's -priorities differ
e .g. pollution
advertising
C. Communications media
TELEVISION
RADIO
NEWSPAPER
MAGAZINES
D. Foundations and Institute
NASA
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE
free literature
theories
normal priorities
local priorities
VI Using University of Massachusetts' library facilities
A • learn about new programs of science instruction
1. ESS
2. SAPA
3. SCIS
B. explore different science books
1. TICK TOCK - A STORY OF TIME
2. OFF INTO SPACE
C. learn about fun projects for kids to do
1 . BULLETIN BOARD DIS1 LAYS
2 . TEACHER TALK
D. learn where to find answers when quest ions are aske_d
1. EDUCATION MAGAZINES
a, SCIENCE TEACHER
2. REFERENCE BOOKS
3. SCIENCE SERIES
E . find out how kids learn
1. THEORIES OF LEARNING
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a . PAGET)
b. GAGNE
2. RECORDS OF PRESENT TEACHERS
NOTE* The goals (highlighted in yellow*) in and of themselves
could be- extended to iO pages each if they were totally operationalized.
Some of them are self evident onco y->u'vo read my journel entry for
the particular activity they were derivad from. Some of them are
operationalized further and may be found in the beginning of my
journal. For the ones that are not, I suggest that you read the
journal entry for the activity which they we re derived from and it
will become self-evident of how they were realized. I did not
have the time nor the amount of paper it would have taken to completely
operationalize each and every goal to its finest detail.
%
Student #11
«
Operationalization of:
To learn discovery techniques in science methods courses
.
1.
Exert Yourself and Learn by:
A. Listening to and watching others
1.
Lectures
a. Dwight Allen--
1.
relate what he said to science
a. have "bale out" kits such as "What's
in the Bag"
1. peak kids interest in science
a. get them involved
b. listen to their ideas and use them
c. don't just stress facts
d. keep up to date
1. space
2. ecology
B.
1. Relate what he said to science
a. know stages of development so he will know what
discovery methods to stress during each stage
1. preoperational - one variable at a time - size
2. concrete operational - more than one variable
3. formal operational - past history and
imagination
a. relate past science to future science
through use of imagination
2. Mini Experiences
a. what's in the bag
1. use of senses to guess what unknown object is
in the bag
2. could be shown results or not
3. depends on whether rightness or wrongness
seems important
b. ESS
1. indirect approach to teaching
2. kids encouraged to "mess around"
3. no right or wrong answers
a. proves to kids sometines answers are
unknown and their creativity and in-
telligence may find new answers better
than those before
4. inquiry and discovery stressed rather than iact.
a. gases and airs
1. given materials kids must prove many
scientific concepts on their own
a. use of balloons
b. use of candles
*c. trial and error important
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b. kitchen physics
1. learn by doing
2. difficult concepts in easy ways
3. grabbiness of water
*4. predictions encouraged
a. who will win the race between
soapy water and oil?
c. colored solutions
1. different densites in different colors
2. stack different colors in different ways
3. must do much experimenting before
"right" answer found
d. nealworms
1. life-cycle
2. funny habits
*3. observation very important
a. many different stages
e. observations
1. impressed upon us how much we use sight
2. close eyes and try to describe something
by touch or smell
*3. make kids more aware of surroundings and
ALL of their senses
f. . batteries and bulbs
1.
given battery, bulb, and wire-make
bulb light
a. many ways of doing this
b. shows more than one right answer
*2. imagination stressed
3. prediction sheet given
g. budding twigs
1. observation again is stressed
2. disect large buds to see what's inside
3. ask children to predict what they will see
*4. compare and contrast different buds
a. not important to know names of trees
only important to know they are
different
3.
Films
a. mini experience on the film
1. how to use films in new ways
a. show with no sound
1. makes kids observations keener
2. stop film from time to time and ask
a. what is happening now
b. what will happen
c. why do you think so
3. never offer your own answers
a, voice must not give you away
b, expression must not give you away
c, let kids know that you don't care
how crazy an answer may sound as long
as they think it might be true
%
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A
b. univolution
1. short film with music
2. new way to interest kids in science
3. they can "discover" through film fascinating
things about evolution that books would never tell
c. interest kids in making their own films
1. take any topic "relating to science" and go to it
2. kids get more involved this way 'cause it's
their own creation
d. they can do it
1. teachers can relate to this in all subjects
2. must not be afread to try new techniques
a. "discovery" techniques in science
b. know you can learn and profit from mis-
takes as the teacher in the film did
c. good to know that there are many others
like yourself
4.
Other mini experiences
a. IMB- interaction of man and biology
1. for junior high
2. stress on biology
b 0 IME- interaction of man and energy
1. for junior high
2. stress on chemistry
c. ISCS- intermediate science curriculum study
1. progression from physics* to chemistry to
project year with stress on biology
2. independent investigation plays large part
a. programmed labs
b. teacher there only to offer advice
d. ISS- ideas and investigation in science
1. so far only for two years
2. biology first then physical science
a. each year divided into five sections
3. kids attention kept through use of
:
a. peanuts cartoon characters
b. numerous games
c. lingo of the times
e. SCIS
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A
B. Trying out your own ideas
1. Project Day at Mark's Meadow
a. lollipop
1.
relate art to all subjects
a. clay boats
1. kids tried to model boats that float
2. taught buoyancy
b. food colors on screen
1. showed what colors were made when
two other colors were mixed
2. reaction of soap to water
c. actually related more to math and
language arts but still many ideas could
be changed slightly and made into science
2. Chickens
a. follow the life cycle from beginning to end
b. let kids lead you
1. their questions can be answered
2
.
encourage their predictions
3. encourage them to check out these predictions
later
c. make several resources available
d. let kids do most of care-taking with only
supervision by you
a. egg turning
b. watch egg cracking
c. hold chicks
d. feed them
e. suggest ways to see differences and likenesses
1„ eggs give chicks of the same color
2. why different size eggs
3. why different size chicks
4. why different color chicks
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Appendix G
Courses Taken by Students During the Field Test
Courses
Taken
by
Students
in
Field
Test
(all
courses
reported
in
semester
hours)
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Students
carrying
less
than
14
hours
completed
modular
credit
for
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Goals for the Selection Process
Purpose of the methodology for the selection process
i
the student will make self-directed selections in the areas
in which she inquires.
1 . 00 . 00.00 The student will have knowledge of the selection
process
.
1.01.00.00 The student will state the parts of the process
of defining goals. The parts of the process arei
1.01.01.00 Imagining a situation in which the goal exists
one hundred percent (an ideal setting with
furniture, materials and anything else needed
to make the situation perfect) and writing down
what is observed in that situation.
1.01.02.00 Brainstorming ideas through such means as the
white paper method of generating information
about the goal.
1.01.03.00 Using other sources for possible dimensions of
the goal. Examples are previous students'
dimensions and teachers' dimensions.
1 . 01 . 04.00 Imagining a situation in which the goal does not
exist and writing down what is observed in that
situation.
1.01.05.00 Considering each specific observation of the
situation where the goal does not exist
( 1 . 01 . 04 . 00 ) as if that negative aspect were
a positive part of the goal. (By doing this
the student may find out that conditions she
had ruled out are, after all, a part of her
goal.
)
1.01.06.00 Comparing one's own list of dimensions with
another person's list.
1.01.07.00 Considering dimensions which have nothing to.
do with the goal and looking at them to see if
they do have anything to do with it.
A
1.01.08.00
1 . 01 . 09.00
1.01.10.00
1.01.10.01
1 . 01 . 10.02
1 . 02 . 00.00
1.01.01.00
1 . 01 . 02.00
1.01. 03 .00
1.01.04.00
1 . 01 . 05.00
1 . 01 . 06.00
1 . 01 . 07.00
1 . 01 . 08.00
Prioritizing the list of dimensions generated,
using steps outlined in 1.01.01.00 through
1 . 01 . 07.00 above.
Repeating the outlined procedures of 1.01.01.00
through 1 . 01 . 07.00 for the most important
prioritized dimensions and continuing until
i
Stopping work on the goal because oft
Time - the student determines when no more time
is available.
The goal is observable and/or measurable, i.e.,
broken down to its lowest level.
The student will list the sequential order of
the parts of the goal-defining process. ( The
steps retain their original numbers
.
)
Imagining a situation in which the goal exists
one hundred percent and writing down what is
observed in that situation.
Brainstorming ideas through such means as the
white paper method of generating information
about the goal.
Using other sources for possible dimensions.
Examples are previous students' dimensions and
teachers' dimensions.
Imagining a situation in which the goal does
not exist and writing down what is observed in
that situation.
Considering each specific observation of the
situation where the goal does not exist
(1.02.04.00) as if the negative aspect were a
positive part of the goal.
Comparing one's own list of dimensions with
another person's.
Considering dimensions of the goal which have
nothing to do with the goal and looking at them
to see if they have anything to do with it.
Prioritizing the list of dimensions generated,
using steps outlined in 1.02.01.00 through
1.02.07.00 above.
B
1 . 01 . 09.00 Repeating the outlined procedures of 1.02.01.00
through 1 . 02 . 07.00 for the most important priori-
tized dimensions and continuing until*
1.01.10.00 Stopping work on the goal because of*
1.01.10.01 Time - the student determines when no more time
is available.
1.01.10.02 The goal is observable and/or measurable, i.e.,
broken down to its lowest level.
1.03.00.00 The student will show awareness of the selection
process during the field study.
1.03.01.00 The student will write comments in her log about
the selection process.
1.03.01.01 The author will judge the comments by placing
them into one of three categories*
Category one - The process helped in selecting
activities.
Category two - The process did not help in
selecting activities.
Category three - Cannot be placed in one of the
above two categories.
1.03.02.00 The student will make comments in the author's
presence about the selection process.
1.03.02.01 The author will judge the comments by placing
them into one of three categories*
Category one - The process helped in selecting
activities
•
Category two - The process did not help in
selecting activities.
Category three - Cannot be placed in one of the
above two categories.
1.04.00.00 The student will operationalize one of her goals.
1.04.01.00 The lowest level of the goal will be observable
and/or measurable.
C
1 . 04 . 02.00
1 . 04 . 02.01
1.05.00.00
1.05.01.00
1.05.02.00
1.05.03.00
1 . 05 . 04.00
1.05.05.00
1.05.05.01
2
.
00 . 00.00
The lowest: level of "the goal will have common-
ality of meaning.
The author and a rater will judge the lowest
level of one of the goals to determine if common-
ality of meaning exists. It will be placed in
one of the following two categories
i
Yes category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would be the
same.
No category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would not be
the same
.
The student will select activities based on goals.
The student says the activity selected was based
on a goal.
The student can identify the specific goal the
activity is related to.
The student can explain how the activity was
related to the goal.
The student can state whether or not the goal,
or part of the goal, was satisfied.
The student will record in her log the reason
for doing an experience.
The author and a rater will read each activity
in the student's log and place it in one of the
following two categories*
Yes category - The student referred to one of
her goals in stating the reason
why she participated in the activi
ty.
No category - The student did not refer to one
of her goals in stating the reason
why she participated in the activi
ty.
The student will have a positive attitude toward
the selection process.
D
2.01.00.00 The student will state that she has a positive
attitude toward the process.
2.01.01.00 The student will make positive comments in her
log.
2.01.01.01 Writing in the log the goal for participating
in the activity is a statement of a positive
attitude
.
2.01.01.02
The author and a rater will read each write-up
for an activity and place it in one of the
following categoriesi
Category one
Category two
The student referred to one of
her goals in stating the reason
why she participated in the
activity. This is a positive
statement.
The student did not refer to one
of her goals in stating the
reasons why she participated in
the activity. This may not be
interpreted as positive or nega-
tive. It will be considered as
the omission of a positive
comment.
2.01.02.00 The student will make positive comments to the
instructor about the selection process.
2.01.02.01 The author will classify the comment into one
of three categories!
Category one - The comment was judged by the
author to be positive.
Category two - The comment was judged by the
author to be negative.
Category three -The comment could not be classi-
fied positive or negative by the
author.
2.01.03.00 The student will say that she has a positive
attitude toward the process.
E
2.01.03.01 The student will answer the questions
i
1. The process whereby we were able to decide
goals and select activities in science
methods was*
of ex- average of very
tremely value low value
high value
2, My attitude toward the process whereby we
were able to decide and select what we wanted
to do in science methods is*
\ i i v j j i
very very
positive negative
3* Would you take another course in which you
decided what you wanted to do and then se-
lected offerings based on what you decided
to do?
Yes Maybe No
2.02.00.00 The student will operationalize one of her
goals for the science methods class.
2.02.01.00 The lowest level of the goal will be observable
and/or measurable.
2.02.02.00 The lowest level of the goal will have commonality
of meaning among individuals.
2.02.02.01 The author and a rater will judge the lowest
levels of a goal to determine if commonality of
meaning exists. They will classify the break-
downs into two categories!
Yes Category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would be the
same •
No category - The kind of data gathered by the
author and the rater would not
be the same.
F
2.03.00.00 The student will select activities based on
goals.
2.03.01.00
The student will say the activity was based on
a goal.2.03.02.00
The student can identify the specific goal the
activity was related to.
2.04.00.00 The student will use the selection process in
other methods courses.2.04.01.00
The student will answer the question* Did you
select activities in other methods courses based
on your operationalized goals?
2.05.00.00
2.05.01.00
Social Studies
Math
Language Arts
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
fourteen experiences
.
number of
log.
experiences
2.06.00.00 The student will choose the selection process
method over other methods of instruction.
2.06.01.00
The student will complete the following activity*
Below are descriptions of three fourth grade
elementary science classrooms. Pick which class-
room you would like to teach in and tell the
reason(s) why.
Classroom A
The teacher puts a list of topics on the board
and the students are asked to choose a topic they
are interested in. Once the topic is chosen from
the list on the board the student is to investi-
gate the topic by looking up background informa-
tion in the library before performing an assigned
experiment that relates to the topic. The stu-
dent is to summarize what he has learned in a
written report.
G
Classroom B
2.07.00.00
2.07.01.00
2.07.01.01
2.07.02.00
2.07.02.01
A class of students is asked to list on the
board possible topics for study. Each student is
to pick a topic from the list on the board or
select a topic of her own. The student is then
asked to determine what she wants to learn about
the topic. After the student has decided what
are the most important facets to learn about
the topic she is free to investigate the aspects
of the topic. The student may summarize her
learning by any method she chooses-.
Classroom C
Each student is diagnosed by the teacher. Based
upon this diagnosis the student is assigned a
topic to be studied in science. Included as a
part of the assigned topic is a list of books
which the child is asked to read. A list of
enrichment books is also included along with an
experiment. The student is free to begin the
experiment after she has completed the reading
lists The summary by the student is to be a
paper recording results from the experiment
and an explanation of what she has learned.
The student will illustrate commitment to the
selection process.
The student will record in her log a goal as the
reason for doing an activity.
The author and a rater will count the number of
times a goal was recorded in the log as the
reason for attending an activity.
The student will indicate the value of the se-
lection process for her in the future.
The student will answer the question
1
The value which the process used in science
methods will have upon my future isi
* ? I 1 5 $ 7
Very
great
amount
fair
amount
little or
no amount
H
FIGURE A
SEQUENCE AND SCHEDULE FOR THE
SELECTION PROCESS
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